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Spherical tokamaks have many desirable properties that make them a suitable candidate for
a compact fusion reactor. Such a device could accelerate the timeline of fusion and reduce
capital costs, allowing fusion to have a more significant impact on the world. The feasibility of
a compact spherical tokamak able to generate net electricity needs to be examined as well as
the modelling tools currently available. Extrapolating to reactor relevant conditions requires
a great deal of trust in these models.
This work begins by identifying steady state plasma equilibria and applying empirical limits
to characterise the available parameter space for a given machine design and scale. This
is done with a consistent calculation of the neoclassical currents, allowing for the auxiliary
current drive requirements to be determined. A baseline scenario was identified with a major
radius of 2.5 m and fusion power of 1.1 GW. An important result found is that a minimum
current drive efficiency is required given the empirical limits used. Neutral beam injection was
found to have a sufficient current drive efficiency, with 94 MW of power needed to drive all
the required current. The validity of reduced physics neutral beam models was also examined
and it was found that reasonable predictions were made provided the beams were aligned with
the magnetic field.
The performance of a tokamak is generally limited by the turbulent transport so the linear
gyrokinetic stability of a baseline ST reactor plasma scenario was investigated. The baseline
equilibrium showed some desirable properties as the electron scale turbulence was found to
be stable. In the ion scale, kinetic ballooning modes and micro-tearing modes were found
to co-exist on multiple flux surfaces. Through exploring the drives of these modes it was
possible to optimise the equilibrium to minimise their growth rates. Moreover, the credibility
of quasi-linear transport models was explored with a new tool developed that is better able
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1.1 Fusion’s place in the energy-mix
Fusion energy has long been considered as a potential solution to the world’s long term energy
needs. Historically human progression has been closely correlated with energy usage [1, 2] and
energy demand is expected to increase significantly in the near future. In 2019 approximately
167 000 TW h of energy was consumed, of which 80% was comprised of fossil fuels such as oil,
coal and gas with the remaining being filled with renewables and nuclear [3]. For scale, this
corresponds to 19 000 GWe plants running throughout the year. However, this now must be
examined in the context of rising CO2 emissions, which has led to the suggestion by many
scientists that complete de-carbonisation must be achieved as rapidly as possible [4].
On paper, fusion aligns well with this goal as it is a low carbon source with an abundance of
primary fuels (deuterium and lithium) potentially lasting thousands of years. However, fusion
is not commercially available and there has not yet been a demonstration of net energy gain,
let alone net electricity.
ITER, a major milestone of the EUROfusion roadmap, is expected to be constructed by 2025.
It is an international project involving over 35 countries and by 2035 is expected to generate
ten times the auxiliary power used, a crucial step in the fusion timeline. It will be the first
reactor to demonstrate a scenario where more power is generated by the plasma than is put
into the plasma, which is termed “energy break-even”. Once ITER has achieved this “full
powered” regime, the construction of DEMO will begin, which will be a fully operational
power plant capable of generating electricity in the 2050s-60s at the earliest [5]. However, this
is a first of a kind plant, and it will take time for fusion to become a significant fraction of
the energy-mix.
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Similar to historical growth of fission1, solar and wind are currently experiencing an expo-
nential growth phase where their installed power doubles approximately every 3 years. This
exponential growth is expected to continue until the supply reaches approximately 10% of
its final penetration. After this point the construction is expected to transition to a linear
growth [6]. Applying this premise to fusion and assuming DEMO generates 1 GWe by 2060;
fusion will begin to make a significant contribution to the energy-mix by the end of the cen-
tury. This exponential phase is often labelled as the “valley of death” for product development
and requires solid financial backing to cross. During this exponential growth if the installed
doubling time is shorter than the economic payback time then fusion as an industry will be
a net financial sink and thus requires significant investment, until the aforementioned linear
phase is reached where revenue begins to be generated [6, 7]. Furthermore, the long build
times and high capital costs limit the innovation cycle meaning Nth-of-a-kind development
takes significantly longer.
However, the urgency invoked by anthropogenic climate change means that the energy-mix
fusion will be entering will likely look very different to the current one. The IPCC report
recommends that net-zero CO2 emissions should be reached by 2050 to mitigate the worst
effects of climate change. When this is actually achieved is a complicated question, but
several reports predict varying penetrations of renewable energy in a net zero scenario, with
100% renewables being theoretically possible with developed infrastructure, energy storage
and demand side management [8–10]. However, this necessitates a large amount of over-
capacity given the intermittency issues of variable renewable energy sources (vRES) like wind
and photo-voltaics. Energy storage systems help mitigate the intermittency issue of vRES but
cannot completely substitute “firm” sources like nuclear or gas with carbon capture and storage
(CCS) at a reasonable cost estimate [11]. Furthermore, vRES tends to be energy sparse, so
situations where land is valuable or energy demand is dense (mega-cities), high fractions of
vRES may not be feasible [12, 13]. The penetration of vRES in a net zero scenario has many
factors when being calculated, but least cost analysis has found it may vary between 30-80%
[11, 14]. Other energy sources will need to fill in the gap left by renewables, with flexibility
being a desirable property [15]. When including “firm” sources, the overall costs drops [9, 16,
17].
By the end of the 21st century, it is highly likely that renewables will form a significant
fraction of the total energy-mix. Given the current fusion timeline, it is unlikely that fusion
will play any significant role in the path to net zero carbon emissions, but will be relevant as
1Pre-Chernobyl
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a post-carbon technology as energy demand continues to increase.
Fusion will likely complement with other low carbon firm sources such as fission and gas+CCS
and their relative merits need to be compared, which will vary in different situations and ge-
ographical locations. Compared to fission, fusion has several advantages with its inherent
safety, fuel abundance, non-proliferation and its lack of high-level radioactive waste2. It
should be noted that some waste materials from the current DEMO design will still be clas-
sified as intermediate level waste after 100 years due to material impurities and will require
geologic disposal, similar to fission [18]. Fusion will likely be economically similar to current
fission with large capital costs and minimal operating and fuel costs but potentially reduced
decommissioning costs. As the overnight costs3 of fission increases, its penetration into the
energy-mix is expected to reduce such that above 6200£/kWe, some anticipate that it will
play a minimal part of the total energy-mix [9, 19]. However, this is highly dependent on
many assumptions from geography to competing technologies and political factors. For ex-
ample, if the overnight costs of gas+CCS drops from the previously assumed 1270£/kWe to
775£/kWe, then fission needs to be below 3500£/kWe to remain competitive. Fusion will
likely face a similar fate, and current estimates for the DEMO4 are 6600£/kWe [20]. This
assumed “first-of-a-kind” costs which may lower over time by 25 − 40% if a single design is
developed [21, 22]. If fusion is not competitive5 with these sources, it will likely need a niche
to fill or become a post-fission/CCS technology [23, 24].
If the fusion timeline can be accelerated and the capital cost reduced via a more compact
device, then the impact fusion will have on the energy-mix will be increased. This work aims
to explore the physics associated with a compact high performance reactor that can generate
net electricity on a shorter timescale.
1.2 Fusion on Earth
Currently, the only place fusion occurs naturally in significant amounts is in stars. Here
hydrogen is gravitationally confined and heated to high enough temperatures that the ions
are able to fuse together releasing a significant amount of energy. Due to the incredibly long
confinement time in the sun (∼ 106yrs), the core temperature of the sun only needs to be at
O(106)K, well below the peak of the reaction rate for proton-proton fusion. Terrestrial fusion
2Though fusion may have to compete against GEN IV fission reactors where its advantages are fewer.
3Calculated by dividing the capital expenditure by the net electrical power of the plant.
4This assumed no development of fusion technologies is required.
5Once again this is highly dependant on multiple factors as cost isn’t the only consideration
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does not have this luxury. Deuterium and tritium are the main candidates for the fusion
reaction due to their high reaction rate at lower temperatures, the products of which are a
3.5 MeV helium nucleus and 14.1 MeV neutron [25, 26].
1.2.1 Tokamaks
There have been many attempts to utilise this mechanism on earth as an energy source. Due
to limitations on the confinement time, the hydrogen isotopes need to be at O(108)K [27]
which is well beyond the capability of any material to contain. Some fusion reactor designs
utilise the fact that at fusion relevant temperatures, deuterium and tritium become fully
ionised, forming a plasma. This has led to several designs which magnetically confine the
plasma to harness fusion energy. One route initially attempted is to use a purely toroidal
magnetic configuration, which would be able to confine the plasma in a doughnut-like shape,
as shown by the red lines in Figure 1.1. The strategy here was that particles within the plasma
would be able to freely travel along the magnetic field line in the toroidal direction ϕ, but be
confined in the planes perpendicular to it. This magnetic configuration can be achieved with
a vertical current Irod along the symmetry axis, the strength of which scales like 1/R.
Figure 1.1: Illustration of the tokamak design. A combination of the toroidal (red) and
poloidal (blue) fields generates a helical field that can cancel out the average drifts created
by magnetic geometry. Taken with permission from [28]
However, due to the curvature and gradient of this magnetic configuration, there exists a
vertical drift for all plasma species, vcurv and v∇B where the sign of the velocity is dependent
on the particle’s charge [26]. This charge separation sets up a vertical electric field which in
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turn creates a radial velocity vE×B, causing all the particles to drift out of the plasma. This
design alone was found to be insufficient at confining the plasma for a significant period of
time. This was overcome by including a poloidal magnetic field, shown with the blue line in
Figure 1.1, that allows particles to short circuit the electric field preventing the generation of
a vE×B. A toroidal current can be used to generate this poloidal field. A solenoid is wrapped
around the symmetry axis and by ramping up its current, a toroidal current, Ip, is induced
in the plasma via transformer action. Figure 1.1 illustrates the different components of the
fields along with the different dimensions. In this design there are closed field lines meaning
that particles are not able to easily escape, which effectively isolates the plasma from any
material. This design is known as a tokamak and has proven to be the most successful fusion
reactor so far, forming the basis for ITER and DEMO.
The triple product, defined as the product of the fuel density n, temperature T , and confine-
ment time τE, is often used as a figure of merit for fusion. For the fusion reaction to become
self-sustaining, which is defined as “ignition”, a D-T reactor must satisfy [26]
nTτE ≥ 3.1× 1021keV s m−3 (1.1)
Tokamaks have achieved the highest triple product with both JET and JT60-U reporting
nTτE > 1× 1021 keV s m−3 [29, 30]. The limiting factor on τE is typically turbulence, which
causes significant transport, without which the commercialisation of fusion would likely have
already occurred. The general strategy has been to increase τE by increasing the size or
magnetic field of the reactor [31, 32].
1.2.2 BurST - Burning Spherical Tokamak
The aspect ratio of a tokamak is defined as A = Rmaj/a, and the inverse aspect ratio as
ε = a/Rmaj. Conventional tokamaks have ε ∼ 1/3, with both ITER and DEMO being
designed with a conventional aspect ratio. Spherical tokamaks (STs) will have ε closer to 1.
In a conventional tokamak the toroidal field Bϕ is significantly larger than the poloidal field
Bθ, but for STs, they can be comparable.
ST designs have accessed high confinement regimes, and have achieved the highest plasma
pressures for a given magnetic field of any tokamak design [33–35], increasing the achiev-
able fusion power density. Furthermore, they have been shown to have improved stability
properties and capability for a higher bootstrap current [36–39] which will be discussed in
more detail in later chapters. These properties make STs a perfect candidate for examining
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an accelerated path to a compact fusion device. This strategy is being explored by public
and private institutions such as the STEP program by CCFE [40] and the ST40 by Tokamak
Energy [41]. Furthermore, the SPARC program by Commonwealth Fusion Systems examines
the feasibility of a high field, net energy, compact conventional tokamak to accelerate the path
to fusion [32].
This work will look at the feasibility of an ST that will generate net electricity which will
be called BurST, standing for Burning Spherical Tokamak. Chapter 2 will examine various
areas of relevant physics necessary for modelling a steady state scenario and Chapter 3 will
examine some of the modelling tools currently available. Different steady state scenarios will
be examined and the current drive requirement will be determined in Chapter 4. In Chapter
5, neutral beam modelling will be used to find a viable non-inductive configuration and the
validity of reduced neutral beam models will be determined. Chapter 6 examines the drivers
of turbulent modes that occur in this BurST case and in Chapter 7, the first steps are taken
to develop a quasi-linear turbulent transport suitable in a BurST regime. Finally, Chapter 8
summarises the results of this work.
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Chapter 2
Steady state modelling in Tokamaks
This chapter will focus on some of the relevant physics needed for the steady state modelling
of a BurST reactor design. It should be noted that the ramp up/ramp down of the plasma
is not examined here but is crucial to understand. Once a suitable flattop scenario has been
designed it will be necessary to understand if it is even possible to reach such a regime, but
that is outside the scope of this work.
First, any plasma design must satisfy force balance such that it is consistent with the Grad-
Shafranov equation. To solve the Grad Shafranov equation, it will be shown that knowledge
of the current profile is necessary so the different sources of current, both neoclassical and
auxiliary, will be discussed. Furthermore, knowledge of the pressure profile is also required.
The density and temperature profiles are determined by the fuelling and heating systems and
the different transport mechanisms that arise in a tokamak plasma. To model a steady state
scenario requires an appropriate physics model for each of these different areas. When these
are combined, they form a integrated modelling suite.
This chapter will be laid out as follows
• Section 2.1: Derivation of the Grad-Shafranov equation
• Section 2.2: Examination of the different sources of current
• Section 2.3: Examination of the different sources of transport
• Section 2.4: Derivation of the gyrokinetic equation
• Section 2.5: Examination of quasi-linear theory
• Section 2.6: Summary
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2.1 Plasma equilibrium
The first step of designing a tokamak is to generate a consistent plasma equilibrium which
requires a solution to the Grad-Shafranov equation.
2.1.1 Grad-Shafranov equation
Due to the toroidal symmetry of a tokamak, as shown in Figure 1.1, the plasma is composed
of nested toroidal magnetic surfaces. The plasma must satisfy force balance
~J × ~B = ~∇p (2.1)
where p is the plasma pressure and ~J is the current density. From this it is clear that
~B · ~∇p = ~J · ~∇p = 0, so the directions of the magnetic field and current density must lie on




dV ~B · ~∇θ (2.2)
where θ is parameter along the surface. Given that ψ satisfies ~B · ~∇ψ = 0, the pressure
can be written as p = p(ψ). When combined with the toroidal symmetry (in a right-handed
co-ordinate system), the poloidal field is related to ψ by the following [26]
~Bθ = ~∇ψ × ~∇ϕ (2.3)
where ϕ is the toroidal angle, as shown in Figure 1.1. Due to symmetry between ~B and ~J , an
analogous flux function, f(ψ), exists that is related to the poloidal current density. A similar
equation can be written for the poloidal current
~Jθ = ~∇f(ψ)× ~∇ϕ (2.4)





It is possible to re-write Equation 2.1 as:
~Jθ × ~Bϕ + ~Jϕ × ~Bθ = ~∇p (2.6)






~∇ψ = ~∇p (2.7)
This can be re-written in terms of ψ as
~∇f = df
dψ
~∇ψ, ~∇p = dp
dψ
~∇ψ




ff ′ +Rp′ (2.8)
where the prime ′ denotes a derivative with respect to ψ. Jϕ can also be written in terms of
ψ using the toroidal component of Ampère’s Law
µ0 ~Jϕ = ~∇× ~Bθ (2.9)
Comparing this with Equation 2.3 for ~Bθ, the Grad-Shafranov equation can be derived, shown
in Equation 2.10 [26]. This can then be solved for ψ, given the boundary of the plasma and











= −µ0R2p′ − µ20ff ′ (2.10)
2.2 Sources of current
Solving the Grad-Shafranov equation requires knowledge about all the current within the
plasma. There are two types of current that need to be examined, the self generating neoclas-
sical currents and the externally driven currents. A self-consistent form for f(ψ) in terms of
p(ψ) can be calculated by combining expressions for these neoclassical currents with externally
driven currents.
2.2.1 Neoclassical Currents
In tokamaks there are mechanisms for the plasma to generate toroidal current via the plasma
pressure gradient. These self-driven currents, such as the bootstrap current, can become a
large fraction of the total current so quantifying their contribution is essential when designing
an equilibrium.
There are 3 neoclassical currents that are necessary to model: the diamagnetic current, the
Pfirsch-Schlüter current and the bootstrap current.
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Diamagnetic current
The diamagnetic current, ~Jdia, arises from force balance and is the component of the current
that is perpendicular to the magnetic field. It can be obtained by taking the cross product of






~B = µ0f(ψ)~∇ϕ+ ~∇ψ × ~∇ϕ (2.12)









The Pfirsch-Schlüter current arises due to the diamagnetic current not being divergence free.
The diamagnetic current on its own would therefore result in an electrostatic potential due
to the build-up of charge on the field line. The resulting electric field drives a current parallel





The combination of this and the diamagnetic current should be divergence free. Taking the
divergence of ~Jdia and noting the toroidal symmetry:
























~B +K(ψ) ~B (2.17)
where the K(ψ) arises as a constant of integration. When the diamagnetic current attempts
to build up electrostatic potential, it would not do so uniformly. These local potentials drive
the Pfirsch-Schlüter current hence the current must obey the parallel Ohm’s law meaning:
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From this, it is possible to determine the value of K. For a steady state toroidal magnetic
field Faraday’s Law states
∮
Eθdl = 0 (2.19)
which means that
∮



















In a tokamak, particles with a sufficiently high pitch angle are trapped and perform “banana”
shaped orbits in the region of low magnetic field, as shown in Figure 2.1. These banana
orbits have a finite width, ∆b, and in the presence of a pressure gradient drive an additional
equilibrium current that supplements the diamagnetic current. A transfer of momentum to
predominantly the passing ions amplifies this current, which is known as the bootstrap current.
This mechanism becomes ineffective in a collisional plasma as the particles are de-trapped
before they can complete a full orbit. The bootstrap current differs from the Pfirsch-Schlüter
and diamagnetic currents in that it is collisionality dependent, being the largest in a low
















The bootstrap current must be divergence free and will be parallel to the magnetic field. The
bootstrap current can be written as
~Jbs =
〈 ~Jbs · ~B〉F
〈B2〉F
~B (2.24)






















Figure 2.1: Illustration of the passing particles that perform a full poloidal orbit and the
trapped particles that are trapped on the outboard low field side. Taken with permission
from [28]
2.2.2 Auxiliary Current
Another form of toroidal current is one driven externally, which can be inductive or non-
inductive.
Ohmic current is a form of inductive current drive commonly used in tokamaks. A solenoid
can be wrapped around the centre column shown in Figure 1.1. By ramping the current in
the solenoid, the toroidal magnetic field is generated via transformer action. This is especially
useful for plasma start up. However, this cannot be relied upon for a steady state scenario
as it is not possible to ramp up the current in a solenoid indefinitely. Steady state operating
scenarios therefore require fully non-inductive current drive systems and scenario development
must be balanced with the limits of these sources.
Non-inductive forms of current drive include neutral beam injection (NBI) where highly en-
ergetic neutral particles are fired into the plasma that provide heating and drive current, and
radio-frequency (RF) injection where microwaves and radio wave are injected into the plasma
which resonate with the different particle species in the plasma, generating heat and current.
The heating provided by both of these systems impacts the temperature of the core plasma.
Radio-frequency injection
Electromagnetic waves have been used extensively in tokamaks to heat and drive current in
the plasma [42]. There are a range of different frequencies that can be injected into the plasma
which impact the deposition process.





. This is typically around 30 MHz to 120 MHz and here the wave resonates directly
with the ions. There also exists electron cyclotron current drive (ECCD) where the wave
oscillates at ωRF ∼ Ωe = eBmec typically around 100 GHz to 200 GHz. This equivalently directly
interacts with the electrons. In between these two is lower hybrid current drive (LHCD) which
tends to operate around 1 GHz to 10 GHz.
In general spherical tokamaks operate at low field and high density, which results in density
cut-offs preventing access to the core plasma for most frequencies [43]. However, ECCD offers
a potential solution at the highest field as the frequency is sufficiently high to penetrate into
the core. Electron Bernstein waves are electrostatic and are not limited by density cut-offs;
they are very successful in driving current in STs, though they lack the flexibility of ECCD
and the physics is not as developed [44]. RF methods are advantageous in that they require
small ports, are able to run for long periods of time and can be steered. Furthermore, it offers
a method for plasma start-up.
Neutral Beam Injection
NBI is the other main form of current drive that has been very successful in tokamaks.
Energetic neutral particles are injected into the plasma, getting ionised and providing fuelling,
heating and current. NBI systems have achieved the highest current drive efficiency of any
system but require very large ports and are difficult to engineer [45]. NBI also has accessibility
issues as the penetration depth of a beam goes as λNB ∝ (Eb/Aa)
1/2
ne a
. Here Ab corresponds to the
mass of the injected neutral, Eb is the energy and ne is the electron density. Reactor relevant
plasmas require a high density, meaning high beam energies will be required to penetrate into
the core of the plasma. For ITER, a 1 MeV beam is necessary for core access [46]. These
beams are generated by accelerating ions to the required energy which are then neutralised
and injected into the plasma. However at energies above 120 keV, the neutralisation efficiency
of positive ion sources drops substantially such that they are no longer feasible. Neutralisation
of negative ions (D−) remain at an acceptable level of ∼ 56% and are to be used in ITER
[47].
Current drive efficiency







where 〈ne20〉 is the volume average density in units of ×1020m−3, Iaux is the externally driven
current in A and Paux is the auxiliary power of the current drive system in W. ηCD represents
the current drive efficiency of a particular system. The NBI system on ITER was designed
with a ηNBI = 0.4A m−2 W−1 [48]. More recent studies have found this could be as high
as ηNBI = 0.55A m−2 W−1 [49, 50]. RF methods typically can vary in their efficiency, with
LHCD expected to have an efficiency of ηLHCD = 0.24A m−2 W−1 on ITER [51]. ECCD had
a slightly lower prediction for ITER with ηECCD = 0.2A m−2 W−1.
This thesis will focus on using neutral beam injection to drive the external current as the
higher current drive efficiency will allow for a lower auxiliary power. This will be examined
in further detail in Chapter 5.
Similar to the bootstrap current, a steady state auxiliary current will be divergence free and
parallel to the magnetic field so can be written as.
~Jaux =




Summing Equations 2.13, 2.20, 2.24 and 2.26 the total current is given by
~J =
〈 ~Jaux · ~B〉F
〈B2〉F
~B +









Taking the toroidal component of it is possible to get an expression for ff ′ by substituting in
Equation 2.8 to get
ff ′ =
〈 ~Jaux · ~B〉F
〈B2〉F
f +







The confinement of a tokamak is dictated by the transport processes within it, which directly
impacts the density and temperature profiles. To consistently calculate the steady state
temperature profile would require full knowledge of all the sources and sinks of heat in a
tokamak. This kind of analysis is routinely conducted with tools such as TRANSP [52],
JETTO [53] and TGYRO [54]. The crucial question is whether the models being used to
quantify the sources and sinks are valid for spherical tokamak plasma equilibrium like BurST.
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2.3.1 Magneto-hydrodynamic stability
The most violent instabilities are generally magneto-hydrodynamic (MHD) modes, driven by
gradients in current and pressure [26]. Any steady state reactor will need to avoid these modes
as they can lead to significant particle and heat transport as well as disruptions. Given the
nature of these modes they are usually affected by plasma parameters like β = p
B2/2µ0
and








dV ~B · ∇ϕ (2.30)
Many common MHD modes occur at rational surfaces when q = m/n where m and n are the
poloidal and toroidal mode numbers respectively. Examples of this are sawteeth which occur
at the q = 1 surface and neoclassical tearing modes (NTMs) which occur at other rational
surfaces. The 2/1 and 3/2 NTM modes are commonly observed in tokamaks leading to
flattened temperature profiles [56]. Both of these modes degrade the performance of tokamaks
and should be avoided if possible [57, 58].
Fundamentally, MHD stability codes such as ELITE [59] and MISHKA [60] examine how
perturbations change the total energy in the system. If the perturbation lowers the energy,
then it is considered unstable. Examining the MHD stability is outside the scope of this work,
but some “best practices” will be utilised in the design.
Careful tailoring of the q profile can avoid these instabilities by having qmin > 2 which has also
been shown to increase the maximum βN = β
aBϕ
Ip
in units of % m T MA−1 [61]. Though it is
less common, the 5/2 NTM could still form in this regime so qmin should be pushed higher if
possible.
There is evidence that reverse shear configurations can lead to internal transport barriers and
high β plasmas [62]. However, studies have shown that resistive interchange modes are driven
unstable in high β reverse shear designs [63], limiting core pressure peaking. Furthermore,
there is evidence of double tearing modes forming in reverse shear regimes leading to disrup-
tions [64]. With careful analysis using an MHD code it may be possible to avoid these issues,
but as that is outside the scope of this work it was decided to keep q monotonic for simplicity.
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2.3.2 Neoclassical Transport
Neoclassical transport arises from a combination of particle collisions and the magnetic ge-
ometry of a tokamak meaning it is an unavoidable level of transport. The mechanism that
drives the bootstrap current is also the cause of this neoclassical transport. As mentioned
previously some particles can be trapped on the low field side of the tokamak performing
banana shaped orbits. When ν∗ < 1, the tokamak will be in the banana regime of transport
such that whenever a trapped particle is scattered out of their orbit, the particle is displaced
by ∆b. A reactor must operate at high temperatures to achieve sufficient fusion power which
reduces the collision frequency sufficiently that it will be in this banana regime, with ITER
having ν∗ < 0.1 [65].
To solve for this type of transport, the drift-kinetic equation is solved [66] and models such as
NCLASS [67] and NEO [68] have been developed to examine this. NCLASS doesn’t contain
the full ion-electron coupling which can have an impact at high collisionality regimes, but for
the equilibria being examined here either code should be sufficient [69].
2.3.3 Anomalous transport
Experimental fluxes tend to be significantly larger than the predictions made by neoclassical
theory, where electron transport can be up to 2 orders of magnitude larger [70]. This “anoma-
lous” transport is the main focus of this thesis as it will likely be the dominant source of heat
loss. It is largely believed that the source of this anomalous transport is turbulent diffusion
via small fluctuations [71]. This turbulence is believed to arise from nonlinear interactions
as a consequence of micro-instabilities driven by kinetic gradients. Gyrokinetic theory has
been developed to model these fluctuations. Nonlinear simulations are often computationally
expensive, but insight can usually be gained about the turbulent properties from linear theory
[72, 73]. This thesis will examine the turbulent characteristics of a high β ST using linear
gyrokinetic theory. There are, however, simpler models that attempt to globally quantify all
the transport.
2.3.4 Confinement scaling laws
The simplest transport model uses global plasma parameters to quantify the quality of confine-
ment. The steady state global energy confinement can be characterised by τE = WPheat where
W is the total thermal energy content of the plasma and Pheat is the total heating power
given by the sum of the auxiliary heating Paux and the α heating Pα. Empirical predictions
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exist that attempt to quantify this global confinement property. They have been generated
from data across several different tokamaks and involve examining large databases of shots
and performing regression analysis to create a scaling law. One of the most commonly used
scaling laws is the ITER98 ELMy H mode scaling [74], where a prediction for the confinement








Here n̄ corresponds to the line average electron density, κ is the plasma elongation and M is
the mass of the hydrogen isotope. When comparing a quality of confinement relative to this
scaling law, H98 = τE/τ
IPB98(y,2)
E is used. This has been reasonably successful in predicting
the quality of confinement for existing tokamaks. Yet other confinement scaling laws exist
that also have a reasonable agreement with the data but look quite different and extrapolate






This has shown to be equivalently successful in modelling the data [76] but has significantly
different consequences on reactor design, especially in STs. This becomes clearer when exam-















From these two equations it is clear that the dependencies on critical parameters such as
β, ν∗ and ε vary significantly. Further analysis using NSTX data found an even stronger
dependence on collisionality where ΩiτE ∝ ν−0.95∗ [77]. Yet some MAST data was found to be
more consistent with the ITER98 scaling [78]. Furthermore, these scaling laws don’t include
all plasma parameters that may be relevant. For example, the plasma triangularity, δ, is
not included in these laws, but has been shown to have impact on the anomalous transport
on TCV [79]. Moreover, the transition from a carbon to a metal wall on JET also had a
significant impact on the confinement [80].
These scaling laws may be used as approximate guidelines for the confinement of a future
reactor but more rigorous physics-based tools must be used to gain confidence in these designs.
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2.4 Gyrokinetic theory
It is necessary to have a model that describes the turbulent behaviour, often thought to
be caused by fluctuations in the electromagnetic fields and plasma parameters [71]. This is
possible using the Vlasov equation shown below
∂fs
∂t






where fs is the distribution function describing a given species s. C[fs] represents a collision







[ ~E + ~v × ~B]
Solving this directly is not computationally tractable as it is a 6D problem and would require
huge ranges of scales in both length and time to capture all of the physics, from the fast
gyrating electrons to the slower motion of the thermal ions. To overcome this issue several
physically motivated assumptions are made that greatly simplify the problem.
2.4.1 Linear gyrokinetic theory
It is assumed that the distribution function can be split into two parts, a background equi-
librium value f0 and a small perturbation εf1
fs = f0 + εf1 +O(ε
2) (2.36)
where ε  1 is assumed, meaning the perturbations are small compared to the background
equilibrium. This is also applied to the background fields ~E and ~B. Subscripts will be used
to denote an expansion in ε and solving for f1 is known as δf gyrokinetics. Applying this
expansion to Equation 2.35 results in the following 0th and 1st order equations
∂f0
∂t




























It is assumed that the background quantities evolve on a slow transport timescale compared
to the fluctuations such that ∂f0/∂t = 0 and we also neglect equilibrium flows.
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Figure 2.2: Guiding centre co-ordinates shown can describe the position of a particle with ρL
showing the direction of the Larmor radius vector, and γ showing the gyro-phase. Taken with
permission from [28]
Gyromotion
Particles confined by a magnetic field perform circular orbits around the magnetic field line
with a frequency ωc = qB/m and radius ρL = mv⊥qB , known as the gyrofrequency and Larmor
radius respectively.
By transforming to a co-ordinate system where the gyro-motion is more explicit, the velocity
derivative can be more easily handled. An orthogonal set of co-ordinates are defined (~b,~eγ , ~eρ)
which point along the local magnetic field, in the direction of the gyro-phase angle and along
the Larmor radius respectively, as shown in Figure 2.2. Here, ~eρ = ~b × ~v⊥/v⊥. The velocity
can then be written as
~v = v⊥~eγ + v||~b (2.39)
where γ represents the direction of the gyro-phase angle. This can also be written in terms of
(ε, µ, γ)− space or (ε, λ, γ)− space where ε = v2/2 is the energy, µ = v2⊥/2B is the magnetic































































where E0 has been neglected as E0/vthB0 ∼ ρL/a which is assumed to be small as outlined
in the next section.
Gyrokinetic ordering for perturbations
To further simplify the problem several assumptions are made about the relative size of
different terms within the system. These are physically motivated utilising the geometry of









= δ  1 (2.42)
The first term arises from particles being able to freely travel along the field line but can only
travel slowly across them via drifts and collisions, resulting in long wavelengths parallel to
the field and short perpendicular to the field. This describes the anisotropy of the turbulence.
The second term states that gyro-motion occurs on a much shorter time scale compared to
the period of the mode, creating temporal separation. The third term is stating that the
background electric field is smaller compared to the magnetic field. Finally, ρL is assumed
to be much smaller than the size of the device such that across a gyro-orbit the equilibrium
changes are small, creating spatial separation.
Eikonal representation
An eikonal representation for the perturbed quantities can be used here where
f1 = f1(~r,~v)e
(i~k·~r−iΩt) (2.43)
~r represents the position. This allows for the larger scale perturbation, contained in the
f1(~r,~v), to be separated from the smaller scale which are contained in the exponential. This
representation allows for ~∇|| ∼ k|| and ~∇⊥ ∼ k⊥ such that ~∇||/~∇⊥ ∼ δ. Ω can be split into
its real and imaginary components Ω = ω+ iγ, which corresponds to the mode frequency and
growth rate respectively.
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Ordered Linear Vlasov equation
Using the ordering as described above with an eikonal representation, it is possible to further
separate out the Vlasov equation by expanding in δ. Superscripts will be used to denote this.





















+ ~v|| · ~∇|| ∼ δ (2.46)
Similarly the RHS can be ordered using the perturbed fields, ~E1 and ~B1 as expressed in terms
of the potentials given that ~E = −~∇φ− ∂ ~A∂t and ~B = ~∇× ~A.
Assuming ~E1 = ~E11 + ~Eδ1 and ~B1 = ~B11 + ~Bδ1, it is shown in [28] that the RHS of Equation












































































































where f10 is assumed to be a Maxwellian distribution.
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Leading order Vlasov Equation
Taking the leading order terms from Equation 2.50 gives L1f11 = M1f10 . It is possible to split
the distribution function where f11 = f̄11 + f̃11 where f̄11 is independent of γ and f̃11 oscillates































which has the solution of
f̃11 = g(~x, ε, µ)e
(i~k·~x) (2.53)
where g is independent of γ. This is often referred to as the non-adiabatic part of the





















f10 + g(~x, ε, µ)e
(i~k·~x) (2.54)
First order Vlasov equation
For the first order terms we have


















It is possible to remove the f δ1 from this equation by performing an average over the gyro-
phase, leaving an equation for g. A gyro-average will be represented by 〈h〉G = 12π
∫ 2π
0 hdγ.


















Assuming that f10 is independent from µ, it is possible to re-write Equation 2.57 as the linear

























Here J0 and J1 are the 0th and 1st order Bessel functions respectively which arises from the













We can define a total electromagnetic potential as χ = (φ1−v||A1||)J0(k⊥ρL)+v⊥k B1||J1(k⊥ρL).
These equations can then be closed using Maxwell’s equations [82].
2.4.2 Local flux tube and ballooning transformation
To fully utilise the scale separation, gyrokinetic codes can model a small region of the plasma
known as a flux tube where it is assumed that the length scale of the perturbations is signifi-
cantly small compared to the simulation domain such that they cannot ‘see’ the edge of the
box. There are limitations in using this model as the Larmor radius can be relatively large,
especially in spherical tokamaks due to to the lower magnetic field. This can result in “local”
simulations that span the whole minor radius of the device [83, 84], which is questionable. The
solution to this is to use a global gyrokinetic code where equilibrium profiles can vary across
the simulation domain. This work will focus on local simulations due to constraints with
computational resources, but acknowledges that future work should examine global effects.
In the flux tube, two local perpendicular co-ordinates x, the radial direction, and y the bi-









The subscript 0 corresponds to a quantity’s value at the centre of the box and α is the field








such that q = 12π
∮
q∗dθ [87]. This can also be written as α = ϕ − qθ − ν,
where ν is periodic in ϕ and θ. q can be Taylor-expanded giving q(x) = q0 − xq′ where the ′
denotes a derivative with respect to x.
The local approximation is utilised when the Larmor orbit length scale is small compared
to the equilibrium length scale, equivalent to ρ∗ = ρL/a  1. This assumes that neigh-
bouring rational surfaces experience approximately the same equilibrium properties. This is
characterised by assuming the radial separation between rational surfaces, d = 1/nq′ is small.
Equivalently this is true when n.
This scale separation indicates that an eikonal representation may be advantageous. An
eikonal representation for a perturbarion, e.g. the potential, is used where
φ(x, y, θ) = A(x, y, θ)e−inα (2.63)
A(x, y, θ) represents the slowly varying amplitude of the function and the exponential describes
the rapid perpendicular variation, which aligns with the gyrokinetic ordering. The toroidal
variation can be described by n and any explicit dependence on ϕ and ν can be absorbed into
ϕ by defining an alternative toroidal co-ordinate ζ = ϕ− ν. To recover the dependence on ζ,
the terms can be multiplied by einζ . φ(x, y, θ) needs to periodic in θ, therefore the following
constraint must be satisfied
A(x, y, θ + 2π) = A(x, y, θ)einq
′2π (2.64)
A similar constraint must also apply to the radial derivative where
A′(x, y, θ + 2π)−A′(x, y, θ)einq2π = inq′2πA(x, y, θ) (2.65)
An eikonal representation requires A′/A  1 which cannot be satisfied except when nq′ is
small. Therefore this periodicity constraint cannot be met in tokamaks with finite magnetic
shear. However this is in direct contradiction to the local approximation.
Ballooning theory handles this by Fourier transforming φ from a periodic θ domain from
−π → π to an infinite domain around an initial ballooning angle θ0 using a Poisson summation.
θ0 sets where the radial wavenumber is zero. When performing this ballooning transform, the
eigenvalues are preserved, allowing for the periodicity constraint to be overcome [88]. This
allows for an eikonal representation of φ in ballooning space such that the amplitudes can be
written as
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φ = φ̂(x, y, θ)e−inS (2.66)
Where S is typically written as [87, 89]
S = α+ qθ0 (2.67)
which is a constant along a field line and varies slowly with x. To recover the real space
equivalent, an infinite number of copies of Equation 2.66 can be summed together, where
each copy is separated by 2π in θ. This is equivalent to a Poisson summation and ensures a
periodic function is returned.
Comparing Equation 2.66 with the Fourier space derivatives it can be shown that




∂x → −ikx = −inq′(θ − θ0) (2.69)
This shows that nq′ = ky ŝ where ŝ = rq
∂q
∂r , such that kx = ky ŝ(θ − θ0).
2.4.3 Sheared flow
E × B sheared flow can have a significant impact on transport, and is thought to be one of
the main causes of transport barriers via the suppression of turbulence [90, 91]. The inclusion
of a sheared flow will modify the gyrokinetic equation such that the eikonal S becomes time-
dependent [85]. This in turn will cause the ballooning angle to have a time-dependence such
that the mode will begin to poloidally convect around the flux surface. This will move the
mode from the bad curvature side to the good curvature side, potentially stabilising the mode.
It is possible to find an effective growth rate by averaging the mode’s growth over several
oscillations around the flux surface, known as a Floquet period [83]. There may be cases
where a different mode is dominant at different θ0, such that there are two competing modes
during a Floquet period. It is not clear whether it is necessary to follow the instantaneous
growth of each individual mode or the dominant mode [92].
The pressure gradient can drive a diamagnetic flow shear, γdia. This is calculated by examining
the radial force balance equation for ions and can be shown to be as follows in the absence of




















So far it has been assumed that the fluctuations are infinitesimal, independent and non-
interacting. But an unstable mode will continue to grow to a point where this is no longer
valid. This can be overcome by including nonlinear interactions between perturbed quantities
in the gyrokinetic equations, by assuming perturbations grow to an amplitude such that
f1/f0 ∼ δ. Doing this introduces another term in Equation 2.58, which will be the nonlinear
interaction term. This will allow for different toroidal harmonics to interact allowing for
the fluctuations to saturate. This is critical to determine the magnitude of the particle and
heat fluxes which is the ultimate goal of gyrokinetics. Utilising this along-side the previous






























Remembering that χ = (φ1−v||A1||)J0(k⊥ρL)+ v⊥k⊥B1||J1(k⊥ρL), the term with φ corresponds
to E × B advection (electrostatic). The A|| term describes motion along the perturbed field
line (magnetic flutter) and the B|| term describes ∇B drift arising from the perturbed field
line (compressional B). In spectral co-ordinates this will have dimensions of χ(kx, ky, θ).
The particle, heat and momentum fluxes can now be calculated. A general flux F for a species,






where MF,s generates the appropriate moment of the non-adiabatic distribution function g.

















The interpretation of this form is that the transported quantity is advected by the fluctuating
potentials. Assuming the eikonal representation for the fields and by taking both time and
flux surface averages it can be shown that the radial components of the particle and heat flux
are given by [94]
























This indicates the importance of the phase difference between the fields and the transported
quantity, such that when there is no phase difference there will be no transport.





s (ky) = 0 (2.79)
However, examining the magnetic flutter transport it can be seen that it is proportional to
v||. Given that v||,e > v||,i, this would initially suggest that this transport should not be
ambi-polar. However, the adiabatic response of the electrostatic potential ensures that the
particle flux remains ambi-polar1, which is built into gyrokinetic theory via its closure. This
means that the magnetic flutter particle transport will be set by the ion response [95].
2.5 Quasi-linear theory
The ultimate aim of gyrokinetics is to calculate the turbulent transport in a reactor. Once
there is a trusted tool for this, the confidence in any future reactor design will increase
significantly. Nonlinear gyrokinetics has been shown to match experimental fluxes [84, 96,
97]2 but it comes at a large computational cost. A single flux evaluation for a single flux
surface in a transport solver may require anywhere in between 10, 000 → 500, 000 CPUh.
1.5D transport analysis requires several flux surfaces to be modelled over at least a single
confinement time, meaning it is not feasible to use nonlinear gyrokinetics in a transport
solver. We must turn to reduced physics models.
1This is true as long as the timescale on which the electrostatic potential builds up is faster than the mode
frequency. This is violated in certain cases, an example of which are runaway electrons.
2Large uncertainties on both the inputs and outputs leads to less confidence in these predictions.
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2.5.1 Quasi-linear approximation
Quasi-linear (QL) theory offers a tool that may allow for fast predictions of transport using
information from the linear physics. One of the main premises of quasi-linear turbulent
transport is that the relative phase of the fields and fluctuating quantities does not change
significantly between linear and nonlinear simulations. This aligns with the assumption that
the fluctuating quantities are small relative to the background quantities, meaning the linear
fluctuations aren’t “washed out” by the nonlinear interaction. This has been shown to be true
for marginal stability in the low ky region which normally dominates the transport [98]. This





where the superscript denotes the field and subscript the species. Φ is the normalised elec-








QL theory assumes these weights do not significantly change between linear and nonlinear

















where the superscript L denotes a linear result. Comparing this to nonlinear data allows for
the validity of using the linear response to be tested. By using the appropriate field from
χ, the electrostatic and electromagnetic components of flux are determined. This determines
the relative phase of the fluctuations, but the intensity of the fluctuations can’t be directly
determined through the linear physics.
The second major premise is that the intensity of the saturated electrostatic potential, Φ̄(ky),
can be determined through understanding the saturation mechanism and a database of non-
linear gyrokinetic data to correctly normalise the amplitude. This will be examined in detail
in Section 3.4.2. In general, the electrostatic potential is used, but in principle any of the
fields could be used. In scenarios where magnetic transport is dominant, a model may be
necessary for the the saturated magnetic fluctuation [99].
The validity of the quasi-linear approximation can thus be tested in two ways. Firstly, do
the quasi-linear weights accurately capture the nonlinear phase differences? Secondly, does
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the saturation model capture the amplitudes of fluctuations in the nonlinear saturated state?
Quasi-linear models are constantly improving [100, 101] and currently provide the best op-
tion for reduced physics-based modelling of turbulent transport, and increase confidence in
predictive scenarios of devices like ITER or BurST.
2.6 Summary
This chapter has gone through several different areas of physics that are necessary for the
modelling of a steady state reactor. A plasma equilibrium must satisfy the Grad-Shafranov
equation. To consistently solve this equation requires information about the current and
pressure profile. The neoclassical currents were discussed along with the relevant equations
that govern them. Furthermore, the major options for the auxiliary current drive, RF and
NBI, were discussed. The different sources of transport that determine the pressure profile;
MHD, neoclassical and anomalous, were examined. In particular the gyrokinetic equation,
which can be used to model the anomalous transport, was derived. Finally, the premise of
quasi-linear gyrokinetic theory was discussed.
This thesis will examine different plasma equilibria that are relevant for a BurST regime,
where the neoclassical current are consistently calculated. Basic assumptions will be made
about the confinement using scaling laws. The auxiliary current will be examined in more
detail, using NBI codes to examine what is feasible. The confinement will also be examined
by using linear gyrokinetics to diagnose the nature of turbulence to be expected in a BurST
regime and potential route to improved confinement. Finally, to make the turbulent transport
modelling more tractable in a transport solver, this thesis will examine the validity of quasi-
linear models in the high β ST regime, by comparing the predictions of these models to
nonlinear simulations. The next chapter will examine in more detail the codes that will be




This chapter will focus on the models to be used for designing this reactor. This thesis will
utilise the following codes, each of which will be described in detail.
• Section 3.1: SCENE - Grad-Shafranov solver
• Section 3.2: NUBEAM/NBeams/RABBIT - NBI models
• Section 3.3: GS2/CGYRO - Gyrokinetic solver
• Section 3.4: TGLF/QLGYRO - Quasi-linear transport models
3.1 Equilibrium code - SCENE
SCENE [102] is a fixed boundary equilibrium solver providing solutions for the Grad-Shafranov
equation whilst self consistently calculating the neoclassical currents. To accurately determine
the neoclassical currents requires a consistent equilibrium, but an equilibrium requires infor-
mation about the neoclassical currents. SCENE handles this using an iterative approach
where an initial guess of f(ψ) is made and the user specifies p(ψ). From these inputs Equa-
tion 2.10 is solved to find ψ(R,Z). The neoclassical currents can then be calculated from
the equilibrium and, along with the user specified auxiliary current profile, is plugged into
the right hand side of Equation 2.28. The initial and final ff ′ will generally differ so the
equilibrium is then run with newly calculated profile until ff ′ converges to within a specified
tolerance.
3.1.1 Global parameters
In SCENE, the following global plasma parameters are specified by the user.
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• Rod current - Irod
• Total plasma current - Ip
• Total auxiliary power - Paux
• Plasma boundary
Irod will set the vacuum toroidal field and is limited by engineering constraints on the centre
column. Ip impacts the confinement assumption and will determine the amount of auxiliary
current that needs to be driven. Paux is also specified, but doesn’t impact the Grad-Shafranov
solver. It is used to calculate the scaling law predictions, H98 andHPetty, effectively setting the
confinement assumption though it could be derived from the auxiliary current drive require-
ments. SCENE does not perform any transport analysis so when specifying these parameters,
the user is assuming that this Paux is sufficient to maintain the profiles. A Miller parameter-
isation is used for the plasma boundary [103]. SCENE does not model the X-points in the
plasma, so the boundary is more similar to the ρψ = ψ/ψLCFS = 0.95 surface. The feasibility
of any boundary would need to be confirmed with a free boundary code, which provides the
requirements of the PF coils.
3.1.2 Kinetic profiles
In SCENE there are 2 types of ions that are specified, a main ion species and an impurity
species. For a D-T plasma, a single main ion species with mass 2.5mp is specified which is
assumed to be a 50:50 DT mix. The kinetic profiles of the separate plasma species are then
inputs to SCENE. In reality the kinetic profile is determined by the heat and particle sources
and transport processes so whether the specified pressure profile is feasible is an important,
but separate question. In SCENE, there are several options for parameteric profiles, and this
work will utilised the forms outlined as follows1.
Temperature profile
The absolute temperature profile of each species is specified. The profiles are specified as
functions of Xψ = 1 − ρψ, going from Xψ = 1 in the core to Xψ = 0 at the edge. The
temperature profile for each species is of the following form.
1In SCENE this is specified with the flag ipsw and this work corresponds to ipsw = 19, though there are
many more available [102]
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Tedge = Ta + (Tped − Ta)tanh(TgradXψ) (3.2)
Ta sets the temperature at the plasma boundary, Tped sets the pedestal height, Tgrad sets
pedestal gradient and T0 sets the core temperature. The pedestal profile is set by a tanh
function, which is common to do [104]. τ0 sets the power in a purely parabolic profile. αT
and τ1 act to flatten the core temperature profile. This allows for some additional flexibility
in the shape off the temperature profile.
Density/Pressure profile
In SCENE the profile shape of the density is specified, from which the pressure is calculated†.
The absolute value of the density is part of the iteration. The profile has the following form
ns(ψ) = nedge + n0
[
(1 +Xψ)
η0 − (1 + η0Xψ)
]
(3.3)
nedge = na + (nped − na)tanh(ngradXψ) (3.4)
Once again a tanh function is used to set the pedestal. na sets the relative density at the
plasma boundary, nped sets the relative density at the pedestal top, ngrad sets density pedestal
gradient and n0 sets the core density. Here η0 acts to add density peaking where η0 = 1
corresponds to a flat density profile.
The absolute density is modified in SCENE by an input called bpol. This effectively sets the


















Increasing bpol increases the total contribution of p′, which in turn increases the density. It
is essentially a measure of poloidal beta βθ = pBθ/2µ0 .
†It is also possible to specify the pressure profile from which the density is calculated.
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3.1.3 Bootstrap current
Calculating the bootstrap current requires neoclassical theory calculations and has been ex-
amined in many regimes, from aspect ratio dependence to different collisionality scales. The
work here utilises the Hirshman Sigmar formalism [105], which accounts for collisionality and
impurity effects. There are more recent derivations of the bootstrap current done by Sauter
et al [106], NCLASS and NEO that may have an impact on the total current. Though it
has previously been seen that these two codes agree at low collisionality [69]. The validity of
the Hirshman-Sigmar formalism has been examined previously and in the banana regime has
shown to agree with the Sauter model† [107].
The model for the bootstrap current has the following form




















where the definitions L31, L32 and αi can be found in [102].
It is crucial to ensure that the bootstrap model being used is valid as this will impact the
auxiliary current drive requirements greatly. The difference between an fbs of 80% and 90%,
for example, is a factor of two difference in the required driven current. Here the Hirshman-
Sigmar model is compared to the Sauter, NCLASS and NEO models for 〈 ~J · ~B〉.
Figure 3.1 shows how the Hirshman-Sigmar, NCLASS and Sauter models are in good agree-
ment when ρψ < 0.8‡. These models overestimate the total bootstrap compared to NEO. Fur-
thermore, in the pedestal the agreement is quite poor between the codes. The sharp gradients
make the pedestal more difficult to resolve and the high ν∗ results in uncertain transitions to
other collisionality regimes. This work will continue to use the Hirshman-Sigmar model as it
matches both the Sauter and NCLASS models well in the core but future work could examine
the impact of utilising different models in more detail.
†In the plateau region of transport it was found that this formalism was only valid at high aspect ratio,
but as discussed previously this work will only examine equilibria in the banana regime.
‡The details for this equilibrium are outlined in Table 4.2
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Figure 3.1: Comparing the bootstrap prediction made by different neoclassical models for a
high β ST reactor.
3.1.4 Current profile









The first term sets the current profile in the core and the second term allows for current
peaked off axis. Increasing ζ1 pulls the current towards the core and ζ2 pushes it towards the
edge. The ratio of ζ1/(ζ1 + ζ2) sets the position of the peak of the off-axis current and their
difference sets the width. The absolute value of the auxiliary current is a result of the iteration
as the neoclassical currents are first calculated, and then the auxiliary current scaled such that
the total current is equal to Ip. This is one of the most important outputs of SCENE, as the
total auxiliary current Iaux, will impact the amount of auxiliary power needed for BurST.
At the magnetic axis, ε → 0, meaning there will be no bootstrap current. If α0 = 0, then
there will be a current hole at the plasma core leading to q0 →∞. To allow for convergence
SCENE has been designed to automatically fill in the current hole such that the current is flat
around ψ = 0. To do this SCENE will calculate the bootstrap current at a user specified flux
‡It is also possible to specify the total current profile as opposed to the auxiliary current profile. There
is no need for an iteration here as this exactly specifies ff ′. This is less useful than the former method of
running SCENE as usually the user will have more information about the auxiliary current drive profile rather
than the total current profile.
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Figure 3.2: Illustration of how SCENE fills in the toroidal current hole by using the bootstrap
current profile where psic = 0.025
surface psic and ensures the total current is at least at that level using the auxiliary current,
as shown in Figure 3.2.
A more detailed summary of the SCENE inputs can be found in [102]. SCENE is used to
explore the physics and engineering limits of an ST reactor design.
3.2 NBI codes - NUBEAM, NBeams and RABBIT
It is necessary to determine if the Jaux specified in SCENE is feasible to drive and what
kind of system is required to do so. Neutral beam injection will be used as the current drive
system of choice and this work will focus on comparing 3 different codes for NBCD simulations
NUBEAM [108], NBeams [109] and RABBIT [110].
3.2.1 NUBEAM
NUBEAM is a Monte-Carlo code that does full orbit tracking of the fast ions as they slow
down. It has been successful in NBI modelling for several different tokamaks including NSTX
[111], JET [112] and DIII-D [113]. Depending on the number of Monte Carlo particles used,
a NUBEAM simulation can require 100-1000 CPUh to model a single slowing down time.
The fast ion distribution function is represented numerically by several markers that represent
an ensemble of physical particles. The trajectories of these markers are followed through the
plasma, including modelling of
• Electron impact ionisation
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• Thermal ion impact ionisation and charge-exchange
• Impurity ion impact ionisation and charge exchange
• Impact ionisation and charge exchange with slowing down fast ions
This allows for a complete model of the deposition and slowing down of the neutral beam
particles. Large scale instabilities, ripple effects, finite Larmor radius effects and anomalous
diffusion are all included in the physics model. NUBEAM is capable of modelling multiple
beamlines with full beamline geometries. The main drawback with NUBEAM is the com-
putational cost as to reduce the noise of the simulation by a factor of N requires N2 more
markers. NUBEAM is used to benchmark the reduced physics codes NBeams and RABBIT.
3.2.2 NBeams
NBeams is a simple real-time capable code, where the distribution function for the fast ions
is assumed to be a solution of the Fokker-Planck equation shown below
dfb
dt








= C(fb) + S (3.8)
where fb is the beam fast ion distribution function, C is a collision operator and S is a source
term. NBeams utilises the steady state solution of this equation so the first term on the left
had side is set to 0. By assuming ~E = 0 and that the beam distribution is axisymmetric
around the magnetic field, the third term of Equation 3.8 can also be set to 0.
A Landau collision operator is used and assumes that vi,th < vb < ve,th [114]. This is true as
long as the energy of the beam Eb is greater than Ti but not a factor of mi/me larger than

































ξ is the pitch angle. The first term represents the slowing down of the beam, where the v3
component represents the drag on the fast ions from the electrons and the v3c component is
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the drag from the background ions. When v = vc the energy transfer from the fast ions to
electrons is the same as to the background ions. The second terms represents the pitch angle
scattering of the beam, which only becomes significant when v < vc.















+ S(v, ξ) = 0 (3.12)
If the source term S is taken to be delta function in energy and pitch S = S0
v2
δ(v−vb)δ(ξ− ξb)



















where S0 is the fast ion source, Pl(ξ) are Legendre polynomials and ξb is the birth pitch.
NBeams assumes that fast ions stay on the flux surface they are born and that they have a
single birth pitch. It is not able to account for orbit effects. Furthermore, it assumes a purely
toroidal field when calculating the birth pitch, which can lead to an overestimation as the
poloidal field can be significant in an ST.
To calculate the source term S0, NBeams uses a pencil-beamlet technique as outlined in [109,
116]. NBeams models several beamlets together to form a beam with a specified gaussian
width.
To calculate other useful beam quantities, such as fast ion density and current, moments of
































































This term is calculated numerically. Jfast is generally known as the unshielded current. This,
however, is not the total current that gets driven. The electrons act as a drag on the fast ions,
which partially cancels out the total current. The total neutral beam current is given by
JNB = ηshieldJfast (3.20)
Several different models exist for ηshield that include impurity and neoclassical effects. NBeams





where L31 is derived from neoclassical theory and accounts for the impact of trapped electrons















This was found to be valid for ε < 0.2 meaning it will only be valid for the very core of an
ST. It should be noted that with this model as ε → 0, which corresponds to the core of the
reactor, this shielding term becomes stronger. If the plasma had no impurities, i.e. Zeff = 1,
then this would completely cancel out the fast ion current.
The power deposition can be directly calculated from the source term
pb = (1− fshine)S0Eb (3.23)
where fshine is the beam shine-through fraction
Limitations
This model for the distribution function doesn’t account for first orbit effects, charge exchange
losses or a high energy tail. The importance of the orbit effects will be examined as we move
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forward. The pencil-beamlet model used cannot model the detailed optics of an injection
system such as beam divergence or angling.
3.2.3 RABBIT
RABBIT is also a real time capable code, utilising the same distribution function as NBeams,
but does not assume that the source term is singular in pitch as it will change over the fast
ions orbit, especially for trapped particles. RABBIT attempts to account for this first orbit





δ(v − vb)K(ξ) (3.24)
where Sav has been adjusted to account for the radial spread due to width of the banana
orbit. K(ξ) represents the broadened pitch distribution and has been normalised such that∫
dξK(ξ) = 1. It only tracks the first orbit so cannot account for orbit effects whilst slowing
down.























The fast ion density, current and power are then calculated in the same way as NBeams.
RABBIT has been successfully bench-marked against NUBEAM for DIII-D [110], but orbit
effects could be significant for an ST as a trapped particle’s pitch will change sign, lowering
the average pitch. This would have an impact on the total current prediction. RABBIT uses
a different model for L31 based off of the Sauter model [106], which is also the model used by
NUBEAM.
NUBEAM will be used to benchmark NBeams and RABBIT, as well as to identify a neutral
beam configuration that can drive the auxiliary current in BurST.
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3.3 Gyrokinetic codes - GS2 & CGYRO
Several codes exist which solve the δf gyrokinetic equation and there exists work that has
bench-marked these codes against each other [118]. Cross-code validation is important, es-
pecially when designing a future reactor, as it will give greater confidence in the conclusions
drawn from the micro-stability analysis. This type of validation won’t ensure that experimen-
tal data can be accurately captured with gyrokinetics, just that the equations are being solved
correctly. This work will focus on 2 codes, GS2§ [85] and CGYRO¶ [119] and compare their
linear predictions for BurST. Linearly, both GS2 and CGYRO are initial value solvers for
the electromagnetic gyrokinetic equation‖. These codes will calculate the eigenfunctions and
frequency of the dominant instability for a given ky on a flux surface of a plasma equilibrium.
Nonlinearly, they can return the saturated fluxes arising from the coupled micro-instabilities.
Both of these codes will be used to examine the turbulent characteristics of a BurST plasma.
Going through the algorithms in detail is quite an involved process and will not be examined
here, but details can be found in [85] for GS2 and [119] for CGYRO.
3.4 Quasi-linear codes - TGLF & QLGYRO
Several quasi-linear transport models exist, such as Qualikiz [120] and TGLF [73], that use
reduced physics models to speed up the calculation time of turbulent fluxes. They have proven
to be successful modelling experimental profiles of conventional tokamaks like DIII-D [121]
and JET [101] and there has even been success in modelling MAST [90, 121]. This thesis will
focus on the TGLF model as Qualikiz uses a small inverse-aspect ratio expansion which is
not appropriate for most of an ST.
TGLF has two main components, a gyro-Landau fluid eigensolver to find the quasi-linear
weights, and a nonlinear saturation rule∗∗.
3.4.1 TGLF eigensolver
The eigensolver in TGLF solves the gyro-Landau fluid equations where velocity moments of
the gyrokinetic equation are taken, with a closure that attempts to retain the kinetic effects
[73]. TGLF solves for 15 different moments, 12 for passing and 3 for trapped particles using a
Miller equilibrium model. It represents the eigenfunctions using up to 32 Hermite polynomials.
§This work uses the GS2 v8.0.4 in the git commit 57e36c0.
¶This work uses the CGYRO version in the git commit 23f62b6.
‖GS2 can be run as an eigensolver to examine sub-dominant modes
∗∗This work uses the TGLF version in the git commit 07e4f94
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A heuristic approach was taken when TGLF was developed to reduce the difference in linear
growth rates of from gyrokinetic simulations. This led to several fitting parameters which have
been tuned to low β DIII-D like equilibria as this was the database from which the saturation
model was developed. Its validity must be examined in a BurST like regime. It has previously
been found that TGLF does not accurately capture nonlinear simulations when including δB||,
which can be important in high β regimes [122]. Some of the fitted parameters may need to
be re-tuned for a ST regime [123]. TGLF does not split the distribution function into trapped
and passing particles, but rather splits the particle populations into Landau resonating and
Landau averaging groups. TGLF makes some assumptions to find the boundary between the
Landau resonating and averaging populations.
For a particle to be able to resonate with a wave, its parallel velocity must satisfy v|| ≈ ω/k||.
For trapped particles, the sign of v|| changes so it is possible for them to average out the
Landau resonance. If a trapped particle’s parallel velocity changes sign within a half period
of the wave, it can average out the resonance, which corresponds to ω < v||/Rq. Combining
these conditions together results in Rqk|| < 1. TGLF uses this condition to split its particles,
however k|| is not known a priori. TGLF handles this by assuming Rq|k||| = 1/(
√
2αLAθw)
where θw is the Gaussian width of the mode in radians and αLA is a fitting parameter.
This method still requires prior knowledge about θw. TGLF manages this by running the
eigensolver for a range of widths with at least 2 Hermite polynomials. It selects the width
that generates the largest growth rate and will re-run the eigensolver with all the requested
polynomials using the width previously found [73]. The default range of widths chosen was to
be from θw = 0.3→ 1.65 which was selected by choosing widths relevant to low β conventional
aspect ratio tokamaks. It is also possible to set a fixed width, though this requires the user
to make an educated guess for it.
αLA was selected by matching the growth rate between TGLF and several linear GKS [124]
simulations. These simulations were again of a low β conventional aspect ratio device and did
not include scans in aspect ratio, shaping or β, so it cannot capture the behaviour of these
parameters.
This work will examine the validity of the TGLF eigensolver in describing ST equilibria by
comparing it to linear CGYRO/GS2 simulations. However, improving the TGLF eigensolver
is outside of the scope of this work. Another approach that has been taken is to use a neural
network to get the linear properties from a large database of linear simulations [125, 126],
which can be faster than using an eigensolver. If the parameter space used to train the neural
network is sufficiently large, then the predictions can be valid over a wide range of tokamak
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regimes. This offers an alternative route to obtaining the linear properties.
3.4.2 TGLF saturation rule
The second major part of any quasi-linear theory is the saturation model. TGLF attempts
to model the saturated state of the 3D potential fluctuation Φ(kx, ky, θ) where kx and ky are
normalised by ρs. There is evidence that the zonal fluctuations (ky = 0) of the distribution
function are closely linked to the saturated level of ion scale turbulence [127]. TGLF utilises
this by assuming that the zonal flow advects the mode which directly leads to dissipation as it
couples unstable low kx modes to the higher dissipative kx modes at the same ky. Furthermore,
this mechanism is able to saturate at both electron and ion scales as the zonal flow mixing







2(kx, ky = 0, θ = 0) (3.27)






The zonal flow will saturate the turbulence when the zonal flow mixing rate competes with
the linear growth rate γ. This leads to the approximation that




where γmax and ky,max are the values of the normalised growth rate and bi-normal wavenumber
at the peak value of γ/ky. This results in an effective growth rate across the ky spectrum
given by γeff = c0γmax. It is necessary for γeff → 0 as ky → 0, so for ky < ky,max, it was
found that for a simple GA-STD case that γeff = c0γ worked well in this region. c0 is a fitting
parameter determined by minimising the difference between the heat flux predictions made





where the 294.24 is another fitted parameter used to minimise the difference between TGLF
prediction of the heat flux and the nonlinear gyrokinetic simulation.
A full model for the effective growth rate is given by
††c0 was determined by examining a/LT and R/a scans around the GA-STD, discussed in Chapter 7
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γeff = c0γ for ky < ky,max (3.31)
= c0γmax for ky ≥ ky,max (3.32)
When including flow shear, this maximum growth rate is then modified by a “quench” rule
defined as
γmax → MAX(γmax − 0.3γE×B, 0) (3.33)
where the 0.3 was found from comparisons to nonlinear simulations of an E ×B scan around
a conventional aspect ratio low β tokamak.
TGLF uses a mixing length argument to determine the peak of the potential, which has had
success in comparisons to nonlinear data [128], but has obvious limitations such as cases where
there is a Dimits shift [129, 130]. In TGLF the potential takes the following form











k2x|Φ(kx, ky, θ = 0)|2∑
kx
|Φ(kx, ky, θ = 0)|2
(3.35)
TGLF uses a model for kx,rms which was created by fitting to nonlinear CGYRO simulations













+ c2(ky − c1ky,max)Gq(0)
)
for ky ≥ c1ky,max (3.37)
where Gq(θ) = rBqRBθ =
B
Bunit|∇r| . Gq is a shaping factor that reduces to 1 for a large aspect







which is a flux surface quantity.
TGLF assumes that the potential has a Lorentzian form in kx and the θ dependence can be








where G2(θ) is comprised of several geometrical factors and and describes the Φ dependence
on θ from nonlinear simulations. The full details of G2(θ) can be found in Staebler et al [100],
but it was also found by examining nonlinear CGYRO simulations and required another fitting
parameter c3.
c0, c1, c2, c3 are all determined by making comparison to nonlinear simulations that involved
scans in ∆ = ∂R0dr , κ and νee. A previous saturation rule [73] included scans in a/LT , q and ŝ,
but were all for an electrostatic, conventional aspect ratio, collisionless plasmas. Given that
these parameters were defined using a dataset far away from a BurST regime, their validity
must be examined further.
3.4.3 QLGYRO
As mentioned previously, the TGLF eigensolver may not be suited for high β ST regime,
so a new tool, called QLGYRO, was developed that combines the initial value solver from
CGYRO‡‡ and the TGLF saturation rule. This will ensure that the linear physics is being
described accurately and will allow for a more direct diagnosis of shortcomings in the quasi-
linear assumption.
The quasi-linear weights, introduced in Section 2.5.1, are calculated by QLGYRO for a user-
specified range of ky. Once these are known, the saturation rule can be quickly calculated
to estimate the fluxes. This does come at a computational cost as for each ky, the TGLF
eigensolver requires a CPU-second to run but initial value CGYRO can require ∼ 100 CPUh.
Nevertheless, this is still significantly more tractable than a nonlinear simulation which may
require over 100, 000 CPUh.
QLGYRO allows for each of the ky to be run in parallel allowing for efficient scaling with the
number of processors. For example, if a 1.5D transport analysis required 10 radial positions
and each radial position needed 16 bi-normal wavenumbers, then all 160 ky could be run in
parallel, with the bottleneck being the slowest linear run to converge.
In a perfect system, all the ky would converge at the same time but this is not generally true as
some modes will take much longer to converge than others, especially near marginality. Thus
if all the ky were run at the same time then many processors would be sitting idle waiting
for the slowest to converge ky. So QLGYRO has been set up such that it possible to run any
‡‡It is also possible to employ GYRO as well and in principle any linear gyrokinetic solver could be used
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number of ky in parallel asynchronously. This is done by splitting up the total number of
processors into smaller groups, where each group can simulate a single ky independent of the
other groups. It is possible to split the total number of processors into any integer divisor
number of groups. For example, if 256 processors are available, then it is possible to split this
into; 4 groups of 64 processors, 8 groups of 32 processors, 16 groups of 16 processors etc.
Once a particular group of processors has completed their ky, QLGYRO will check for the
next ky that needs to be run and proceed with that. Thus if one particular ky takes very long
to converge then the other processor groups will proceed ahead, minimising the amount of
time spent idle, resulting in a more efficient use of processors. Once all the eigenvalues have
been calculated the saturation rule is applied and the nonlinear fluxes are returned. This
approach would allow for “multi-scale” simulations to be run in a more reasonable time. The
predictions made by QLGYRO will be examined in Chapter 7.
3.5 Summary
This chapter discussed the different codes and models that will be utilised to analyse the
steady state scenario for BurST.
SCENE will be used as a Grad-Shafranov solver to examine different regimes BurST may
operate in. Different physics and engineering constraints will be examined as well as the
viability of different operating regimes. NUBEAM will be used to identify a neutral beam
configuration that is able to drive the required auxiliary current profile and will be used to
benchmark the reduced physics codes, NBeams and RABBIT. GS2/CGYRO will be used to
examine the types of linear instabilities that will arise in BurST, identifying the major drivers
of these and possible routes to reduce the impact of turbulent transport. The validity of




Plasma scenarios for a net electric ST
This work aims to design a spherical tokamak reactor plasma that fulfils the following require-
ments
• Put net energy onto the grid
• Minimise the auxiliary power requirements
• Minimise the size of the device
• Have a steady state scenario
Achieving net energy is quantified by Pnet > 0, which is the difference between the total
electrical power produced, Pgross and the total electrical power consumed by the plant Pplant.
These requirements have driven the design of the plasma equilibrium, which is the core of any
fusion device. They are all inherently linked so it is necessary to consider how optimising for
one criterion impacts on the others. To generate a Pnet > 0 device, a starting point equilibrium
was generated from which different parameter scans could be conducted to optimise the device.
This thesis will aim to generate an optimised equilibrium for current drive using SCENE
whilst making assumptions about the confinement through the H98 scaling. This confinement
assumption can be tested with more rigorous transport models. If the total heating power and
profile are not compatible then the equilibrium can be modified to optimise the performance.
The layout of this chapter is as follows
• Section 4.1: Develop a baseline scenario for a net electric ST
• Section 4.2: Examine the impact of different operating temperatures, densities and
currents
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• Section 4.3: Examine the impact of a higher toroidal field
• Section 4.4: Summary
4.1 Creating a baseline equilibrium
4.1.1 Minimum fusion power
There already exist conceptual designs of reactor relevant spherical tokamaks that have be-
come the basis of this work, such as the Spherical Tokamak Power Plant (STPP) [33, 37] which
had a major radius of Rmaj =3.4 m. The aim of this device was to have Pnet > 1000MW.
STPP was designed to generate a fusion power of Pfus = 3300MW. Furthermore, heat is
generated in the tritium breeding blankets due to the breeding reaction being exothermic∗,
contributing a further Pblanket = 800MW, giving a total thermal power of Pthermal = 4100MW.
The gross electrical power can be calculated from the thermal power using the total steam cy-
cle efficiency ηeff = Pgross/Pthermal. STPP was designed with ηeff = 41% resulting in Pgross =
1700MW. The plant was expected to have Pplant = 500MW resulting in Pnet = 1200MW.
On the other end of the scale exists the Components Test Facility (CTF), a spherical tokamak
with a Rmaj = 0.85m. The purpose of this device was to create fusion relevant neutrons for
components testing. Given the different goal, it was designed to be a Q = Pthermal/Paux ∼ 1
device, with Pthermal = 50MW, and Paux = 44MW [131–133]. Overall, CTF consumed more
power than it generated as Pplant = 380MW.
The important question becomes “what is the minimum fusion power required to generate
Pnet > 0?” In all likelihood the device is going to lie somewhere between CTF and STPP, so
these two design have been used as a lower and upper bound for BurST. Naively, looking at
STPP’s power consumption of 500MW indicates that with an ηeff = 41%, Pthermal > 1200MW
is needed. Assuming the ratio of Pfus/Pblanket is approximately the same as STPP suggests
that Pfus > 980MW is necessary for net electricity. Applying this same reasoning to CTF, with
its operating power of 380MW, suggests a minimum of Pthermal = 930MW and Pfus = 750MW.
It should be noted that CTF did make less ambitious confinement assumptions compared to
STPP.
It is clear from this logic that reducing Pplant is crucial in ensuring that net energy is achieved.
By modifying design choices it may be possible to reduce this. For example, CTF used a
copper TF and PF coils, which had resistive power losses of 223MW. Turning to a supercon-
∗Assuming enriched Li-6 is used. If Li-7 is used then this reaction is actually endothermic
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ducting system would remove this issue reducing the power required, though there are other
considerations that arise due to the additional complexities such as the shielding needed to
protect the superconductor and the increased cost [134].
An example of this is the ST pilot plant [135], where the TF and PF coils were both supercon-
ducting. They found that with a Pfus = 1000MW device at ηeff = 30%, more electrical power
would be produced than is consumed, defined as Qeng > 1. When the thermal efficiency was
increased to 45% it was possible for it to go as low as Pfus = 650MW whilst maintaining
Qeng > 1. This will be examined further in Section 4.3.
A rigorous power cycle study would be required to calculate the net energy of any particular
device, but the above argument justifies an assumption that Pfus > 1000MW should ensure
that Pnet > 0 is satisfied.
4.1.2 Minimise auxiliary power
The auxiliary power systems of a tokamak can have a large impact on the required fusion power
as the amount of electrical power needed to generate a given Paux can be 3-4 times higher than
Paux itself. This is due to efficiency losses in generating the neutral beams or RF waves. For
example, CTF required 157MW of electrical power to generate a Paux = 44MW [131]. This
highlights the benefits of reducing Paux. The logic outlined in the previous section should be
valid provided Pplant < 400MW, suggesting that a net electric device with Pfus ∼ 1000MW
can have a maximum of Paux ∼ 100MW.
Auxiliary power systems in tokamaks generally have 3 main uses, heating, current drive and
plasma control. This work will focus on the first two and attempt to minimise the power
needed here.
It is crucial to maximise the bootstrap current to reduce the load on the auxiliary current
drive systems. This can be a significant fraction of Ip and in the STPP design it was as high








where h(κ) is a function of elongation, approximately linear in κ. A low aspect ratio naturally
permits operation at higher elongations, with elongations around 3 possible [39]. This is
consistent with NSTX data which has an aspect ratio of A = 1.45, where it was found that
the upper bound on the X-point elongation was given by [136]
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κX = 3.4− li (4.2)









where L is the poloidal circumference of the last closed flux surface. NSTX would reach
li ≈ 0.4, suggesting elongations close to 3 are possible. This leads to designs where the
internal inductance is minimised, which corresponds to moving current off axis. This is
doubly beneficial as it will also raise the safety factor on axis, q0, helping to avoid instabilities
such as sawteeth and NTMs, but will require careful tailoring of the current profile. It will
also be beneficial for ideal ballooning stability as will be shown in Chapter 6.
4.1.3 Size of the device
There are two major plasma parameters that determine the radial build of a reactor, Rmaj
and A. One important factor impacting the size of the device is the exhaust. Materials can
withstand at most 10MW m−2 of heat flux [137]. A crude, but useful, metric to examine
the exhaust problem is Psep/Rmaj where Psep is the power flowing through the separatrix.
Here Psep = (1 − frad)Pheat where frad is the fractional power radiated away. The assumed
Psep/Rmaj for different reactor relevant designs are shown in Table 4.1. ITER allows for
Psep/R = 16.1MW m
−1 with a single null divertor. With a double null divertor it could be
possible to handle up to twice that, depending on the level of plasma control.
Pfus = 1GW corresponds to Pα = 200MW and assuming a heating power of Paux = 50MW
a total Pheat = 250MW. If we assume frad = 80%, as is done for the ST-FNSF device [136]
and allow for a Psep/R = 20MW m−1 we arrive at a major radius of Rmaj = 2.5m. This will
be used as the major radius of the device examined here.
This Psep/R is above the equivalent value in ITER but that will be mitigated by a double null
divertor configuration. This is a more conservative estimate compared to CTF, allowing for
potential increases in Paux. If Paux were increased to 100MW then Psep/R would increase to
24MW m−1, still below the CTF assumption. Furthermore, it is significantly lower than the
requirements for STPP. Even if the radiation fraction is lowered to 50% with Paux = 100MW
such that Psep/R = 70MW m−1, it is still lower than STPP. This is still a steep requirement of
the divertor and will likely depend on advanced divertor configurations such as the Snowflake
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or Super-X designs [138]. Furthermore, handling the exhaust on the inboard leg is more
difficult in STs given that there is less space.
ITER [139] CTF [33] ST-FNSF [136] STPP [140] BurST
Pheat(MW) 150 51 112 710 250
frad (%) 33 50 80 50 80
Psep(MW) 100 25.5 22.4 355 50
Rmaj (m) 6.2 0.85 1.7 3.42 2.5
Divertor type SND DND DND DND DND
Psep/R (MW m−1) 16.1 30.0 13.2 104 20.0
Table 4.1: Comparison of different exhaust relevant parameters for future tokamak designs.
SND corresponds to single null divertor and DND to double null divetor.
4.1.4 Aspect ratio
Selecting the optimal aspect ratio, A is a balancing act. Reducing A allows for higher elon-
gation, βN and bootstrap current [35]. However, the space available for the centre column
reduces. This leads to the toroidal field at the magnetic axis decreasing due to current density
and force limits on the centre column and the 1/R nature of the field. Furthermore, reduc-
ing A at fixed Rmaj increases the radial build of the device. For a normal conducting coil
it was found that to minimise the cost of electricity the aspect ratio should be set between
1.5 < A < 2.0 at fixed Pnet [141]. Below this range the radial build of the device increased
significantly and above it Irod increased so much so that the recirculating power increased.
The STPP design had a centre column with radius 1m and Irod = 30MA. Using this centre
column for BurST, results in an aspect ratio A = 1.67, which is in the optimal range.
4.1.5 Plasma shaping
As illustrated by Equation 4.1, to maximise the bootstrap fraction it is desirable to maximise
elongation and in turn minimise the internal inductance as shown in Equation 4.2. This
equation however was generated using NSTX data which has an aspect ratio of A = 1.45.
The aspect ratio dependence also affects the maximum elongation and can be accounted for
using the following equation [136]
κmax = 1.9 + 1.9ε
1.4 (4.4)
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Using this, the elongation limit of BurST is κ = 2.8. Neither Equation 4.2 or 4.4 fully capture
the maximum elongation, but they do show the dependencies on li and ε. To ensure the
maximum elongation is achievable it is still necessary to minimise the inductance via a hollow
current profile.
Equations 2.8 and 2.28 illustrate how modifying the pressure profile and auxiliary current
profile can impact the total current profile. Reducing p′ in the core will lead to a hollow
current profile. This can be achieved with a flattened core temperature or a higher pedestal
temperature as that allows for a lower p′ in the core at fixed Pfus. This is doubly beneficial
as the increased gradient at the edge will drive more neoclassical current off axis. Otherwise,
auxiliary current needs to be driven away from the axis. This can be demonstrated using
SCENE.
Four scenarios are examined and are shown in Figure 4.1: Firstly, a “baseline” scenario (blue)
where the pressure and auxiliary current profiles are set to be parabolic. Secondly, a scenario
where the pedestal height was tripled (orange), thirdly where the core pressure flattened
(green) and finally a case with an off axis current drive (red). Only the pressure profile or
auxiliary current drive were changed in these simulations.
Figure 4.1a shows the p′ profile and Figure 4.1b illustrates the different Jaux. Increasing the
pedestal height drops the li from 0.60 to 0.38. Core pressure flattening has a weaker impact
where li = 0.52.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.1: 4 different scenarios (outlined in the text) showing the impact on li, showing a)
p′ and b) Jaux.
In practice what we have direct control over is the auxiliary current profile. Figure 4.1b
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illustrates a case where the current is driven primarily off axis, which has the largest impact
on the inductance where li = 0.24. From Equation 4.2 these profiles suggest κ = 3.16 would
be feasible, but a more conservative κ = 2.8 was set to match with Equation 4.4. δ = 0.55
was set to match STPP.
To gain an idea about the size of BurST, it compared to JET, ITER and DEMO in Figure
4.2. It can be seen that is has a similar radial build to JET and can fit inside the ITER and
DEMO boundary. The vertical build is comparable to ITER and DEMO, highlighting the
high elongation of achievable by STs.
Figure 4.2: Comparison of the BurST plasma boundary to the JET, ITER and DEMO bound-
aries.
4.1.6 Kinetic profiles
In SCENE the absolute temperature profile of the thermal species are specified, as in Equation
3.1. It has just been shown that the pedestal height can have a large impact on the plasma
properties. The pedestal height and width are thought to be determined by the peeling-
ballooning stability boundary [142], which would require analysis via a code such as Europed
[143]. Using the Europed model, a temperature pedestal height of 5.3keV at ρψ = 0.92 was
found for a BurST plasma with βN = 5.1, utilising the assumption that the width of the
pedestal, ∆, scales like ∆ = 0.1(βpedθ )
1/2, consistent with MAST data [144]. This work set
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the pedestal height to 5keV located at ρψ = 0.9. To achieve this pedestal width in SCENE
using Equation 3.1, Tgrad = 20 was found to be sufficient. τ0 = 2.0 was set for a quadratic
temperature profile and αT = 2.0 and τ1 = 2.2 were set to slightly flatten the core temperature
as this ensured q was monotonic.
In Wesson’s Tokamaks [26] it is shown that the ideal temperature for fusion ignition lies
between 10 − 20keV so this device was designed such that the volume average temperature,
〈T 〉, is close to this. Initially Ti = Te has been set and a starting core temperature of 28keV
such that 〈T 〉 = 14.8keV, though this will be examined in Section 4.2.2.
The density profile is defined as in Equation 3.3. Using ITER assumptions as a baseline,
the density pedestal height as a fraction of the central density was set to ne,ped/ne0 = 0.9
[104]. As with the temperature gradient, setting ngrad = 20 in Equation 3.3 ensured the
pedestal top occured at ρψ = 0.9. Density peaking is difficult due to fuelling generally
occurring at the plasma edge via gas puffing; also it can cause impurity accumulation as
predicted by neoclassical theory. Core fuelling is possible via the injection of fuel pellets, but
is difficult given the high density of the reactor relevant conditions. η0 = 1.5 was set to allow
for a slightly peaked profile [145]. The absolute density was set such that Pfus = 1.1GW,
which results in a core electron density ne0 = 1.72× 1020m−3 and a volume averaged density
〈ne〉 = 1.54× 1020m−3.
STPP was designed with a Zeff ∼ 1.6, so this was emulated here. Two thermal impurity
species were modelled; a helium ash and heavy tungsten impurity. The helium ash density
was set such that the ratio of the helium confinement time to the energy confinement time
τHe/τE ∼ 4 as in STPP. The tungsten impurity was then set such that the Zeff ≈ 1.6.
In reactor relevant conditions, it can be expected that the fast ion pressure from fusion αs
and NBI ions will form a significant fraction of the total pressure compared to the thermal
pressure, which would have an impact on the equilibrium. The NBI would introduce an
anisotropy in the pressure which would not be captured in ideal MHD and has previously
shown to significantly impact the safety factor profile in JET [146]. There is further evidence
that finite orbit width effects can modify both the Shafranov shift and safety factor profile
[147].
SCENE is not able to include the impact of the fast ions in the equilibrium calculation, though
other equilibrium solvers such as FLOW [148] are able to, and future work should compare
the predictions between the two to determine the extent of the fast ion’s impact. SCENE is
able to account for the bootstrap current driven by the α’s, though this tends to be relatively
small compared to the thermally driven bootstrap current.
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To determine realistic profiles requires a detailed examination with the use of a transport
code that accounts for the different sources and sinks of heat and particles. Without this
the confinement assumptions will need to be based off of empirical models such as the H98
scaling. Profile tailoring will be difficult due to the dominant α heating necessary in a reactor
and it will be shown in Chapter 5 that most of the auxiliary power will be deposited at the
edge. This will further limit control of the profiles, especially in the core.
4.1.7 Auxiliary current profile
As shown previously, an off axis auxiliary current profile is beneficial for lowering the induc-
tance. It also impacts the q profile and needs to be tailored such that q > 2 is maintained
everywhere to avoid instabilities such as sawteeth and NTMs. In SCENE Jaux is specified by
Equation 3.7.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Impact of increasing ζ2 on a) Jaux (thus the extent of off axis current drive) and
on b) q.
The impact on the q profile of changing Jaux is illustrated in Figure 4.3. The following values
were used here, α0 = 0.0, ζ0 = 1.0, α1 = 1.0, ζ1 = 0.5. The scan was done at fixed Ip = 21MA
and Pfus = 1.1GW. This means all the current will be driven off axis†. The Jaux profile was
moved more off-axis by increasing ζ2 from 1 to 4.
These cases all satisfy q > 2, but allowing for a broad current profile results in a reverse shear
q profile in the core. Moving the current towards the edge reduces the shear nearer the edge,
†Except for the current driven inside psic, where SCENE is set up to fill a current hole in the bootstrap
current.
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allowing for a monotonic q in the core. However, pushing the current too far towards the edge
results in a reverse shear profile near the edge. An ζ2 = 2.5 was settled on for this design as
it ensured a completely monotonic q profile. The feasibility of generating this current profile
will be examined in Chapter 5.
4.1.8 Plasma current
Setting Ip is a balancing act. Increasing Ip will improve confinement and reduce βN , however
it will also increase the demands on externally driven current Iaux. This will require a larger
auxiliary power increasing the operating costs of the reactor. At fixed Pfus = 1.1GW and Jaux
as specified above, a scan in the total plasma current was done from 17MA to 23MA. This
corresponds to a fixed p′ whilst changing the ff ′. Figure 4.4a illustrates how the different
sources of current change when scaling up Ip. As the current is increasing, βθ is reducing,
explaining the slight drop in Ibs. However, it clear that the pressure driven currents don’t
change significantly in this scenario, so the difference in the total current must be made up
by the auxiliary current, which corresponds to a larger Paux.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.4: A scan in total Ip showing a) a breakdown of the contributions of the different
pressure driven currents and the external current and b) H98 and HPetty. Note this was done
at fixed Paux = 50MW and Pfus = 1.1GW.
This scan was done assuming fixed Paux = 50MW, and thus the required H98 and HPetty are
shown in Figure 4.4b. The weaker Petty scaling with Ip can be seen here. This range was
chosen as it changed H98 from 1.6 to 1.3, the confinement assumption made in STPP and
CTF respectively. H98 ∼ 1.3− 1.4 has been seen on NSTX [149], so assuming H98 = 1.4 for
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BurST indicates that Ip = 21MA is required. The specific choice of confinement assumption
is relatively arbitrary as BurST operates in a regime so far away from the data used to
generate these scaling laws, but is useful in putting reasonable bounds on what is feasible.
It is interesting to note that this device seems much more reasonable when using the HPetty
scaling law, indicating the large impact the choice of scaling law can have. If H98 = 1 was
the condition used then a significantly higher Ip would be necessary,
4.1.9 Auxiliary power
Current drive requires the deposition of auxiliary power, and here we estimate only the aux-
iliary power needed to drive the Jaux profile that we have prescribed. A rough estimation
of power needed Paux to drive Iaux is obtained using the current drive efficiency of different





Using Equation 4.5, gives the Paux required to drive Iaux. Given that we have now prescribed
the stored energy and the total plasma heating for this equilibrium, we have also in effect set
the confinement time and H98. Using ITER’s predictions for ηNBI = 0.4A m−2 W−1 for the
Ip = 21MA case in Figure 4.4, implies Paux = 79MW is necessary. The impact of Paux on H98
is relatively modest, reducing to 1.35, due to the dominant heating coming from the fusion
α’s. This also assumes that no additional power, above that necessary for current drive, is
required for heating.
4.2 Different operating scenarios
4.2.1 Baseline scenario
Combining all of the assumptions made leads to a plasma equilibrium shown in Figure 4.5.
The major plasma parameters for this equilibrium are shown in Table 4.2. This will be the








Rmaj (m) 2.5 Exhaust arguments using Psep/Rmaj
a (m) 1.5 Allow space for STPP Centre column
R0 (m) 3.15 Output from SCENE
Irod (MA) 30.0 Same current as STPP Centre column
Ip (MA) 21.0 “Reasonable” H98
Iaux (MA) 8.2 Calculated using SCENE
Pfus (MW) 1100 Pnet > 0
Paux (MW) 79 Aux. current drive with ηNBI = 0.4A m−2 W−1
κ 2.8 Limits based off of NSTX data
δ 0.55 Same as STPP
H98, HPetty 1.35, 0.94 Similar confinement assumption to CTF & STPP
Te0, 〈Te〉keV 28.0, 14.8 Initial assumption
ne0, 〈ne〉(×1020m−3) 1.72, 1.54 Ensure Pfus = 1.1GW given Te assumption
li 0.27 Maximise elongation
βN 5.5 Output from SCENE
q0 2.51 Avoid Sawteeth/NTM
Table 4.2: Basic plasma parameters for this baseline scenario and the reasoning behind them.
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4.2.2 Operating temperature
From Equation 4.5, it can be seen that driving current becomes more efficient at lower den-
sities, but confinement, according to the IPB98y2 scaling law, improves at higher densities.
To consolidate this, a scan was performed at fixed Pfus = 1.1GW where the core temperature
was changed from 10keV to 40keV. The pedestal widths were kept the same and heights
as follows Te,ped = 5keV and ne,ped/ne0 = 0.9. The density and temperature profiles are
shown in Figure 4.6a and Figure 4.6b respectively. This does mean that the total pedestal
pressure is increasing as the density is increased. This is a questionable assumption to make
so future work should calculate a feasible pedestal pressure in each scenario. Paux has been
appropriately set using Equation 4.5 assuming ηNBI = 0.4A m−2 W−1.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.6: a) Density and b) temperature profiles examined at fixed Pfus = 1.1GW.
Figure 4.7a demonstrates how at the highest temperatures the current drive efficiency increases
sufficiently such that the amount of power needed drops significantly. When Te0 = 40keV
only 60MW of power would be needed. The low Paux combined with the low density results




Figure 4.7: Impact of changing Te0 at fixed Pfus = 1.1GW, showing how a) Paux, b) H98 and
HPetty change when ηNBI = 0.4A m−2 W−1 is assumed.
Impact of Te0 and Ip
The total plasma current could be increased at the highest temperatures to bring H98 down
to a more reasonable level. This is doubly beneficial as the confinement will improve given
the larger Ip and the larger Paux needed to drive Iaux.
To consolidate this, a 2D scan in Ip and Te0 was conducted. The plasma current was varied
from 17MA→ 23MA and the core temperature from 10 keV to 40 keV. Figure 4.8 illustrates
contours of several plasma parameters. Figures 4.8a, 4.8b and 4.8c show Paux, H98 and HPetty
respectively. The two confinement scalings are qualitatively similar, but HPetty requires a
less optimistic assumption about the confinement. As before at low Ip, there is a larger βθ,
resulting in a large Ibs. Furthermore, at the lowest Te0, due to the large density pedestal,
both Ibs and Idia have a very large contribution in the pedestal. At the highest temperatures,
the temperature gradient is much larger, increasing the contribution of Ibs and Idia. In these
regimes, Iaux is reduced, lowering the requirements on Paux, explaining the minima in the
Figure 4.8a. The high Te0, low Ip regime is ruled out by the very high requirements of
confinement.
In tokamak experiments, however, it has been found that the maximum achievable density is









Figure 4.8: Contour plots for a 2D scan changing Ip and Te0 at fixed Pfus = 1.1GW, showing
the variation of a) Paux, b) H98 c) HPetty, d) fGW and e) βN .
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meaning the Greenwald fraction must satisfy fGW =
〈ne〉
nGW
≤ 1. Note, that this limit reduces
as Ip is reduced. Figure 4.8d shows how the bottom left region exceeds the Greenwald density,
preventing access to that area of parameter space. Moreover, the current drive systems need
accessibility to the core and both RF and NBI systems have density limits that must be
accounted for, which will be examined in Section 5.1.2.
Furthermore, at low Ip the plasma approaches MHD stability limits as βN gets large. Figure
4.8e shows the βN with a contour line at βN = 6.0. Assuming βN < 6.0 sets our limit,
this restricts Ip > 18.5MA for the full temperature range. There is a minimum in βN at
Te0 ∼ 20keV which corresponds to the peak of the D-T fusion cross section, so the same
fusion power can be achieved with slightly less pressure.
It is possible to place restrictions on the accessible parameter space using operational limits.
The following restrictions are imposed in Figure 4.9a: Paux < 100MW, H98 < 1.6, fGW < 1.0
and βN < 6.0. The arrows indicate the direction left available by the imposed limit. This
figure illustrates the area of available parameter space given the assumptions made, and it
can be seen there is a reasonably large area available. The different restrictions are plotted
making it clear what is preventing access to that region of parameter space. As more rigorous
limits are defined, this graph can be further refined. This gives a clear operating space for
the steady state regime. Of course, whether or not it is possible to access this regime is a
completely different question, but one that must be addressed. However, that is outside the
scope of this work.
We have assumed that H98 = 1.6 is possible but that already illustrates the limitations of
scaling laws. If H98 ≤ 1 was enforced then there would be no available operating space.
Furthermore, the choice of scaling law has a large impact as if HPetty < 1 is used then there
is still a significant area of operating space as shown in Figure 4.9b
We note that in this argument we have assumed ηNBI = 0.4A m−2 W−1 over the full range
of plasma parameters explored in the scan. This has ignored all variations in current drive
efficiency with many different plasma parameters, and limitations in the range of conditions
where current drive systems can even couple to the plasma. Some of these issues will be
revisited in Chapter 5.
If ηNBI = 0.4A m−2 W−1 is not possible and a lower efficiency is achieved then Paux must be
increased to drive the current. Figure 4.10 illustrates the impact on Paux andH98 when ηNBI =
0.2A m−2 W−1. Changing Paux will have no impact on the βN or fGW limit. Figure 4.10a
shows that at very low Ip it is in principle possible to drive the small auxiliary current needed
with Paux = 50MW for the parameter space at very low or very high Te0. Unfortunately, both
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.9: Available parameter space if the following restrictions are imposed: Paux <
100MW, fGW < 1.0, and a) H98 < 1.6 and b) HPetty < 1.0 assuming ηNBI = 0.4A m−2 W−1.
The arrows indicate the direction which is within the imposed limit.
of these regions at low Te0 and high Te0 are closed regions of operating space because they
exceed the Greenwald density limit, or require H98 > 1.6, respectively. Though, due to the
additional power required, there is a drop in the H98.
Figures 4.11a and 4.11b show the available parameter space when applying the same re-
strictions as before, with ηNBI = 0.3A m−2 W−1 and 0.2A m−2 W−1 respectively. With
ηNBI = 0.3A m
−2 W−1 and requiring Paux < 100MW brings down the restriction to lower
Ip operation. With ηNBI = 0.2A m−2 W−1, this drops even further such that there no avail-
able parameter space. This suggests that ηNBI > 0.2A m−2 W−1 must be achieved for this
reactor to work, or the limits must be relaxed.
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(a) (b)
Figure 4.10: Contour plots for a 2D scan changing Ip and Te0 at fixed Pfus = 1.1GW, showing
the necessary a) Paux and b) H98 when ηNBI = 0.2A m−2 W−1 is assumed.
(a) (b)
Figure 4.11: Available parameter space if the following restrictions are imposed: Paux <
100MW, H98 < 1.6 and fGW < 1.0 assuming ηNBI = a) 0.3 and b) 0.2A m−2 W−1. The
arrows indicate the direction which is within the imposed limit.
4.3 Higher toroidal field - superconducting centre column
In the work carried out above, the centre column was designed with regular conductors. Super-
conducting magnets are an attractive technology for a fusion power plant. They significantly
reduce the need for recirculating power because they minimise resistive power losses. They
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would provide access to a higher field which would slightly ease the requirements on the H98
confinement assumption as τ98 ∝ B0.15T , but have a much larger reduction in βN ∝ 1/B at
fixed fusion power (pressure). The design in the previous section were βN limited at low Ip,
so a SC centre column would open up a large area of parameter space. Additional shielding
would be needed to protect the coils from bombardment by fusion neutrons. The amount of
shielding is set by the stopping distance of a fusion neutron and estimates vary from 0.3m
to 0.5m to ensure the superconductors are sufficiently protected from neutron damage and
heating [151, 152].
STPP had two designs for the centre column, one made of water cooled copper and the other
of cryo-cooled aluminium. The power requirements are shown in Table 4.3, reproduced from
[134]. The copper design only required 4MW of cooling but the power requirements were
dominated by the 250MW of resistive power losses. For the aluminium design, due to the
low resistance of cryo-cooled aluminium there was only ∼ 8MW of resistive losses. But the
cooling requirements were more significant as the cryo-plant had a coefficient of performance
of 0.055, meaning for every 1MW of heat removed, an additional 18MW is required. An
equivalent superconducting column would only be subjected to nuclear heating as there is no
resistive heating.
Water cooled copper Cryo-cooled aluminium
Operational temperature (K) 298 30
Centre column shield (m) 0.10 0.37
Resistive power loss (MW) 250 7.9
Nuclear heating (MW) 100 0.47
Cooling power (MW) 4 159
Total power required (MW) 254 167
Table 4.3: Outline for STPP centre column designs, reproduced from [134].
A high field device has been the subject of many studies [32, 38] as it proposes another route to
improving confinement. To see the impact of a higher toroidal field on the available parameter
space, a scenario was examined using a high temperature superconductor (HTS) for a centre
column with 0.5m of shielding. To justify the increased cost and engineering associated with
HTS, the benefits of a higher field device need to be clearly outlined.
At a given temperature, superconductors have a critical current density and critical field below
which it will remain superconducting. Rare earth barium copper oxides (REBCO) display
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HTS behaviour [153] and have been examined extensively in the context of fusion [154–
156]. CORC REBCO superconducting cable designs were found to operate at a maximum
engineering current density of 200MA m−2 at 20T [157]. To achieve such high current densities
it is necessary to operate the cable at 4K, indicating the potential challenge with the cryostat.
Using this design, the maximum field at the edge of the centre column was set to 20T. The





where the subscript ‘edge’ denotes that parameters value at the edge of the conductor. Table
4.4 compares the values in Equation 4.7 for the STPP aluminium centre column and CORC
REBCO design. To generate 20T at the edge of the centre column requires 50MA. This
would have an engineering current density of 64MA m−2. This is well below the engineering
current density limit, indicating the limiting factor is the field at the edge of the coil. Another
limiting factor is whether the electromagnetic stresses that such a current would generate can
be handled by the structural material. It has been reported that a tokamak with a stainless
steel structure could support a Bedge = 19T when Redge = 0.5m, so this configuration is at
the limit of what is feasible [158].
Aluminium conductor Superconductor
Operational temperature (K) 30 4
Redge (m) 0.63 0.5
Bedge (T) 9.5 20
Irod (MA) 30 50
Bgeo (T) 2.4 4
Effective current density (MA m−2) 24 64
Table 4.4: Comparison of the BurST centre column design when using an aluminium conduc-
tor and a CORC REBCO superconductor.
A similar 2D scan in Ip and Te0 was performed using the higher Irod that can be provided
by this CORC REBCO centre column. Figure 4.12a shows Paux and this doesn’t change
significantly as the toroidal field has little impact on the plasma currents. H98 is shown in
Figure 4.12b and due to the higher field it drops enough such that the contour of H98 = 1.6
gets pushed towards the bottom right. The largest impact, however, is on βN , shown in Figure




Figure 4.12: Contour plots for a 2D scan changing Ip and Te0 at fixed Pfus = 1.1GW with
Irod = 50MA showing the variation of a) Paux, b) H98 c) HPetty and d) βN when ηNBI =
0.4A m−2 W−1 is assumed.
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overall effect is that the low Ip region is now limited by H98 rather than βN , opening up a
significant area of operation. Figure 4.13a shows the available operating space when imposing
Paux < 100MW, H98 < 1.6, βN < 6.0 and fGW < 1.0 assuming ηNBI = 0.4A m−2 W−1.
It appears that it would be possible to operate at Ip < 17MA given the right temperature
profile.
Furthermore, as Ip is now limited by H98 rather than βN , if ηCD is dropped, Paux will increase
which in turn will reduce H98 and give more operating space against the confinement limit.
This is illustrated in Figure 4.13b, where at a higher Bϕ, ηNBI = 0.2A m−2 W−1 has a large
area of available operating space. Figure 4.13c shows that even ηNBI = 0.15A m−2 W−1 has
some available operating space. This illustrates one of the benefits of operating at high field.
Furthermore, as less re-circulating power is required, more power can be allocated to the aux-
iliary heating systems which could relax the Paux assumption. This also applies to the lower
field device examined in the previous section. If the limiting factor for a copper/aluminium
centre column device is βN or the re-circulating power is too high then turning to a super-




Figure 4.13: Available parameter space for the superconducting design if the following restric-
tions are imposed: Paux < 100MW, H98 < 1.6 and fGW < 1.0 assuming ηNBI = a) 0.4 b) 0.2
and c) 0.15A m−2 W−1. The arrows indicate the direction which is within the imposed limit.
4.4 Summary
This chapter has examined different plasma scenarios that could lead to a Pnet > 0 device. A
basic argument was made for the necessary fusion power to generate net electricity. From this,
other plasma parameters were determined such as Rmaj which was derived by looking at the
exhaust issue. Using the STPP centre column, the aspect ratio was set and the elongation was
set from limits on NSTX data. Supposing an ITER-like pedestal, kinetic profiles were assumed
and an off axis current profile was set that resulted in a low li, monotonic q equilibrium. The
auxiliary power was set by assuming a certain ηCD and from this a baseline equilibrium was
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determined, with details in Table 4.2.
Once a baseline was determined, the impact of different kinetic profiles and plasma current
were examined. By setting the following restrictions: Paux < 100MW, H98 < 1.6, fGW < 1.0
and βN < 6.0, it was possible to see what operational space is available. The baseline scenario
fitted within these restrictions. It was shown that if ηCD > 0.2A m−2 W−1 is not achieved
(with a regular conducting centre column) then there is no operational space available given
the limits. It is crucial to design current drive systems that can achieve at least this efficiency
to allow for some operating space. If βN > 6.0 could be achieved then operation at lower Ip
and Paux would be possible.
The impact of a superconducting centre column was also examined and it was found that it
reduced βN sufficiently that it was no longer a limiting factor when assuming βN < 6.0. This
opened up a significant area of operating space and allowed for a lower ηCD. Furthermore,
the lower re-circulating power means more power can be used for the auxiliary current drive
systems.
Future work should examine the limits used here in more detail. If access to high βN regimes
is possible then the available operating space is much larger. A detailed MHD stability study
is required as that will have a significant impact on the reactor. A full power cycle study
should be done to more accurately determine the minimum fusion power needed to achieve




Identifying neutral beam injection
configurations
The previous section outlined different operating scenarios for BurST and illustrated the
importance of achieving a good current drive efficiency. Neutral beam injection has been
shown to have large current drive efficiencies and this chapter uses modelling to explore NBI
configurations that can drive the necessary current for steady state flat-top operation. We
will examine the equilibrium outlined in Table 4.2.
Given the profile of Jaux shown in Figure 4.3a, it will likely be necessary to have 2 NBI
systems in place. One for the on axis current and the second for the off axis component. In
this work, on axis current drive corresponds to the current needed to fill the hole left by the
neoclassical currents. This is only required within ρψ < 0.05 where 0.12MA is necessary, with
the remaining 8.08MA being required off axis. To easier illustrate the requirements in the
core, the figures in this chapter will be shown as a function of √ρψ.
Each “beam” in this chapter will corresponds to a single beamlet with a rectangular shape with
a Gaussian half width and height of σR = 0.1m and σZ = 0.2m respectively. Additionally,
this work will limit the energy of the beams to 1MeV, in line with the ITER design. The
main focus of each section in this chapter is as follows
• Section 5.1: On axis beam
• Section 5.2: Off axis beam
• Section 5.3: Validity of ηCD
• Section 5.4: Complete beam configuration
• Section 5.5: Summary
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In more detail, Section 5.1 generates an NBI configuration suitable for driving the core current
in the baseline scenario using NBeams. This prediction is then compared to the predictions
made by NUBEAM and RABBIT to test the validity of the reduced models. The penetration
depth of a 1MeV beam is explored when changing the density and temperature profiles. Next
in Section 5.2, the requirements for the off axis current will be examined and the validity
of the reduced models is determined. As most of the current needs to be driven off axis
understanding the current drive efficiency here is vital. In Section 5.3, the validity of using
ηNBI as a metric for the efficiency will be tested by examining different plasma temperatures
and densities. A final beam configuration will then be generated and the heating profiles will
be briefly examined in Section 5.4.
5.1 On axis beam
At the core of BurST, the flux surfaces are similar to that of a conventional tokamak, so it
should be expected that NBeams and RABBIT would be able to match NUBEAM reasonably
well.
The tangency radius Rt, which is the point at which the beam is tangential to the plasma (i.e
orthogonal to the major radius vector), was set to Rt = 3.1m, aligned with the magnetic axis
at R0 = 3.15m. NBeams found that an 8MW 1MeV beam was sufficient to drive the current
on axis. Figure 5.1 shows the toroidal current density profile defined as
Jϕ =





The term with f on the right acts as a measure of the average toroidal field as is used by
NUBEAM.
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Figure 5.1: NBeams prediction for the current density for an 8MW 1MeV beam with Rt =
3.1m to drive the on axis current. The magnetic axis was at R0 = 3.15m Shown as a function
of √ρψ.
5.1.1 Benchmark of NBeams and RABBIT
This NBI configuration was recreated in NUBEAM and RABBIT. For NUBEAM, simulations
were done with up to 512,000 markers and it was found that using 32,000 markers was sufficient
to obtain resolved results. Figure 5.2a and Figure 5.2b shows the beam deposition as seen
from above and as a poloidal cross section.
The first outputs to compare between codes are the initial and the orbit averaged deposition,
S0 and Sav. Figures 5.3a and 5.3b illustrates the S0 and Sav predictions made by each code
(NBeams doesn’t perform any orbit averaging so Sav = S0).
The agreement between the S0 for
√
ρψ > 0.1 predicted by NUBEAM, NBeams and RABBIT
is quite reasonable, given that NBeams and RABBIT can be run in real time and NUBEAM
requires ∼ 100CPUh. There are however discrepancies, as at the very core NBeams over-
predicts S0. For RABBIT there appears to be a sharp drop in S0 at the very core, which is
likely not physical.
Comparing Sav for the different codes it can be seen that RABBIT and NUBEAM agree
reasonably well above √ρψ > 0.1. But again in the very core, RABBIT under-predicts the
deposition. Even though NBeams doesn’t perform the orbit average the overall deposition is
rather similar.
The fast ion density, un-shielded current and driven current are compared in Figure 5.4.
Similar to what was seen above, RABBIT and NUBEAM agree well for √ρψ > 0.1 with
the differences in the core being due to the drop in the deposition seen earlier in RABBIT.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.2: NUBEAM prediction for the marker deposition as seen from a) above and b) as
a poloidal cross section for an 8MW 1MeV beam with Rt = 3.1m oriented in the horizontal
plane.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.3: Comparison of NBeams, NUBEAM and RABBIT’s prediction for the a) initial
deposition, b) orbit average deposition of a 8MW, 1MeV beam with Rt = 3.1m. Note that
NBeams doesn’t perform an orbit average so S0 = Sav.
NBeams matches NUBEAM reasonably well, but does over-predict the fast ion density and
un-shielded current at the very core. Table 5.1 shows the integrated current predictions from
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each code. RABBIT and NUBEAM agree to within 20%, and NBeams overestimates the total
current by 40%. Looking at the current within √ρψ = 0.2, all 3 codes agree within 10%. Even
though RABBIT underestimates the current density at √ρψ = 0, given the small surface area
the impact on the total current is negligible. This indicates that the discrepancies mostly
are due to the outer flux surfaces which will cause substantial differences in the total driven
current because there is a larger surface area at the edge. NBeams largely over-predicts the
current density above √ρψ = 0.2. The shielding model of RABBIT and NUBEAM agree well,
with NBeams overestimating the impact of the correction factor.
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Parameter NBeams RABBIT NUBEAM
Iunshielded(MA) 1.18 0.97 0.82
Idriven(MA) 0.88 0.64 0.55
Idriven(MA) for
√
ρψ < 0.2 0.17 0.21 0.19
ηshield 0.74 0.66 0.68
Table 5.1: Comparison of NBeams, NUBEAM and RABBIT’s prediction for the integrated
currents and ηshield with an 8MW, 1MeV beam with Rt = 3.1m
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.4: Comparison of NBeams, NUBEAM and RABBIT’s prediction for the a) fast ion
density, b) unshielded current and c) shielded current profile with a 8MW, 1MeV beam with
Rt = 3.1m.
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Overall, NBeams does reasonably well to predict the current density in the core and can be
used to narrow down the parameter space when looking for suitable configurations. However,
towards the edge it over-predicts the driven current. This indicates it may not perform well
for the off axis current. RABBIT on the other hand does well when √ρψ > 0.2, but at the
very core there is a sharp drop in the deposition prediction which has a knock on impact on
other predictions made.
5.1.2 Core beam penetration
The penetration depth of a 1MeV beam was examined for the different Te0, Pfus = 1.1GW
scenarios examined in Chapter 4. The same 8MW beam was simulated for each Te0 scenario
with Ip = 21MA. It was decided to use NBeams for this as it agreed well with NUBEAM for
very small values of √ρψ.
Figure 5.5a shows how the predicted current profile changes with temperature and as Te0
increases (and ne0 decreases) the driven current increases as expected. Given that the driven
current will scale linearly with the power, it is possible to estimate the power needed in each
scenario to achieve the required current density on axis. This is shown in Figure 5.5c and at
the highest 〈ne20〉, over 1GW would be necessary. To understand why the power increases
exponentially, Figure 5.5b shows where the beam power is being deposited and at the highest
densities the beam attenuation is so large that all the power is deposited at the edge. Thus
the required power to achieve the necessary core current density becomes prohibitively large.
Moreover, a majority of the current needs to be driven off axis so if Paux < 100MW is required,
then the power for the core current needs to be significantly lower than this. If a limit of
10MW is set for the core beam then the reactor must have 〈ne20〉 < 1.65m−3, assuming
Eb = 1MeV. Note the equilibrium defined in Table 4.2 has 〈ne20〉 = 1.54m−3. Higher density
operation would be possible if the beam energy were increased. At lower densities, it would
be possible to use a lower energy beam, which may have a better current drive efficiency.
Figure 5.6 updates the plasma operation space of Figure 4.11a to exclude high density plasmas
where NBeams calculations (at Ip = 21MA) suggest that the required core auxiliary current
needs > 10MW of NBI heating. This limit would of course change with different shaped
density and temperature profiles. For example, a more peaked density profile would reduce
the beam attenuation along its path, allowing for a higher 〈ne20〉. Other technologies such as





Figure 5.5: a) JNBI b) power deposition with an 8MW 1MeV beam for a range of different
core temperatures. The auxiliary power required to reach the necessary current density in the
core is shown in c)
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Figure 5.6: Available parameter space if the following restrictions are imposed: Paux <
100MW, H98 < 1.6, fGW < 1.0 and 〈ne20〉 < 1.65 and Pfus = 1.1GW. Here ηCD =
0.4A m−2 W−1 has been assumed and the arrows indicate the direction within the limit.
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5.2 Off axis beam
A majority of the current needs to be driven away from the magnetic axis so it is crucial
that the current drive efficiency is maximised here. Here it can be expected that orbit ef-
fects will play an important role due to the larger fraction of trapped particles. Once again
the NBI configuration was set up with NBeams and a 90MW 500keV beam was found to
sufficient to drive 8.2MA off axis. The beam had a tangency radius Rt = 3.8m and an
ηNBeams = 0.35A m
−2 W−1 was achieved with the beam injected parallel to the horizontal
plane. Figure 5.7 shows the current drive prediction. The exact profile of the current was not
a perfect agreement, with NBeams predicting a broader profile than initially specified. Using
an accurate NBI code, a more realistic Jaux can be specified to re-calculated the equilibrium.
This can be iterated on until a converged self consistent equilibrium is defined.
Figure 5.7: NBeams current drive prediction for an 90MW 500keV beam to drive the off axis
current along with the required current as specified in SCENE.
Once again, NUBEAM and RABBIT were run with this configuration. The NUBEAMmarker
deposition is again shown from above and as a poloidal cross section in Figure 5.8.
It can be seen from Figure 5.9 that the overall agreement is much poorer. The initial deposition
between NUBEAM and NBeams was found to be in good agreement. RABBIT however did
not perform as well, with the beam being significantly shifted inwards. Figure 5.9b shows the
orbit-averaged deposition and NUBEAM predicts a large inwards shift∗. This highlights the
limitations of NBeams as this radial shift will have a significant impact on the final profiles.
RABBIT does see an inwards shift but as S0 does not agree well it cannot be expected that




Figure 5.8: NUBEAM prediction for the marker deposition as seen from a) above and b) as a
poloidal cross section for an 90MW 500keV beam with Rt = 3.8m oriented in the horizontal
plane.
the Sav would match NUBEAM.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.9: Comparison of NBeams, NUBEAM and RABBIT’s prediction for the beam’s a)
initial deposition, b) orbit average deposition with a 90MW, 500keV beam with Rt = 3.8m.
Note for NBeams doesn’t perform an orbit average so S0 = Sav.
The radial shift becomes very clear when examining nf , shown in Figure 5.10a. There is
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a large difference between NUBEAM and NBeams. RABBIT performs slightly better, but
agreement is not as good as the on axis beam. The largest difference is in the current as
NBeams significantly over-predicts the un-shielded and driven current. Table 5.2 outlines the
current drive predictions for this beam configuration. NBeams overestimates the current by
a factor of 3. RABBIT only does slightly better with a factor of 1.6.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 5.10: Comparison of NBeams, NUBEAM and RABBIT’s prediction for the a) fast
ion density, b) unshielded current and c) shielded current with a 90MW, 500keV beam with
Rt = 3.8m.
By examining the steady state fast ion distribution is becomes clearer to why this is the
case. Figure 5.11 shows the distribution function predicted by each code at √ρψ = 0.74,
note the different scales on the colour bars. NUBEAM is able to capture the trapped particle
behaviour and there is a significant distribution of particles with negative pitch. Even at the
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Parameter NBeams RABBIT NUBEAM
Iunshielded(MA) 9.39 5.47 2.99
Idriven(MA) 8.21 4.19 2.58
ηshield 0.87 0.77 0.86
ηNBI(A m−2 W−1) 0.35 0.11 0.18
Table 5.2: Comparison of NBeams, NUBEAM and RABBIT’s prediction for the integrated
currents, ηshield and ηNBI with a 90MW, 500keV beam with Rt = 3.8m parallel to the hori-
zontal plane.
birth energy of 500keV, there are particles with negative pitch. As these particle spend part
of their orbit going in the opposite direction to the current and field, they will reduce the
overall driven current. NBeams does not perform any orbit tracking and assumes all particles
are born passing meaning it is not possible to account for this effect. Moreover, it assumes
a purely toroidal field which leads to an over-estimation of the birth pitch ξb. RABBIT will
track the particle for a single orbit so should be able to account for particles born trapped,
but would not be able to account for passing particles that become trapped as they slow down
or vice versa. RABBIT does display some of the trapped particle behaviour. A peak at the
birth energy with negative pitch can be seen as well as a peak at ξ = 0.5. But does not seem
to fully capture the extent of the trapped particle as the number of particles at negative pitch




Figure 5.11: Fast ion distribution function for a) NBeams b) NUBEAM and c) RABBIT at
√
ρψ = 0.74 for the off axis beam aligned with the horizontal plane.
5.2.1 Field-aligned beam
This beam configuration previously outlined is not suitable for reactor relevant scenarios as
an ηNBI = 0.11Am−2W−1 is predicted by NUBEAM. As discussed in Chapter 4, this is too
low. Figure 4.11b would indicate that no scenario would be possible given the limitations
imposed. For this configuration, NUBEAM finds ξb = 0.7, which is equivalent to the B-field
pitch. If the beam were angled to be aligned with the field such that ξb ∼ 1.0 then fewer
particles would be trapped. A simulation was performed where the beam was angled such that
it crossed the mid-plane at an angle of cos−1(ξb) = 45°. Figure 5.12a shows the NUBEAM
deposition from above, which looks similar to the flat beam. Figure 5.12b shows the side on
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view and the vertical spread of the beam can be seen much more clearly here. The resulting
deposition profiles predicted by RABBIT and NUBEAM are shown in Figure 5.13. The flat
beam simulated by NBeams is also shown. As fewer particles are born trapped, the inward
shift is less extreme. The deposition predicted by RABBIT and NUBEAM are in much better
agreement here, though RABBIT has a slightly stronger inwards shift. This in turn impacts
the fast ion density and currents, shown in Figure 5.14, where the profiles are less peaked and
shifted inwards. NBeams is not capable of modelling angled beams, but predicts a similar
result to RABBIT and NUBEAM. This suggests that the NBeams prediction is a reasonable
proxy for result when the beam is aligned with the field.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.12: NUBEAM prediction for the marker deposition as seen from a) above and b)
as a poloidal cross section for a 90MW 500keV beam with Rt = 3.8m angled at 45° to the
horizontal plane.
The fast ion distribution function is shown in Figure 5.15 and illustrates that the birth pitch
is very close to 1 for both NUBEAM and RABBIT, resulting in no significant trapping and
allowing for a large current to be driven, shown in Table 5.3. The resulting current drive
efficiency was found to be ηNUBEAM = 0.34A m−2 W−1 and ηRABBIT = 0.35Am−2W−1
which is very similar to the predictions made for ITER. NBeams (which can’t model angled
beams) has a similar result, which further indicates it’s potential uses as a proxy for when the
beam is aligned with the field. Importantly, these predictions are in the acceptable range of
current drive efficiencies necessary to fulfil the requirements outlined in Chapter 4. This tells
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.13: NUBEAM and RABBIT prediction for a) initial and b) orbit averaged deposition
with a 90MW 500keV beam angled at 45° such that it is aligned with the magnetic field. Note
NBeams is included but cannot model angled beams.
us that the off axis beam must be aligned with the field to ensure a reasonable current drive
efficiency is achieved.
Parameter NBeams RABBIT NUBEAM
Iunshielded(MA) 9.39 9.05 10.65
Idriven(MA) 8.21 7.91 8.21
ηshield 0.87 0.87 0.77
ηNBI(A m−2 W−1) 0.35 0.34 0.35
Table 5.3: Comparison of NBeams, NUBEAM and RABBIT’s prediction for the integrated




Figure 5.14: NUBEAM and RABBIT prediction for the a) fast ion density, b) unshielded
current and c) shielded current with a 90MW 500keV beam angled at 45° such that it is
aligned with the magnetic field. Note NBeams is included but cannot model angled beams.
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.15: Fast ion distribution function for a) NUBEAM and b) RABBIT at √ρψ = 0.74
with a beam aligned to the magnetic field.
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5.3 Temperature/Density dependence on ηNBI
Using the angled off axis beam configuration, the impact of the density and temperature on
ηNBI was examined using NUBEAM. With the same magnetic equilibrium, the temperature
and density profiles were inconsistently changed to isolate their impact on the current drive
efficiency. This ensured that the trapping effects were identical for each simulation.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.16: ηNBI for an angled 90MW, 500keV beam for a) a scan in 〈ne20〉 at fixed 〈Te〉 =
14.8keV and b) a scan in 〈Te〉 at fixed 〈ne20〉 = 1.54m−3 predicted by NUBEAM.
First, using the Te0 = 28keV profile (which has 〈Te〉 = 14.8keV), the density was varied. The
density profiles from Te0 =21 keV to 34 keV cases were used and the resulting current drive
efficiency is shown in Figure 5.16a. It appears that ηNBI captures the density variation well.
A similar scan was done using the different temperatures profiles with a fixed density profile
from the baseline case. Figure 5.16b shows that there is a weak temperature dependence
on temperature. It has been previously found that current drive efficiency was proportional
to 1/〈Te〉 dependence [159]. But here that is found to over-compensate the impact of the
temperature shown in Figure 5.17a. ηNBI ∝ 1/
√
〈Te〉 was found to better account for the








where Tref is a reference temperature taken to be Tref = 15keV†. Figure 5.17b illustrates
η∗CD and it can be seen that η
∗
NBI = 0.34A m
−2 W−1 fits these NUBEAM simulations well.
†
√
Tref/〈Te〉 was used to preserve the units of ηCD
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.17: a) ηNBI Tref〈Te〉 and b) ηNBI
√
Tref
〈Te〉 for an angled 90MW, 500keV beam for a scan in
〈Te〉 at fixed 〈ne20〉 = 1.54m−3 predicted by NUBEAM. Here Tref = 15keV.
The overall impact would be to close off the low temperature regime and open up the higher
temperature regime. Using this redefined current drive efficiency it is possible to examine the
available space as has been done previously. Figure 5.18 illustrates how the baseline scenario
lies within the accessible range.
Figure 5.18: Available parameter space if the following restrictions are imposed: Paux <
100MW, H98 < 1.6, fGW < 1.0 and 〈ne20〉 < 1.65 and Pfus = 1.1GW. Here η∗CD =
0.34A m−2 W−1 has been assumed and the arrows indicates the direction that lies within
the limit imposed.
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5.4 Final beam configuration
Combining the two beam scenarios outlined, a complete NBI configuration can be created.
In total 94MW of NBI power is simulated which drives 8.2MA of current. The on axis 1MeV
beam needed 8MW and the off-axis 0.5MeV beam power was reduced to 86MW to match
the required current. Now that an accurate Jaux has been specified, it can compared to the
specified profile in SCENE, shown in Figure 5.19a. The NUBEAM profile is shifted inwards
compared to the specified profile. It is possible to use the profile predicted by NUBEAM in
SCENE to re-calculate the full equilibrium. It would be difficult to shift the beam further
outwards as it is already very close to the edge of the plasma. The energy of the beam could
be reduced, which would generate more momentum, but would increase the power needed.
Fitting the Jaux shown in Figure 5.14c to Equation 3.7 results in a χ1 = 1.20 and χ2 = 3.85.
Doing the same for the core current drive results in χ0 = 67‡. A new Jaux was specified and
the equilibrium was re-calculated. With the updated equilibrium the NUBEAM calculation
was repeated and is shown in Figure 5.19b. The agreement is much better here and this can
be defined as our final beam configuration.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.19: Comparing the a) initial specified Jaux profile and the b) NUBEAM matched
Jaux to the NUBEAM predictions of the final beam configuration.
‡Modifying Jaux predominantly changes ŝ and q, which is still monotonic, but as the change is not large,




The total heating profile can also be examined for this case. NUBEAM is also able to track
the fusion α’s so their heating contribution to the different plasma species is shown in Figure
5.20. As most of the NBI is needed for off axis current drive, its heating will be focused at
the edge. This leaves little flexibility for core heating, which is dominated by the fusion α’s.
These heating profiles can be used in a 1.5D transport simulation which is the eventual goal
of this research. Table 5.4 outlines where the power is going in the reactor and the ions are
being heated by 102MW and the electrons by 198MW. The dominant electron heating is due
to the beam and α energy being well above the critical energy Ec.
(a) (b)
Figure 5.20: Heating profiles for the a) ions and b) electrons from the NBI and Fusion α’s in
the BurST scenario.
It is also possible to examine the ratio of the volume averaged fast ion pressure to the thermal
species and it was found that 〈pfast〉/〈pthermal〉 = 0.18. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the fast
ions were not included in the equilibrium calculation, so future work should look to include
their impact.
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Parameter NBI Fusion α
Power to ions (MW) 33.6 68.7
Power to electrons (MW) 49.4 148.6
Thermalised (MW) 2.3 1.7
Prompt losses (MW) 0.1 5.4
Shine-through (MW) 4.4 N/A
Charge-exchange losses (MW) 4.3 1.6
Total Power (MW) 94.0 226.0
Table 5.4: Break down of the power deposition from the NBI and α heating to the different
species in BurST
5.5 Summary
This chapter has examined the feasibility of using NBI to drive the auxiliary current in BurST.
Using NUBEAM a beam configuration was identified that was able to drive the current whilst
keeping Paux < 100MW. A current drive efficiency of ηNBI = 0.34A m−2 W−1 was achieved.
It was necessary to angle the off axis beam such that it is aligned with the magnetic field.
Furthermore, requiring core access imposes the limit 〈ne20〉 < 1.65m−3 if a maximum beam
energy of 1MeV is assumed.
NUBEAM was also used to benchmark real-time capable codes NBeams and RABBIT. The
deposition model in NBeams is quite accurate and its predictions are reasonably valid in the
regime where trapped particle effects are not significant, like in the core. But as most of the
current is driven off-axis suggesting it may be of limited use in a BurST regime. However, it
gives a reasonable prediction of the driven current if it is compared to a beam aligned with the
field such that orbit effects are less significant. RABBIT is able to capture some of the orbit
effects but under-estimates the trapping. However it also performs significantly better when
the beam is aligned. The deposition model of RABBIT does not agree as well with NUBEAM
in the core which is where development may be necessary. Both NBeams and RABBIT can
be used to create a reasonable NBI configuration, which can then be further refined using
NUBEAM.
When varying the density profile, ηCD captured the behaviour of NUBEAM well. However,
when varying the temperature profile, ηCD was insufficient in modelling the current drive
efficiency, but a modification of ηCD → η∗CD = ηCD
√
Tref
〈Te〉 was found to capture the variation
better. This was then used to update the available operating space or BurST, with the baseline
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scenario still being within the specified restrictions.
Once built, the beams will have flexibility in the injection energy and power, but there is
limited flexibility in the beam tangency radius and angling. DIII-D has an NBI system that
was able to change the vertical angle by 16° [160]. Furthermore, any level of flexibility will
require a larger beam port, taking up valuable tritium breeding space. This may limit the
scenarios that could be explored in such a device.
Future work would need to examine the current drive efficiency of RF methods as they can
help to ease some of the limits obtained here. If EBW can be utilised for the core current drive
then the core penetration limit can be ignored entirely, but this may come at the cost of more
auxiliary power depending on its current drive efficiency. The next chapter will examine the
impact of flow shear on the turbulence and neutral beams are a source of momentum so will
impact the rotation profile. Most of the power will be focused off axis and previous experiments
at DIII-D have found that off axis NBI has minimal impact on the core rotation profile [161],
suggesting that the momentum driven by the off axis beam will not get transported inwards.
Therefore any rotation within ρψ < 0.8 will be driven by the on axis beam, though the off-axis
beam may drive significant rotation in the pedestal.
The momentum confinement time in steady state would be given by the ratio of the plasma





where vϕ is the toroidal rotation. Assuming that τϕ ∼ τE [162], then an approximation for
vϕ can be made. For this scenario, a Mach number of vϕ/cs = 0.13 was found on axis,
corresponding to a toroidal angular frequency of ωϕ = 0.06cs/a. Assuming a linear rotation
profile, at ρψ = 0.5 the E×B shearing rate will be 0.009cs/a, which is an order of magnitude
lower diamagnetic flow shear γdia = 0.08cs/a, described in Chapter 6. This suggests that the
rotation driven by the NBI can be largely ignored as the plasma rotation will be dominated by
the diamagnetically driven component. However, to accurately determine the rotation profile




parameters using linear gyrokinetics
This chapter will explore the linear micro-instabilities that arise in a high β ST. These in-
stabilities are the drivers of turbulence so it is crucial to understand what impacts them in
order to design a high performance machine. Gyrokinetics has been widely used to examine
the turbulent transport in tokamaks and has predicted fluxes that have reasonably matched
experimental data [84, 164]. There are still improvements to be made with these models, such
as a better representation of fast ion physics and non-local effects [165], but it is currently the
best tool available to inform predictive transport modelling which is fundamental for reactor
design.
The aim of this chapter is to understand how the choices made in the previous chapters
relating to magnetic field and the density, temperature and current profiles impact the linear
micro-stability. This will inform us of directions to take the equilibrium to minimise the
turbulent transport. To reiterate, this work will not focus on whether it is possible to reach
the prescribed profiles, but purely on whether a transport steady state solution with the
required fusion performance is possible.
This chapter will utilise GS2 as the initial value solver unless stated otherwise, though to be
consistent with the results presented in Chapter 7, the CGYRO normalisations are used and
are shown in Table 6.1.
The radial and bi-normal wavenumbers, kx and ky are normalised by the Larmor radius ρs.







length amin minor radius
mass mD deuterium mass
density ne electron density
temperature Te electron temperature
velocity cs =
√
Te/mD deuterium sound speed
time a/cs minor radius over sound speed
Table 6.1: Normalising quantities used in CGYRO and this thesis







which is a flux surface quantity. This does lead to a slightly different definition of βe compared





This work will examine the Te0 = 28keV, Ip = 21MA design discussed in Chapter 4, with the
major plasma parameters shown in Table 4.2. Three surfaces from this equilibrium will be
explored; ρψ = 0.3, 0.5 & 0.85. The major plasma parameters along with Miller fits [103] are
shown in Table 6.2 for each surface∗. The quality of the Miller fit for the ρψ = 0.5 surface is
examined, with the flux surface and poloidal field shown in Figure 6.3a and 6.3b respectively.
The fit is reasonably good illustrating the validity of using Miller parameters for this flux
surface.
Convergence tests found that simulations required 128 θ grid points for each 2π segment, 8
energy grid points and 16 un-trapped grid points†. Two species were simulated, an electron
and deuterium ion species. To ensure quasi-neutrality, ni = ne and a/Lni = a/Lne was
enforced. The layout of this chapter is as follows
• Section 6.1: Identifying the relevant instabilities on the ρψ = 0.5 surface
• Section 6.2: Examining the drives of the low ky modes on the ρψ = 0.5 surface
∗The Miller surface parameterisation is more easily ported to different gyrokinetic codes to allow for an
easier direct comparison. Using a numerical equilibrium in GS2 generated the same result.
†Corresponding to ngauss = 8 in GS2. The number of trapped grid points is given by (Nθ − 1)/2
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• Section 6.3: Examining the drives of the intermediate ky modes on the ρψ = 0.5 surface
• Section 6.4: Determining the cause of stability of the high ky modes on the ρψ = 0.5
surface
• Section 6.5: Micro-stability of the ρψ = 0.3 surface
• Section 6.6: Micro-stability of the ρψ = 0.85 surface
• Section 6.7: Micro-stability of an optimised equilibrium
• Section 6.8: Summary
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Parameter ρψ = 0.3 ρψ = 0.5 ρψ = 0.85
r/a 0.50 0.66 0.89
Rmaj/a 1.88 1.79 1.66
ne20 (m−3) 1.60 1.51 1.44
Te(keV) 17.8 12.2 5.8
a/Ln 0.26 0.43 0.56
a/LT 1.86 2.77 3.50
∆ -0.52 -0.57 -0.47
q 3.42 4.30 5.53
ŝ 0.69 0.78 1.22
κ 3.23 3.03 2.84
sκ -0.17 -0.14 -0.06
δ 0.40 0.45 0.47
sδ 0.16 0.19 0.26
βe 0.27 0.15 0.06
βe,unit 0.023 0.012 0.0035
ρ∗ 0.0019 0.0014 0.00075
νei(cs/a) 0.0085 0.017 0.068
γdia(cs/a) 0.04 0.08 0.12
Table 6.2: Plasma and Miller parameters for 3 flux sur-




Figure 6.1: Miller fit shown for ρψ =
0.5 surface showing the a) flux surface
contour and b) the poloidal field
6.1 Identifying the relevant micro-instabilities in BurST
6.1.1 Inclusion of different fields
Gyrokinetic simulations should, in principle, include all 3 components of the electromagnetic
potential. Often, the A|| and B|| fields are left out in cases where they have little impact (low
β) to save computational time. In GS2 it is possible to solve the gyrokinetic equation with
any combination of the fields (φ,A||, B||), so the importance of the electromagnetic terms was
investigated. To begin with the ρψ = 0.5 surface is investigated. Four different scenarios were
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explored with the following fields turned on: (φ), (φ+A||), (φ+B||) and (φ+A||+B||). Figure
6.2 shows the inclusion of different fields has a large impact on the predicted micro-stability of
the modes, highlighting the highly electromagnetic nature of the fluctuations in this plasma.
The growth rate, γ, is shown in the top figure and the mode frequency, ω is shown below.
Both graphs here are shown as log plots.
Figure 6.2: Impact of including different fields on the linear micro-instability predictions by
GS2 for the ρψ = 0.5 surface of the baseline equilibrium. Note the log scale.
Fields: φ
The purely electrostatic case (blue circles) is stable when ky < 0.2, with an ion temperature
gradient (ITG) like mode appearing from ky = 0.2 → 1.5. The peak in the growth rate is
∼ 0.04cs/a which is lower than the diamagnetic flow shear, γdia = 0.08cs/a so this will likely
be very close to stable. Around ky = 4, a trapped electron mode (TEM) is seen but has a
very low growth rate. Above this ky, all modes were found to be stable indicating that the
ETG may not play a significant role electrostatically in this plasma scenario. This is similar
to what was found for the STPP design which was also completely stable at high ky [37].
Fields: φ+A||
With the inclusion of φ + A|| (orange crosses) different modes emerge when ky < 0.5, and
ky > 3.0, both propagating in the electron direction. These will be shown to be micro-tearing
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modes (MTM) which inherently are electromagnetic and the two MTMs seen here will be
shown to be quite different in nature. In between these two modes the same ITG seen before
appears to be the dominant mode. These MTMs will be examined in detail in Section 6.2.
Fields: φ+B||
Including only the B|| (green plus symbol) terms appears to be strongly destabilising in the
low ky region, similar to what was found in high β NSTX-like equilibria [166]. This is a result
of the B|| fluctuation counteracting the stabilisation from the diamagnetic well from the ∇B
drift [167]. These modes rotate in the ion diamagnetic direction and will be shown to be
kinetic ballooning modes (KBMs), which are electromagnetic pressure gradient driven modes
which typically lead to stiff profiles that clamp the gradient to a critical value.
Unsurprisingly including B|| without A|| doesn’t find the MTMs at low or intermediate ky.
Furthermore, it has little impact on the TEM modes or the high ky modes.
Fields: φ+A|| +B||
Looking at the fully electromagnetic (physically correct) dominant eigenvalue spectrum in
Figure 6.2 there are several regions of interest. Firstly for ky < 0.15, the MTM seen earlier
emerges. In this chapter an MTM will refer to any electron direction mode that has field
line tearing. This has a similar mode frequency and growth rate to the case without B||,
indicating its lack of importance for these MTMs. Its eigenfunction shown in Figure 6.3a.
The eigenfunctions have been normalised to the maximum value of |φ|, indicating that the
A|| fluctuation is significantly larger than the electrostatic fluctuations at θ = 0.
There appears to be two scales at work here, a broad oscillation in θ, and a much narrower
oscillation in θ which corresponds to a single poloidal revolution due to the equilibrium varia-
tion. With such extended modes, the parallel electron dynamics will be playing an important
role as the ions would not be able to travel that far down the field line due to their lower
velocity. The extended nature of the mode in ballooning space required a parallel domain
from −71π → 71π, corresponding to kx = ky ŝθ = 26.1. Even linearly resolving such modes
becomes computationally expensive. This suggests that nonlinear simulations may require
going out to electron scales in kx, indicating the potential challenge of fully resolved nonlinear
simulations. Similar extended MTM eigenfunctions have been seen in simulations of MAST
and NSTX discharges [93, 168].
There are several mechanisms that can drive a MTM. The first is from a parallel thermal
force arising from the different frictional forces experienced by electrons travelling in opposite
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directions along a temperature gradient. This generates a parallel current which in turn
generates a perturbation in A|| [169]. It was found that this mechanism could be examined in
different limits and in the collisionless regime (νee < ω) this thermal force vanishes [170]. For
this equilibrium, νee = 0.017cs/a, which is well below the mode frequency where ω ∼ 0.5cs/a,
suggesting this mechanism is not expected to be relevant.
Another proposed mechanism is where electrons close to the trapped-passing boundary can
easily scatter across it, which increases the effective collisionality allowing for a destabilising
current driving the tearing instability. This is valid when νee < εω [171], which is satisfied in
this collisionality regime.
Both of these descriptions require a finite collisionality. However, this is not a complete
description of MTMs as there are cases where the MTMs don’t follow these two descriptions
[172]. For example, collisionless MTMs have been found [173, 174], though the mechanisms
here are not completely understood.
MTMs are generally identified with an even parity A|| eigenfunction which is symmetric about
θ = 0 (with φ being odd) and they rotate in the electron diamagnetic direction. However
this does not guarantee tearing and a more precise definition can be used that quantifies
this. A mode is tearing if the perturbation results in a field line that does not return to the







where Ctear = 1 corresponds to a purely tearing mode and Ctear = 0 has purely twisting
parity. This MTM has a Ctear = 0.7 indicating that this is indeed a predominantly tearing
mode.
The perturbations in A|| allow for a magnetic island to form across which particles can move
freely. When several islands begin to overlap, the electrons are free to move along the per-
turbed fields lines off of their equilibrium flux surface. This can result in significant electron
heat transport and is given as a potential reason for the high ratio of Ti/Te often seen in STs
[177, 178].
Between 0.15 < ky < 2.0 kinetic ballooning modes (KBMs) were found to be the dominant
instability. These modes have the same mode frequency as the case with just (φ + B||) but
the growth rates are slightly modified. The eigenfunction at ky = 0.35 is shown in Figure
6.3b. These modes are much narrower in ballooning space and are purely twisting as they
have Ctear = 0.




Figure 6.3: Eigenfunction for the dominant fully electromagnetic mode at ky = a) 0.1, b)
0.35, and c) 4.2 in the baseline equilibrium at ρψ = 0.5.
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the compressional B is ignored the KBM is completely stabilised. This has been seen before
in several high β ST equilibria [166, 179]. Interestingly, the inclusion of A|| has little impact
on this mode even though it has a large amplitude.
From 3.0 < ky < 7.0, the same high ky MTMs seen in the (φ+A||) simulations were found and
the eigenfunction at ky = 4.2 is shown in Figure 6.3c which are also tearing as Ctear = 0.5.
These are much less extended than the MTMs seen at lower ky but further indicate that
multi-scale nonlinear simulations may be necessary. B|| has little effect on these modes.
Above ky = 7.0 all the modes were found to be stable.
Three different regions of interest can be defined: the low ky region where ky < 2.0, the
intermediate region where 2.0 < ky < 10.0 and the high ky region where ky > 10.0. These
three regions will be focused on in more detail in Sections 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4 aiming to understand
what drives these modes and potential ways to stabilise or avoid them.
It is clear that both magnetic terms are important in this equilibrium, so all results from here
shall include all three fields.
6.1.2 Co-existing KBM and MTM
It is possible that if low ky MTMs are subdominant, they could potentially significantly
impact the nonlinear fluxes [179]. Co-existing MTMs and KBMs have been seen before in
simulations of JET, DIII-D and NSTX plasmas [179–182]. To fully quantify their effects
would require an eigensolver. However, in GS2 it is possible to force either an even or odd
φ eigenfunction, allowing for usage as a pseudo-eigensolver‡. By forcing an odd solution it is
possible to examine the MTM, even if it is subdominant. It should be noted that this won’t
allow for all eigenvalues to be calculated, just the most unstable odd or even solution.
For this chapter, hollow data points will correspond to a even parity eigenfunction (w.r.t φ)
and filled data points correspond an odd parity eigenfunction, though not necessarily tearing
modes. To maintain consistency each type of mode will be represented with a particular
colour and shape where possible. The KBMs will be represented by hollow blue circles.
Figure 6.4a shows the dominant odd and even instability growth rates for ky = 0.1 → 0.7,
illustrating that the MTMs (filled orange triangles) are indeed subdominant here. The eigen-
function for ky = 0.35 is shown in Figure 6.4b and it is significantly less extended compared to
the ky = 0.1 mode shown in Figure 6.3a, given that k|| ∝ ky. Interestingly, these MTMs were
unstable with only A|| (both φ and B|| turned off), adiabatic ions, and without contributions
from the trapped particles. This indicates that the important physics lies within the passing
‡GS2 can also be run as an actual eigensolver, but this eigensolver was not used in this work.
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electrons. Furthermore, if the ∇B and curvature drifts were turned off the mode went stable,
indicating it wouldn’t exist in a slab geometry.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.4: a) Linear spectra of the dominant odd and even modes for ky = 0.1 → 1.0. The
hollow marker denotes an even parity eigenfunctions and a filled marker an odd eigenfunction.
b) Dominant odd eigenfunction at ky = 0.35.
The KBMs seen here have a two peaks, one at ky = 0.2 and one at ky = 0.35. There does
not appear to be a mode transition between the two peaks and their eigenfunctions looked
similar, indicating the sensitivity of these KBMs to the bi-normal wavenumber, especially at
such low growth rates.
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6.2 Routes to stabilise long wavelength turbulence in the core
This section explore what terms drive or stabilise these low ky, long wavelength modes and
possible directions to modify the equilibrium that may be beneficial for confinement. These
simulations will consider ky = 0.35, which has the peak KBM growth rate. It will be shown
that the KBMs are suppressed by a small amount of flow shear prioritising the need to stabilise
the MTMs.
6.2.1 Impact of flow shear
As mentioned in Chapter 2, flow shear acts to advect the mode through θ0 space. By examin-
ing how the mode stability is impacted by θ0, a qualitative assessment can be made about the
effectiveness of the flow shear stabilisation. It is not possible to force an odd or even solution
when θ0 6= 0 as the system is no longer up down symmetric, so only the dominant (i.e fastest
growing) mode can be examined here.
Figure 6.5a illustrates how the KBM growth rate is very sensitive to θ0 and is quickly stabilised
as θ0 moves away from zero. This suggests that flow shear will help to stabilise the KBMs
and will act to increase their critical gradient.
However, Figure 6.5a shows the MTM (filled triangles) growth rate is largely unaffected
by variations in θ0 implying that flow shear would have little impact on the mode. The
eigenfunction for θ0 = π is shown in Figure 6.5b and the same MTM structure is seen. Even
when the mode is on the inboard side where the curvature is good, the mode is unstable. This
indicates that the drifts reversal, which can occur at the outboard side, may not impact these
modes.
These results demonstrate that there is a balance between KBMs and MTMs in this region. A
small amount of flow shear will reduce the impact the KBM has on the transport as the mode
will spend very little time in the region that is KBM unstable. However, the MTM which
persists across θ0, will likely contribute significantly to the fluxes regardless of flow shear.
This is illustrated in Figure 6.5c, where γE×B is included for this simulation. The vertical
dashed black line shows diamagnetic flow shear level γdia. With no flow shear the effective
growth rate (black circles) is that of the KBM’s growth rate γ = 0.093cs/a. This is stabilised
by a small amount of flow shear, but the effective growth rate remains at the MTM’s level of
γ ≈ 0.04cs/a.
This motivates the equilibrium being modified such that the MTM are stabilised given that




Figure 6.5: a) θ0 scan for ky = 0.35 showing the narrow narrow nature of the KBM and the
unaffected MTMs. b) The MTM eigenfunction when θ0 = π. c) Effective growth rate when
including flow shear where the vertical black line represents the diamagnetic flow shear γdia.
An important open question, beyond the scope of this work, is how the plasma transitions
from a state where the KBM is dominant to one where the MTM is dominant, and the impact
of this on the transport.
6.2.2 Impact of kinetic profiles
This section will investigate the impact the kinetic profiles will have on the low ky KBMs and
MTMs. Changing the kinetic profiles will change the kinetic gradients a/Ln and a/LT , so
the impact of these needs to be quantified to identify desirable operating scenarios. In this
section the electron and ion temperature gradient will be independently changed to explore
their impact on the KBMs and MTMs. Next the density gradient of the electrons and ions
will be scanned together such that quasi-neutrality is maintained.
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In gyrokinetic codes, the equilibrium is defined used the pressure profile, and in GS2 the
pressure gradient is defined by β′e,unit = −βe,unita/Lp. In this section the equilibrium was
maintained by keeping β′e,unit fixed, whilst inconsistently changing the kinetic gradients, al-
lowing for the impact of the kinetic gradients to be isolated.
Changing the density and temperature profiles will also impact the collisionality as ν∗ ∝
ns/T
2
s , so the high density, low temperature scenarios will have a much higher collisionality.
Furthermore, the impact of impurities and fast ions will need to be determined. This work
won’t include an impurity species, but will investigate the impact Zeff has on these modes.
No fast ion species have been included in this work, but as Chapter 5 has shown they can have
a significant contribution to the total pressure. Previous studies have found that energetic
NBI ions had a stabilising influence on the KBMs seen on JET [183, 184]. There is some
evidence that MTMs are unaffected by fast ions [185], so if MTMs are expected to be the
dominant source of transport in BurST then the effectiveness of fast ion stabilisation will need
to be examined, but this is left as future work.
Electron Temperature gradient
The impact of the electron temperature gradient was examined by scanning from a/LTe =
0 → 7.0. This corresponds to a/Lp = 3.63 → 10.63. It is expected that this will have a
significant impact on both modes, as MTMs are traditionally driven unstable by the electron
temperature gradient and KBMs are driven unstable by the total pressure gradient. The
eigenvalues are shown in Figure 6.6a, with the equilibrium value shown with the vertical
black dashed line.
There appears to be a critical gradient where the KBM is completely stable at (a/LTe)KBMcrit =
2.0, corresponding to a/Lp = 5.63. Its growth rate increases exponentially with a/LTe which
may lead to stiff transport, though with flow shear this may not be a big concern. The mode
frequency is dropping as the temperature gradient increases. But it seems a small drop in the
a/LTe would allow for the MTM to become the dominant instability.
Looking at the dominant odd eigenmode, it can be seen that there’s a critical gradient
(a/LTe)
MTM
crit = 1.0. This critical gradient may be the limiting factor on the electron tempera-
ture profile as MTMs can drive significant electron heat flux. The mode frequency scales with
the temperature gradient and this follows predictions made by Catto and Rosenbluth [171],
which predicted that the mode frequency of an MTM is given by ωCRMTM ∼ ω∗e [1 + ηe/2] where
ω∗e is the electron diamagnetic frequency defined as ω∗e = ky(a/Lne) and ηe = (Lne/LTe). The
orange dashed line shows ωCRMTM, indicating that this scaling fits well.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.6: a) Examining the impact of plasma a/LTe when ky = 0.35. The dominant even
(KBM) and odd (MTM) instabilities are shown, with the KBM demonstrating much stiffer
behaviour. Note the log scale in γ. The dashed line shows the analytic prediction ωCRMTM
defined in the text. b) Eigenfunction of for the ion direction mode (filled green stars) for
a/LTe = 7.0; despite being odd parity, the mode is not tearing as Ctear = 0.0.
The MTM growth rate has a much weaker dependence on the a/LTe compared to the KBM
and actually appears to level out, suggesting that small changes made to the electron temper-
ature gradient many not have an impact on the transport. At sufficiently high gradient the
MTM gets stabilised, this has been seen before in MAST simulations [172] where MTMs also
followed ωCRMTM. This was thought to be related to a resonance with a drift frequency. If |ω| is
increased sufficiently then this resonance is disturbed and the mode becomes damped. This
bifurcation could lead to a scenario where the high temperature gradient is actually stabilising
if it is possible to push through the lower gradient regime.
However, when a/LTe > 5.0, an ion direction mode emerges that has an odd φ eigenfunction,
shown in Figure 6.6b. Its frequency is tending towards the KBM frequency. This however,
is not a tearing mode as it has Ctear = 0.0. This rather appears to be an odd parity KBM,
which will be labelled as an oKBM and will be represented with the filled green stars as seen
in Figure 6.6a. This oKBM is a higher order eigenstate of the KBM and has been seen before
in steep-gradient simulations [186]. Any quasi-linear model may need to account for this extra
source of transport. Access to these temperature gradients may be possible if these oKBMs
are also stabilised by flow shear, but the level of transport driven by the MTM must first be
quantified. If this is an oKBM, it should be seen when scanning through a/LT i.
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Ion temperature gradient
A similar scan was performed for the ion temperature gradient by scanning from a/LT i =
0 → 7 whilst keeping the other kinetic gradients fixed. Again, this corresponds to a/Lp =
3.63→ 10.63. The KBM and MTM are shown in Figure 6.7. The KBM has a similar critical
gradient to the previous scan with (a/LT i)KBMcrit = 2.0, as expected if the relevant parameter is
a/Lp. Once again the KBM is strongly destabilised by a/LT i and the mode frequency in this
case actually increases with a/LT i, which suggests that the KBM frequency scale like ηi/ηe.
Figure 6.7: Examining the impact of plasma a/LT i when ky = 0.35. The dominant even
(KBM) and odd (MTM) instabilities are shown, with the KBM demonstrating much stiffer
behaviour. The oKBM is again found at high a/LT i.
Examining the MTM, its growth rate and mode frequency are largely unaffected by a/LT i
as expected. Once again if the ion temperature gradient is pushed high enough then when
a/LT i > 5.5 an oKBM appears, which is the same threshold as the a/LTe scan.
It has been found in MTM driven transport, that 98% of the heat transport can occur in the
electron channel [179]. This suggests that a/LT i will predominantly be limited by the the
electron-ion exchange power assuming the KBMs can be ignored due to flow shear.
Density gradient
A density gradient scan was performed from a/Ln = −1 → 1, corresponding to a/Lp =
3.54→ 7.54, and it can be seen from Figure 6.8 that when increased the KBM is destabilised,
which further supports that fact that this is a pressure gradient driven mode. The KBM is
stable when a/Ln < 0 corresponding to a/Lp = 5.54 which is similar to the critical value in
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the temperature gradient scan. The mode frequency is unaffected which supports the idea
that ωKBM scales with ηi/ηe which remains unchanged in this scan. When the density gradient
is negative the KBM is stabilised and a TEM (hollow red diamonds) appears.
The MTM seems to be stabilised by a large |a/Ln|, which has been seen before on NSTX
[168] and on MAST [187]. This again was thought to be due to the mode frequency changing
and disrupting a resonance, though the peak growth rate here occurs as ω = 0.4cs/a and in
the a/LTe scan it occurred at ω = 0.6cs/a.
Figure 6.8: Examining the impact of a/Ln when ky = 0.35. The dominant even (KBMs and
TEMs) and odd (MTM) instabilities are shown, with the KBM demonstrating much stiffer
behaviour.
Total pressure gradient
It has been shown that increasing any of the kinetic gradients drives the KBM unstable.
Assuming the KBM is driven by the total pressure gradient, if the total pressure gradient
is kept fixed a similar growth rate should be seen. However, if the temperature gradient is
exchanged for density gradient then it should be expected that the MTM will be stabilised.
This should be doubly beneficial for the stability as the drive from a/LTe is reduced and
the stabilisation from a/Ln is being increased. A scan was performed at fixed a/Lp where
the density gradient was changed from a/Ln = 0 → 1.5 and a/LTe = a/LT i was set. The
eigenvalues are shown in Figure 6.9. It can be seen that the MTM is indeed stabilised, and
when a/Ln > 1.0, the MTM is completely stable.
This critical gradient occurs at the same values as the pure density gradient scan, indicating
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that the electron temperature gradient is not having an impact on the MTM growth. This is
explained by the “levelling” out of the MTM growth rate seen in Figure 6.6a during the a/LTe
scan, indicating that small changes in a/LTe will not impact these MTMs significantly.
Overall, this implies that a peaked density profile could be beneficial in reducing MTM-based
transport. The KBM is also stabilised slightly indicating it has a stronger dependence on the
temperature gradient. Moreover, this scan maintains a consistent equilibrium as the Grad-
Shafranov equation doesn’t differentiate between density and temperature when accounting
for the pressure.
Figure 6.9: a) A scan was performed at fixed a/Lp where the contribution of a/Ln was varied
for ky = 0.35. a/LTe = a/LT i was enforced.
Collision Frequency
In Chapter 4 different temperature/density scenarios were examined at a fixed Pfus = 1.1GW
which would directly impact the collisionality of the plasma given that ν∗ = νee/εωb and
νee ∝ ne/T 3/2e .
MTMs are generally reported to be highly sensitive to the electron collision frequency, so a
scan was conducted from νee = 0 → 0.14cs/a and νei was consistently changed assuming
Te = Ti. A electron collision frequency of 0.14cs/a (which corresponds to ν∗ = 0.05) is rather
high for reactor relevant conditions and the highest density case investigated in Chapter 4
had νee = 0.16cs/a at ρψ = 0.5 and likely would not be feasible due to density limits.
When examining the MTM, as shown in Figure 6.10a, it appears that collisions are destabil-
ising for this mode. Note the linear scale here. Additionally, the collisions reduce the extent
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of the mode in ballooning space as shown in Figure 6.10b where νee = 0.14cs/a. This is due
to the passing electrons undergoing a collision before they can propagate further along the
field line. As the collision frequency is dropped towards 0, the MTM growth rate tends to 0.
This suggests that the confinement will scale favourably as collisionality is reduced, aligned
with previous confinement scaling laws in STs where BτE ∝ ν−0.82∗e [188]. One conclusion is
that to reduce the electron transport a low collisionality regime is favourable.
However, Figure 6.10a also shows that as the collision frequency is increased the KBM is
stabilised and a similar feature has been seen in a hybrid TEM/KBM mode in simulations
of NSTX [179]. There is a critical collision frequency at which the dominant mode switches
from a KBM to a MTM and the KBM becomes stable for νee > 0.12cs/a.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.10: a) Impact of collision frequency showing the dominant odd and even parity mode
for different values of νee when ky = 0.35. Note the linear scale here. b) the eigenfunction
when νee = 0.14cs/a.
A scenario can be imagined where due to the large electron transport, the temperature gra-
dient will drop, stabilising the MTM. However, the lower electron gradient will also lower the
temperature and increase the collisionality which could drive the MTM even more unstable.
This bootstrapping process could result in very low plasma temperatures. Conversely, if elec-
tron heating is sufficient to get over the peak growth rate for the MTM such that increasing
a/LTe is stabilising for these MTM, then this feedback loop is positive. This could lead to a
bifurcation where a high a/LTe regime may be possible.
Finding an equilibrium point between the lowered a/LTe and higher νee will be critical in
determining the electron temperature. This can then in turn impact the ion temperature
through the collisional exchange power.
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Zeff
Previous work has also found Zeff to be destabilising for MTMs, via its impact on the collision
frequency as νei → Zeffνei in the Lorentz collision operator [168, 179]. The simulations
conducted thus far had Zeff = 1.0, but in reality there will be impurities and helium in the
plasma, raising the Zeff. STPP was designed with an assumed Zeff ≈ 1.6, so it is crucial
to quantify the impact it may have. A scan was performed from Zeff = 1.0 → 2.0. It
should be noted that impurities were not included in the simulation such that Zeff is being
inconsistently set. This only has an impact on the collision operator. Figure 6.11 illustrates
the dependency on Zeff, with a doubling of Zeff causing the MTM growth rate to increase from
0.36 → 0.51cs/a. A similar growth is seen when the collision frequency is doubled instead
where γ = 0.54cs/a, which further confirms how Zeff acts to increase the effective collision
frequency between the ions and electrons, which drives the MTM. Moreover, when removing
electron-electron collisions the mode was unaffected, further highlighting that electron-ion
collisions are the relevant drive for this MTM. Figure 6.11 indicates the KBM growth rate is
weakly stabilised, similar to the νee scan. In summary, any impurities in the plasma would
cause a slight downshift in the MTM critical gradient.
Figure 6.11: Examining the impact of Zeff on the KBMs and MTMs for ky = 0.35 and
νee = 0.14cs/a.
6.2.3 Impact of magnetic equilibrium
Both MTMs and KBMs are inherently electromagnetic modes, so the total magnetic field will
have a significant impact on the modes via βe. Furthermore, there is evidence that both of
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these modes are impacted by both q and ŝ, which are set by the field and current profile.
Both of these were also inputs to SCENE, so it is possible to vary the assumptions about the
magnetic equilibrium to see how to further stabilise these modes.
Impact of βe,unit and β′e,unit
A scan was conducted in βe,unit = 0.0 → 0.024, where βe,unit = 0.024 at ρψ = 0.5 approxi-
mately corresponds to a 40% drop in the field compared to the reference case in Table 6.2.
The superconducting design examined in Chapter 4 would have βe,unit = 0.004 at ρψ = 0.5.
This must be explored carefully as changing βe,unit would in turn change β′e,unit and in GS2
it is possible to inconsistently change βe,unit and β′e,unit. Firstly β
′
e,unit is kept fixed at the
equilibrium value and this is shown in Figure 6.12a.
Looking at the even modes, when βe,unit = 0, a weakly unstable TEM appears. Above a
critical value of βe,unit = 0.01, the KBM mode becomes unstable, before it begins to saturate
around βe,unit = 0.02. Looking at the MTMs, again there is a critical β = 0.006, below which
the MTM is stable. This is driven unstable by βe,unit, but when βe,unit increases sufficiently
then the oKBM is seen, which is very sensitive to βe,unit and quickly begins to approach the
KBM growth rate.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.12: Examining the impact of a) βe,unit at fixed β′e,unit and b) β
′
e,unit at fixed βe,unit
on the linear micro-instabilities at ky = 0.35.
β′e,unit is used to calculate the equilibrium and has large impacts on the magnetic drifts
and local current, meaning that only changing βe,unit results in an inconsistent equilibrium.
Nevertheless, scan was performed in β′e,unit at the fixed equilibrium βe,unit to isolate its impact.
This is shown in Figure 6.12b where it can be seen that at low β′e,unit, the KBM/oKBM are
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the dominant instability. These are quickly stabilised and the dominant odd mode switches
from an oKBM into the MTM and the dominant even mode switches from a KBM to a
weakly unstable TEM. The MTM is not significantly affected by β′e,unit and the reason can
be determined by examining the drifts.
Figure 6.13 illustrates how ω∇B and ωcurv are modified by changing β′e,unit. The total curva-
ture is approximately the sum of ω∇B and ωcurv. Here a negative drift frequency corresponds
to “good curvature” and positive is “bad curvature”. Increasing β′e,unit makes ω∇B negative
such that the combination of the two drifts becomes stabilising on the outboard side, resulting
in “good curvature”. However, this is only significant when |θ| < π, i.e. the first poloidal rev-
olution. For ballooning modes like KBMs, this will be stabilising. For very extended modes,
like the MTM, ω∇B is positive on the outboard side after a single poloidal revolution meaning
the stabilising effect won’t occur. Although the MTMs are weakly stabilised by increasing
β′e,unit, this suggests that the drift reversal won’t have a significant impact.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.13: The impact β′e,unit has on ω∇B and ωcurv. The ∇B drift is negative for the high
β′ cases when |θ| < π, which is stabilising for ballooning modes.
A scan was also performed to consistently change both βe,unit and β′unit together to see how
these MTMs and KBMs are impacted§. This corresponds to ensuring that βe,unit = βe,unita/Lp
was maintained throughout this scan. Operating at lower βe,unit will help to stabilise the
§This scan alone does not show the impact of a higher field as other local parameters like q are impacted
by the field.
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MTMs. However, as βe,unit is lowered, there is a smooth transition from a KBM to an ITG.
Similar results have been found before in NSTX, where the modes were labelled as hybrid
ITG/KBM [166]. At high βe the stabilisation from the higher β′e,unit seems to win out over
the higher drive from βe,unit. At lower βe,unit the hybrid ITG/KBM has a larger growth rate
compared to the equilibrium case. There is a critical βe,unit = 0.004, below which this MTM
is stable, and at sufficiently high βe,unit, the mode begins to stabilise due to the higher β′e,unit.
A higher field device will be investigated in Section 6.2.4.
Figure 6.14: Changing βe,unit and β′unit consistently. It can be seen that there is a smooth
transition between the ITG at βe,unit = 0 to the equilibrium β′e,unit = 0.012.
Safety factor and Magnetic shear
The n =∞ ballooning stability boundary is often used as an initial indicator for the onset of
KBMs [189] and in GS2 there is a module that can calculate this boundary [88]. Figure 6.15
shows how this ideal stability boundary changes with q, illustrating a somewhat complicated
relation between the ideal ballooning mode and q. As q increases the stability boundary
moves to high ŝ and lower |β′|. Therefore pushing to a higher q will make access to the second
stability region easier. At sufficiently low q, the stability boundary gets pushed to higher |β′|
enabling the equilibrium to lie in the first stability region.
Evidently, the ideal ballooning mode is not sufficient in predicting the KBM threshold as it
predicts this equilibrium to be stable, but it can give an idea of how the KBM will behave.
Figure 6.16a shows a scan in q. For q < 3.0 an ITG (hollow cyan pentagons) mode is
dominant but after this the KBM becomes the dominant instability. As q is increased the
KBM peaks and then becomes stabilised as the ideal boundary gets pushed further away from
the equilibrium value. Eventually at sufficiently high q the KBM becomes stable and a TEM
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Figure 6.15: ŝ− |β′| diagram showing how the the ideal ballooning stability boundary moves
with q. The reference equilibrium value of ŝ and |β′e,unit| is shown by the magenta cross and
has q = 4.3 (green curve).
appears, indicating that operating at high q may help to increase the KBM critical gradient.
A scan was also conducted with ŝ and Figure 6.16b shows how the KBM is destabilised by ŝ,
consistent with the ideal ballooning mode.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.16: Dominant even eigenvalues when changing a) q and b) ŝ for ky = 0.35.
Next, the impact ŝ and q have on the MTMs is explored, and it can be expected that increasing
q will be destabilising for this MTM given that ν∗ ∝ q. To isolate the impact on the MTM
and avoid the oKBM being driven unstable, the q scan was run with νee = 0.14cs/a. Figure
6.17a illustrates how there appears to be a linear relationship between q and the MTM growth
rate, consistent with a ν∗ scaling. The magnetic shear dependency displays non-monotonic
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behaviour as shown in Figure 6.17b.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.17: Dominant odd eigenvalues when changing a) q (at νee = 0.14cs/a) and b) ŝ for
ky = 0.35.
The impact of ŝ/q is often examined as it is related to Landau damping and field line bending.
For the MTM seen here it appears that ŝ/q has a non-monotonic behaviour, so the impact
on the turbulent transport will be difficult to predict. This has been seen before on MAST
[187]. But there are examples where ŝ/q is stabilising for MTMs like in DIII-D [181] and
counter-examples where ŝ/q to be destabilising, such as on NSTX [168] attributed to higher
field line bending. This further highlights the complicated behaviour of MTMs so further
work is needed to understand the dependence on q-profile.
6.2.4 Impact of higher toroidal field
It is clear that increasing q destabilises the MTM seen here. This has some consequences on
a higher Irod design which will predominantly change Bϕ. At fixed Ip, βe,unit ∝∼ 1/B
2
ϕ and
q ∝∼ Bϕ, so a high field design may have a lower βe,unit, stabilising the MTM, but the higher
q may act to destabilise it.
To investigate the impact of higher field, SCENE was used to consistently generate equilibria
with a higher toroidal field. The value of Irod was increased from 30 MA to 50 MA¶, whilst all
the other inputs were kept the same. When doing this, most of the equilibrium parameters
stayed within 1% of the baseline value. The main parameters that did change for ρψ were
• βe,unit : 0.012→ 0.004
¶The 50GW case corresponds to the superconducting case examined in Chapter 4
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• β′e,unit : −0.08→ −0.03
• q : 4.3→ 7.3
• ŝ : 0.78→ 0.70
Figure 6.18 illustrates this scan in Irod, with βe,unit shown by the dashed red line. The KBM
is weakly stabilised by the higher rod current. It seems that the stabilisation from the lower
βe,unit and higher q is counteracted by the lower β′e,unit. For the MTM there is a very weak
stabilisation as the increased q counteracts the lower βe,unit. If Irod is sufficiently increased, as
βe,unit → 0, these modes should become stable, but Irod = 50MA is approaching the limits of
engineering. q could be dropped by increasing Ip to help stabilise the MTM, but this comes
at a cost in Paux to drive the additional current. Another option would be change the Jaux
profile, which would change both q and ŝ as shown in Chapter 4.
Figure 6.18: Examining the impact of a higher field device by increasing Irod for ky = 0.35 at
ρψ = 0.5.
6.2.5 Summary
This section examined the main drivers of the micro-stability for the low ky region at ρψ = 0.5.
The main instabilities seen were KBMs and MTMs. It was found that the KBMs were narrow
in θ0, indicating their susceptibility to flow shear stabilisation, but the MTM seemed to be
independent of θ0. This motivates designing an equilibrium that will stabilise these MTMs
anticipating that, perhaps, the KBM can be suppressed by flow shear.
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The impact of the kinetic profiles on the dominant instabilities in BurST was investigated.
It was found that a peaked density profile will help to stabilise the MTMs, so examining
core fuelling and particle transport will be crucial in designing an optimised scenario. It
was also found that, at a fixed pressure gradient, density peaking was stabilising to the
KBMs. Furthermore, the MTM is sensitive to collisions, so operating at low density/high
temperature will further help to reduce the the impact of MTMs. Increasing Zeff also was
found to be destabilising via its impact on vei. Future work should explore the necessary
fuelling requirements to maximise density peaking and to assess the consequences of this for
impurity accumulation in STs.
The initial linear calculations indicates that operating at high field is not as beneficial as
intuition would suggest. A higher field results in a lower βe,unit and higher q. These two
counter act each other for the MTM such that the mode is very weakly stabilised by a higher
field. The KBM is also rather weakly stabilised as the lower β′e,unit counteracts the stabilisation
from lower βe,unit and higher q. To further complicate matters, the KBM benefits from a lower
ŝ/q, but the impact on the MTMs is more complicated. Further nonlinear transport analysis
will be necessary to determine which regime would drive more transport and thus needs to
be optimised for.
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6.3 Routes to stabilise intermediate wavelength MTMs in the
core
A different type of MTM appears from ky = 3.0 → 6.0, so this section will examine these
modes at ky = 4.2. These will be represented by filled magenta squares. Performing a similar
analysis to the work described above, the impact different parameters will have on these
MTMs is examined. Its impact on the total transport may not be as large if the KBM/MTM
modes are significant, so it would be worth prioritising the stabilisation of the low ky modes.
6.3.1 Impact of flow shear
A θ0 scan was performed to determine the sensitivity to flow shear. Figure 6.19a illustrates
this MTM has a narrow peak in γ around θ0 = 0, indicating that it will be stabilised by a
small amount of flow shear.
However, a different tearing parity mode appears at θ0 = ±π that rotates in the ion diamag-
netic direction but has an odd parity φ about θ0 = π. The eigenfunction is shown in Figure
6.19b and it has Ctear = 0.9, making it more tearing than the MTM situated around θ0 = 0.
This is labelled as an iMTM (grey filled hexagons) and a tearing ion direction mode has not
been reported in the literature before (to the best of the author’s knowledge), especially one
that has a maximum growth rate on the inboard side. This highlights the exotic nature of
this equilibrium.
Between 0.1π < |θ0| < 0.7π, both modes are stable. Including flow shear will move the modes
through the stable region, resulting in a lower overall growth rate. Simulations were performed
with varying levels of E×B shear and were run for several Floquet periods to ensure the full
behaviour was being captured. Figure 6.19c shows that the inclusion of flow shear reduces
the effective growth, even for very low values of γE×B, such that at diamagnetic levels of flow
shear the mode is close to stable. This suggests that the impact of these MTMs on the total
transport may not be significant
The impact of the kinetic profiles and magnetic equilibrium, as examined in the previously,
will be focus of the following subsections, noting that this may not be hugely significant




Figure 6.19: a) θ0 scan of the dominant mode at ky = 4.2, b) eigenfunction for the inboard
iMTM and c) effective growth rate with E ×B shear. The vertical black line shows γdia.
6.3.2 Impact of kinetic profiles
Kinetic gradients
It is expected that these MTMs will be impacted by the kinetic gradients so scans in a/LTe
and a/Ln are shown in Figures 6.20a and 6.20b respectively. Once again a peak is seen in
both gradients. The critical electron temperature gradient occurs at a/LTe = 1.0, similar to
the lower ky MTM seen earlier. It peaks at a/LTe = 3.5 and then begins to drop off.
For the density gradient, the equilibrium happens to lie at the peak of the growth rate spec-
trum so increasing the density gradient would help to stabilise the mode, but the effect is not
as large compared to the impact on the low ky MTMs. Given the similar behaviour as the low
ky modes, similar measures can be taken to stabilise these modes, noting that their impact
on transport will not be as significant given the flow shear stabilisation.
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(a) (b)
Figure 6.20: Examining the impact of a) a/LTe and b) a/Ln on the MTMs at ky = 4.2.
Collision Frequency
Examining the impact of collisions, it can be seen from Figure 6.21 that these are collisionless
MTMs, highlighting the completely different nature of these modes compared to the longer
wavelength MTMs discussed in the previous section. Collisionless MTMs have been seen
before [173, 174, 190], but their mechanism is not fully understood.
Figure 6.21: Examining the impact of νee on the MTMs at ky = 4.2.
It can be see that the dependence on νee is quite weak, as a factor 10 increase in collision
frequency from νee = 0.014→ 0.14cs/a only caused a 15% drop in the growth rate, suggesting
the choices made here will have little impact on these modes. Collision frequencies much higher
than this are likely not achievable by reactors.
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6.3.3 Impact of magnetic equilibrium
Impact of βe,unit and β′e,unit
Figure 6.22a shows a scan of changing βe,unit at fixed β′e,unit. A critical βe,unit = 0.003 was
found for this mode, corresponding to a 70% increase in the field. Below this a weakly unstable
TEM is seen, which was also seen in the electrostatic case in Figure 6.2. Figure 6.22b shows
how changing β′e,unit impacts the MTM. This is very different to the low ky MTMs which
were largely unaffected by β′e,unit. At lower β
′
e,unit this MTM is stabilised, but another MTM
appears at β′e,unit = 0, likely also driven unstable by βe,unit. At β
′
e,unit = 0.0, this MTM has
Ctear = 0.3 which is lower than that for the equilibrium β′e,unit at θ0 = 0 which had Ctear = 0.5.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 6.22: Examining the impact of changing a) βe,unit at fixed β′e,unit and b) β
′
e,unit at fixed
βe,unit and c) βe,unit and β′e,unit together on the MTMs at ky = 4.2.
To examine the relevance of this low β′e,unit MTM, a scan was done where β
′
e,unit and βe,unit
were changed together i.e. βe,unit = βe,unita/Lp was maintained throughout this scan. Figure
6.22c shows that at sufficiently low βe,unit, the original MTM is stabilised and the new MTM
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does not appear. However, an ETG mode (hollow grey upside-down triangle) appears when
operating at lower βe,unit and β′e,unit. This ETG will be explored in more detail in the Section
6.4. But this suggests that this low β′e,unit MTM will not be relevant.
Safety factor profile
Figure 6.23a shows a scan in q and it can be seen that there is a peak in the growth rate at
q = 4.0, so an increased q will help to stabilise this mode. As mentioned earlier a higher field
device will likely have a higher q, so the combination of lower βe,unit and higher q indicates that
this mode will be stabilised by a higher Bϕ. At very high q an iMTM mode with Ctear = 0.7
was found, though it exists for a very narrow window. Looking at ŝ in Figure 6.23b, there
is a non-monotonic dependence similar to the lower ky MTM. Though it seems to be a weak
dependence so will likely not to be significant for this MTM.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.23: Impact of a) q and b) ŝ on the MTMs at ky = 4.2.
6.3.4 Impact of higher toroidal field
Examining the impact of a higher Bϕ, the MTM was examined under the Irod scan. Figure
6.24 shows that operating at higher field stabilises the mode and when Irod > 40MA this
MTM goes stable. The ETG mode seen in Figure 6.22c does not get de-stabilised and in the
next section it will be shown that this is a consequence of the higher q at higher field.
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Figure 6.24: Examining the impact of a higher field device by increasing Irod on the MTMs
for ky = 4.2.
6.3.5 Summary
At intermediate scales a collisionless MTM was found, which alone demonstrates the difference
compared to the low ky MTM which required collisions. A key result found was that these
MTMs are susceptible to flow shear stabilisation. At diamagnetic levels of flow shear this
mode is close to stable suggesting it may not contribute significantly to transport. When
optimising an equilibrium it is therefore not so important to consider this mode as long as its
drives are not significantly increased.
When examining the impact of the kinetic gradients, this MTM was found to follow similar
trends to the lower ky MTM, although the stabilisation by the density gradient was not found
to be as strong. This MTM was weakly stabilised by collisions but overall it would appear
that the collisionality will not have a significant effect.
As βe,unit and β′e,unit were scaled down together the MTM was stabilised, but an ETG mode
was destabilised. However, it was found that employing a higher rod current to bring down
βe,unit did not destabilise the ETG, likely due to the associated higher q. When Irod > 40MA,
the MTM was completely stable.
Overall, its impact on the transport is likely minimal as a consequence of the flow shear
stabilisation, but can be reduced further with a higher toroidal field.
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6.4 Cause of short wavelength mode stability
This equilibrium was found to be stable when kyρe ∼ O(1). STPP was also found to be stable
in the electron scale [37]. ETG-like instabilities are generally found at the electron scale in
other tokamaks. To understand why they are stable here, different plasma parameters were
scanned as done in previous sections.
6.4.1 Impact of kinetic profiles
Given that ETG is expected, the impact of a/LTe was examined. Scans were for a/LTe =
5.0, 6.0 & 7.0. The equilibrium value of a/LTe = 2.77 is well below this temperature gradient
range, illustrating the large increase in drive necessary to find any ETG. Figure 6.25a shows
how ETG modes can be found if the drive is sufficiently high. It can be seen that increasing
a/LTe does drive the mode seen here unstable, consistent with ETG. This shows that a
significant increase in temperature gradient would be necessary for this region of ky-space to
be unstable. The eigenfunction for ky = 35 at a/LTe = 7.0 is shown in Figure 6.25b. The A||
component is very small when normalised to φ suggesting it is not significant for these ETG
modes.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.25: a) Growth rate spectrum for high values of ky at different a/LTe. The equilibrium
value was a/LTe = 2.77. b) Eigenfunctions for ky = 35 when a/LTe = 7.0.
To examine why the critical a/LTe is high for this equilibrium other parameters will be
examined. The stability at ky = 35 will be investigated more carefully.
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6.4.2 Impact of magnetic equilibrium
Impact of βe,unit and β′e,unit
Section 6.3.3 showed this ETG appeared when reducing βe,unit and β′unit. As they were both
reduced, the MTM was stabilised and an ETG was destabilised, so it is expected that they
will play an important role in the stabilisation here.
Figure 6.26a shows how the growth rate changes for the 3 different temperature gradients
when changing βe,unit. βe,unit is found to be destabilising to these high gradient ETG modes,
up to a critical value βe,unit = 0.02, when there is a rollover and at sufficiently high βe,unit these
ETG are stabilised. However, at the equilibrium value of a/LTe, the mode was completely
stable regardless of the βe,unit. A similar scan was conducted with β′e,unit and this appears
to be a cause of the stability. Increasing β′e,unit strongly stabilises the ETG mode, such that
when β′e,unit = 0 the ETG mode is unstable even at the equilibrium a/LTe. This has been
seen before by Roach et al [191] and is attributed to high β′ reducing the bounce average
drift frequency, further suggesting the drifts appear to be an important factor in stabilising
these ETG modes. This all indicates a potential disadvantage with operating at higher field.
The resulting lower β′e,unit could destabilise the ETG modes and have a detrimental effect on
electron thermal transport.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.26: Impact of a) βe,unit and b) β′e,unit at different a/LTe with ky = 35.
Safety factor profile














This was generated from simulations of a low β, conventional aspect ratio tokamak. To
examine its validity for this ST equilibrium, scans were performed in a/LTe at different values
of q and ŝ to find the critical gradient. Equation 6.5 suggests that the critical gradient will
increase with ŝ/q but Figures 6.27a and 6.27b indicate this is not the case here. Performing
a linear fit to these growth rates, an estimate of the critical gradient can be made and this
is shown in Figure 6.28. It is clear that the scaling of Equation 6.5 does not describe this
regime. Rather, operating at low ŝ/q is actually beneficial to these modes.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.27: Impact of a) q and b) ŝ with different a/LTe at ky = 35.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.28: Critical a/LTe threshold for various a) q and b) ŝ at ky = 35.
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6.4.3 Impact of higher field
Once again, the impact of a higher Bϕ was explored. Here the equilibria were taken from
SCENE runs with different values of Irod outlined earlier and 3 different temperature gradients
were examined. Figure 6.29 shows that operating at higher field destabilises these ETG modes,
indicating the destabilisation from β′e,unit is overcoming the stabilisation from lower βe,unit and
higher q. Nevertheless, for a/LTe = 2.77, the modes are stable, so for the reference equilibrium
it is not a concern.
Figure 6.29: Examining the impact of Irod on the ETG modes for 3 higher temperature
gradients at ky = 35.
6.4.4 Summary
It has been seen that the main reason for the stability of ETG modes is the high value of
β′e,unit in the reference equilibrium. This suggests that operating at higher field may have some
detrimental effect on the high ky transport, but for the equilibrium here, the Irod = 50MA
case was still found to be stable. Furthermore, the ETG critical gradient was found to favour
a low ŝ/q, which contradicts previous estimates of the critical gradient found for conventional
aspect ratios. This indicates that previous scaling laws are not valid in this high β ST regime,
motivating the need for accurate nonlinear and quasi-linear models. Having said that, the high
ky modes will likely not have a significant impact on the transport, unless q drops sufficiently.
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6.5 Stability of a deep core flux surface
So far this chapter has examined the ρψ = 0.5 surface. The ρψ = 0.3 surface will be briefly
explored to see if similar modes arises. This surface has a much higher βe,unit so it can be
expected that the KBMs and MTMs seen thus far may be driven further unstable. The lower
density gradient is expected to help stabilise the KBM, but the impact on the MTM will be
less clear. Furthermore, the lower collision frequency may help to stabilise the MTM.
6.5.1 Stability at different scales
The dominant odd and even instabilities at ρψ = 0.3 are shown in Figure 6.30; a similar
picture to the mid-flux surface is seen. At the low ky both the KBMs and MTMs are seen.
This further highlights the need for a transport model to account for both of these sources of
transport. Around ky = 4, the collisionless MTM seen earlier appears. From ky = 1→ 3 and
ky > 6, it can be seen that the equilibrium is stable.
Figure 6.30: a) Dominant odd and even mode for the ρψ = 0.3 surface of the baseline equi-
librium.
The eigenfunctions for the KBM and MTM at ky = 0.35 and the collisionless MTM at ky = 4.2
are shown in Figure 6.31. The nature of the instabilities seen here are similar to those found





Figure 6.31: Eigenfunctions found for the a) KBM at ky = 0.35 b) MTM at ky = 0.35 c)
MTM at ky = 4.2 for the ρψ = 0.3 surface of the baseline equilibrium.
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6.6 Stability of an edge flux surface
The process was repeated for a surface much closer to the edge, where ρψ = 0.85. The
pedestal top in this simulation was set to ρψ = 0.9. Here there is a larger population of
trapped particles so the impact this has on the modes needs to be explored. This surface has
a much lower βe,unit, but the kinetic gradients are larger so the impact on the MTMs/KBMs
seen thus far is not clear. β′e,unit however has reduced which could destabilise the KBMs.
Furthermore, it has a higher collisionality compared to the mid flux surface, which could
drive the low ky MTMs more unstable.
6.6.1 Stability at different ky
With the Miller parameters outlined in Table 6.2, a scan in ky was conducted examining the
dominant odd and even eigenmodes, shown in Figure 6.32a. At low ky a familiar scene is
found where both KBM and MTMs co-exist together. However, a new MTM appears around
ky ∼ 1 with Ctear = 0.7. Its eigenfunction is shown in Figure 6.32b. These will be represented
with filled brown thin diamonds. This looks similar to the tearing parity eigenfunction seen
earlier, though it is significantly less extended, due to the higher ky. Around ky = 4 the
collisionless MTMs found previously appear. A narrow window of ETG is seen at ky ∼ 35,
explained by the lower β′e,unit of this surface.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.32: a) Dominant odd and even modes for ρψ = 0.85 and b) Eigenfunction of the
MTM mode when ky = 1.05.
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6.6.2 Routes to stabilise short-intermediate wavelength MTMs in the edge
The “new” MTM will be further investigated here to see what drives them unstable and how
to potentially stabilise them. This section will examine ky = 1.05, which provides the peak
MTM growth rate. These modes have a similar growth rate to lower ky MTM so a mixing
length argument like γ/k2⊥ would suggest that these will have a smaller impact on the total
transport. Thus they may not be as important for the transport but this can only be confirmed
with a good understanding of the physics.
Flow shear
Looking at the θ0 dependence, shown in Figure 6.33, this MTM is very narrow in θ0. As
mentioned earlier, when θ0 6= 0, GS2 is only able to find the dominant mode, and for θ0 > 0.1π,
there are no unstable modes at ky = 1.05. This suggests that this mode is very sensitive to
θ0 and was stabilised by a low flow shear of γE×B = 0.02cs/a; this is below the diamagnetic
levels. This provides further evidence that this MTM is unlikely to play a significant role in
the transport for the profiles of the reference equilibrium. A question remains - how sensitive
to the density and temperature profiles is it?
Figure 6.33: Impact of θ0 on the MTM seen at ky = 1.05 when ρψ = 0.85.
Kinetic gradients
Examining the impact of the kinetic gradients, Figure 6.34a shows that the equilibrium is close
to marginal stability as the the critical electron temperature gradient occurs as a/LTe = 2.5;
a slight drop from the reference case would stabilise this mode. Figure 6.34b illustrates that
this MTM follows the behaviour of the previous MTM with regards to the density gradient
with a peak in growth rate. This occurs at a/Ln = 1.0 and to get it completely stable would
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required a/Ln > 1.8. Such a peaked density profile is likely not feasible. It could be dropped
further, though that would negatively affect the low ky MTMs seen earlier. The peak of the
growth rate here occurs at a value of a/Ln that is above the equilibrium value, which differs
to the previous two MTMs. This means that modest density peaking will be unfavourable to
these modes. Future work should explore what affects the position of this peak and whether
the equilibrium can be designed in such a way that it lies below the equilibrium value of a/Ln.
This would allow for access to peaked density regimes that aren’t detrimental to the electron
transport. The impact of peaked density profiles on impurity accumulation may then become
an issue.
(a) (b)
Figure 6.34: Impact of a) a/LTe and b) a/Ln on MTM seen at ky = 1.05 when ρψ = 0.85.
Collision Frequency
Figure 6.35 shows the collision frequency dependence. Increasing the collision frequency is
destabilising, but as the collision frequency is dropped, there appears to be a minimum in the
growth rate. This MTM is unstable in the collisionless limit, further illustrating the difference
in nature to the lower ky MTM that was examined. A physical reactor would not operate at
νee = 0.0, and this close to the pedestal it would be unlikely that the collisionality would be
able to get low enough that this becomes a factor. Nevertheless, this indicates that operation
at high temperature/low density will be beneficial.
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Figure 6.35: Impact of νee on MTM seen at ky = 1.05 when ρψ = 0.85.
β and β′
This MTM also requires a finite βe,unit and is stable when βe,unit < 0.0025. The growth rate
increases rapidly with βe,unit above this value as shown in Figure 6.36a. From Figure 6.36b,
it is visible that this MTM is stabilised by β′e,unit, unlike the low ky MTM. To consolidate
this, a consistent βe,unit, β′e,unit scan was performed and it can be see from Figure 6.36c, that
the critical βe,unit is down shifted, such that this mode is stable below βe,unit < 0.002. This
implies that if the field is sufficiently increased, this mode may be stabilised. Interestingly, a
small drop in βe,unit actually causes the growth rate to increase, implying that a small increase




Figure 6.36: Impact of a) βe,unit at fixed β′e,unit and b) β
′
e,unit at fixed βe,unit and c) consistent
βe,unit and β′e,unit for the MTM seen at ky = 1.05 when ρψ = 0.85.
Safety factor profile
The impact of the safety factor profile was considered. Figure 6.37a shows a peak growth
rate at q = 5.0. Pushing to higher field would push to a higher q, helping to stabilise this
mode further. The impact of ŝ is illustrated in Figure 6.37b and it can be seen that there is a




Figure 6.37: Impact of a) q and b) ŝ on MTM seen at ky = 1.05 when ρψ = 0.85
6.6.3 Impact of higher toroidal field
The impact of changing Irod on these MTMs is investigated. From Figure 6.38, it can be seen
that a small increase in Irod actually destabilises this mode, consistent with the βe,unit-β′e,unit
scan conducted earlier. Above Irod = 35MA this MTM is then stabilised. This highlights
again how a higher field device may actually destabilise a mode if there is a strong β′e,unit
dependence.
Figure 6.38: Impact of Irod on MTM seen at ky = 1.05 when ρψ = 0.85.
Summary
A new collisionless MTM nas been found at ky = 1.05 when ρψ = 0.85. It was found to be
very narrow in θ0, such that with γE×B = 0.02cs/a, the mode would be completely stabilised.
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This is below the diamagnetic level meaning it will have minimal impact on the transport.
It behaved similarly to the previous MTM in that it is destabilised by a/LTe and is stable when
a/LTe < 3.0. It also displays the peaked behaviour when scanning through a/Ln, though the
peak of the growth rate lies beyond the equilibrium gradient, meaning peaked densities will
be destabilising. A small increase in Irod was found to be destabilising, but when sufficiently
increased the mode was stabilised, but did not go completely stable.
6.7 Equilibrium optimised for core turbulent transport
The results of the previous sections suggest that the flow shear will wipe out the KBMs and
the high ky MTMs found so far. It was also demonstrated that increasing the density gradient
was beneficial in stabilising the low ky MTMs. If the a/LT is reduced whilst increasing a/Ln
to keep a/Lp fixed, then it may be possible to design an equilibrium in which the majority of
the linear instabilities are stable.
Using this information a new equilibrium was designed in SCENE with a more peaked density
profile. Thus, the pedestal height was set to be 40% of the core, as opposed to 90% in the
baseline, at fixed Pfus = 1.1GW. The pedestal width was kept the same. To reduce the
temperature gradient drive for the KBMs, the core temperature for both species was dropped
from 28keV to 20keV. Furthermore, the auxiliary current profile found using NUBEAM in
Chapter 5 was used, though given the different temperature/density the deposition will likely
not be a perfect match. It was possible to have a monotonic q profile with q0 = 2.14. The
equilibrium was then re-calculated and the amount of auxiliary current needed has dropped
to 7.13MA, due to the higher density gradient generating more bootstrap and diamagnetic
current. The auxiliary power was then set using η∗ in Equation 5.2 given the updated 〈Te〉,
〈ne〉 and Iext. The resulting equilibrium parameters are outlined in Table 6.3.
The parameters are broadly similar to the baseline case, with the exception of the density
and temperature values. For example, this equilibrium had an ne0/〈ne〉 = 1.58, compared to
ne0/〈ne〉 = 1.12 in the baseline case. There is experimental evidence from AUG and JET of
achieving ne0/〈ne〉 up to 2.0 with sufficient NBI fuelling [193, 194], which motivates the use
of a core NBI for heating, current drive and particle deposition, though higher core densities
will make penetration more difficult. If this is not sufficient then core pellet injection will be
necessary.
The Miller and plasma parameters for the ρψ = 0.5 surface is detailed in Table 6.4. It can
be seen that many of the parameters are very similar to the baseline parameters in Table 6.2,
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with the notable exception of the higher a/Ln and lower a/LT as expected. However, a/Lp
has increased overall from 6.40 to 7.48, so it may be expected that the KBMs will be driven
more unstable, though as seen in earlier sections, this is counteracted by the increased β′e,unit.
ŝ/q has increased, due to the differences in the auxiliary, bootstrap and diamagnetic current












H98, HPetty 1.26, 0.83
Te0, 〈Te〉(keV) 22.0, 14.1




Table 6.3: Basic plasma parameters for the op-
timised scenario



















Table 6.4: Plasma and Miller parameters for
the ρψ = 0.5 surface of the optimised equilib-
rium.
The dominant instabilities are presented in Figure 6.39. Similar to the baseline scenario, in
the low ky region KBMs and extended MTMs are found. However, the peak MTM growth rate
is γMTM = 0.0038cs/a, significantly lower than the baseline scenario where it was γMTM =
0.035cs/a. The KBM peak growth rate is has increased from γKBM = 0.09cs/a to γKBM =
0.19cs/a, but these modes are still narrow in θ0 so it will be shown that these are wiped out
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by flow shear. The higher ky MTMs are also seen and have a lower growth rate reducing from
1.2cs/a to 0.9cs/a, and it is expected that the flow shear will help to stabilise these modes
as well. Finally above ky = 6, the equilibrium was found to be completely stable, similar to
the baseline case. It should be noted that these modes peak at a lower ky compared to the
baseline case and this is expected as ρ∗ has not significantly changed but the value of q is
lower. Specifically, given that ky = nq/r, to find a given toroidal mode number n at lower q,
a lower ky is needed.
Figure 6.39: Dominant odd and even mode for the ρψ = 0.5 surface of the optimised equilib-
rium without flow shear outlined in Table 6.4.
A simulation was run for this case with E × B flow shear at the diamagnetic level of γdia =
0.055cs/a. The effective growth rate is shown in Figure 6.40 and it was found that above
ky = 0.2 the equilibrium was completely stable. Below this value, the MTMs did cause a
very slowly growing mode with a growth rate O(10−3)cs/a; this is sufficiently low that this
equilibrium is considered to be marginally stable. If such a peaked density is possible to obtain
during the ramp up then this would be a very desirable property as the plasma may operate
close to neoclassical levels of transport. The impact of impurities and fast ions needs to be
examined as they may drive the MTM more unstable, increasing the effective growth rate.
In particular, density peaking can lead to impurity accumulation in the core of conventional
tokamaks, which would be detrimental to the performance of a reactor. While quantifying the
level of impurity accumulation and impact on radiative losses is important, this equilibrium
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suggests a high performance high β ST may be possible.
Figure 6.40: Effective growth rate for the ρψ = 0.5 surface of the optimised equilibrium with
diamagnetic levels of flow shear.
6.8 Summary
Overall, it has been shown that MTMs are prevalent in our baseline high β ST equilibrium.
They were found at both long and intermediate scales, though at long wavelength they appear
to be subdominant compared to KBMs. The KBMs were very narrow in θ0, such that at
diamagnetic levels of flow shear, they would be suppressed. These were driven by all of the
different kinetic gradients and were destabilised by βe,unit. However, they were stabilised
by β′e,unit, such that when increasing the toroidal field, the overall effect was a very weak
stabilisation.
The low ky MTMs growth rate was found to increase with increased ν∗. The impact of ŝ/q was
non-monotonic indicating that further understanding is required here. Furthermore, it was
found that these modes are relatively insensitive to β′e,unit, but were destabilised by βe,unit.
This, combined with the destabilising q, resulted in the MTM growth rate not changing
significantly at higher toroidal field. Operating at low collisionality reduces the growth rates
for these MTMs suggesting a high temperature/low density device is preferable. Furthermore,
density peaking will further assist in stabilising these modes. Care should be taken, as a peaked
density profile will likely impact q and ŝ via the change in the bootstrap current. Furthermore,
previous devices have found that density peaking can lead to impurity accumulation in the
core (a consequence of neoclassical transport) which will lead to a range of other issues with
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radiative losses.
The intermediate ky MTMs were found to be collisionless and were narrow in θ0, such that a
small amount of flow shear was sufficient to stabilise the mode. They had a similar response
to the lower ky MTMs when changing the kinetic gradients, but were relatively insensitive to
ŝ. However, it was found that operating at sufficiently high q helped to stabilise them. This
resulted in a strong stabilisation of this intermediate ky MTM when increasing Irod.
This equilibrium was found to be stable in the electron scale range of ky and the primary
cause of that was found to be the large β′e,unit. When increasing the ETG drive sufficiently,
it was shown that a higher field makes the ETG more unstable as the stabilisation from the
lower βe,unit and higher q, was counteracted by the destabilising nature of lower β′e,unit, similar
to the KBMs seen earlier. Furthermore, operating at low ŝ/q was found to be stabilise the
KBMs, but had a more complicated relationship with the MTMs.
An optimised equilibrium was generated with a more peaked density profile and flatter tem-
perature profile. With flow shear the equilibrium was found to be close to marginally stable,
indicating that operating close to neoclassical levels of transport may be feasible if such an
equilibrium can be accessed. However, the level of impurity accumulation from the density
peaking needs to be determined as it may lead to a radiative collapse.
To quantify the level of transport driven from each of these different modes requires nonlinear
simulations or a reduced physics model capable of capturing the nonlinear properties of the
different types of modes expected to play a role on the transport. This will inform on which
modes contribute the most to the transport and thus should be prioritised in their stabilisation.
The next chapter discusses the accuracy of existing quasi-linear models, highlights some of
the challenges that will need to be addressed and the initial progress in this direction.
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Chapter 7
Assessment of quasi-linear transport
models for a high β ST
The previous chapter illustrates the instabilities arising in a high β ST reactor, guiding the
physics that any plasma turbulence model should capture. In particular, both KBM and
MTM based transport could be prevalent in a BurST regime and this chapter will explore
the validity of quasi-linear theory to describe these. The first step of testing a quasi-linear
model is to ensure that the linear physics is being captured correctly. This can be done in
part by comparing the eigenvalues predicted by different linear gyrokinetic solvers. Without
accurate linear physics there can be no confidence in the quasi-linear predictions. Initially,
in Section 7.1 the predictions made by GS2, CGYRO and TGLF for the linear eigenvalues
in the BurST regime will be examined and it will be shown that the eigensolver in TGLF is
not sufficient in modelling this reactor. This motivates developing a new model, QLGYRO,
which combines the CGYRO linear initial value solver with the TGLF saturation rule. This
allows for a direct test of the quasi-linear assumption and saturation rule in TGLF, without
concern for the validity of the linear physics.
With an accurate linear solver, a high level strategy for testing quasi-linear models is to
compare the flux predictions with those from full nonlinear simulations. This can be further
probed by comparing the predictions for the quasi-linear weights and saturated potential.
These can be tested independently and will help to highlight any shortcomings in the quasi-
linear method. Thus a set of nonlinear simulations are needed. Electromagnetic nonlinear
simulations are generally challenging near the ideal ballooning limit and with large scale
MTMs. An attempt was made at nonlinear BurST simulations in Section 7.2, though it
proved difficult to obtain converged results due to the extremely large computational cost.
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This further motivates the use of accurate quasi-linear models as they provide a potential
route to flux predictions with significantly less computing power.
It is still necessary to benchmark QLGYRO especially in high β ST regimes and that is the
subject of this chapter, taking the following approach. Starting from a simple conventional
aspect ratio tokamak plasma and building up towards a high β ST regime, the validity of
QLGYRO will be explored in progressively challenging equilibria. Initially the GA-STD
equilibrium, which was used to develop the original TGLF saturation rule, will be examined
in Section 7.3. QLGYRO and TGLF are compared to nonlinear CGYRO simulations. Several
parameter scans are performed around the GA-STD case to explore whether the quasi-linear
codes are able to capture the trends correctly. This will be especially useful to validate the
approach taken to compare the results. Next, a low β MAST equilibrium will be examined in
Section 7.4 to see if the quasi-linear models perform well for a ST equilibrium, whilst ensuring
the transport is still dominated by electrostatic fluctuations similar to the GA-STD case.
Following this, a higher β NSTX equilibrium will be examined in Section 7.5 where MTMs
are found to be the dominant linear mode. This is directly relevant for BurST as MTM-based
transport is expected to be important. Again, for both the MAST and NSTX equilibria,
QLGYRO and TGLF are compared to CGYRO to see how the quasi-linear approximation
fares and where it begins to break down. In each case the predictions made for the quasi-linear
weights and saturated potential, defined in Chapter 3, are examined. An overall breakdown
of this chapter is as follows
• Section 7.1: Motivating the need for QLGYRO
• Section 7.2: Exploring the requirements for nonlinear BurST simulations
• Section 7.3: Validity of quasi-linear models for GA-STD equilibria
• Section 7.4: Validity of quasi-linear models for MAST equilibria
• Section 7.5: Validity of quasi-linear models for NSTX equilibria
• Section 7.6: Summary
7.1 Need for QLGYRO
For any quasi-linear model is it crucial that the linear physics is being accurately captured.
One method to check this is to compare the linear eigenvalues predicted by each turbulent
code. In this section we will make a comparison between TGLF, GS2 and CGYRO. The
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dominant mode predicted by each code for ρψ = 0.5 surface of the baseline BurST equilibrium,
outlined in Table 4.2, is compared in Figure 7.1. All three codes used the Miller formulation
for the equilibrium. These predictions include all three fields and it can be seen that GS2
and CGYRO agree well. These CGYRO simulations were performed with 64 θ grid points, 8
energy grid points and 24 pitch angle grid points. At the lowest ky, both CGYRO and GS2
find the extended MTMs. From ky = 0.2 → 2.0, they both find a KBM. Around ky = 4,
both find the collisionless MTM and above ky > 6, they find the equilibrium to be completely
stable. The agreement between the two codes demonstrates the linear gyrokinetic equation is
being correctly solved by both codes.
Figure 7.1: Linear spectra of the fully electromagnetic dominant mode predicted by GS2,
CGYRO, and TGLF for the BurST baseline equilibrium.
However, the TGLF prediction is noticeably different to the GS2 and CGYRO result. These
TGLF runs used 32 Hermite polynomials to fit the eigenfunction and integrals along the field
line were approximated using Gauss-Hermite quadrature with 32 nodes, effectively resulting
in a mesh of 32 θ points. The maximum range of θ it can model is from −9π → +9π. This
is currently the highest resolution achievable by TGLF and is generally more than sufficient
for the modes found in lower β conventional tokamaks. However, the extended MTM found
in Chapter 6 extended from −71π → 71π, demonstrating that the range in TGLF is not
sufficient. In addition, for ky < 2 it does not find the clear spectrum of KBM. However,
TGLF does find a MTM at ky = 4.2, similar to the other two codes at ky ∼ 4, but it finds
it to be unstable across a much wider range of ky, down to ky ∼ 1. Nevertheless, it does
illustrate that TGLF is able to capture MTMs, albeit not perfectly.
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The above result suggests that TGLF will not be sufficient to model the transport in this
BurST regime. The work presented here will not focus on improving the TGLF eigensolver,
although the development of a fast eigensolver suitable in the high β ST regime will help
accelerate the scenario development of BurST. Rather, this chapter will focus on testing
the quasi-linear approximation and saturation rule via QLGYRO, which ensures the linear
physics is correctly captured. If the quasi-linear approximation and saturation rule agree with
nonlinear simulations, then use of QLGYRO in a transport solver can be justified.
Linear CGYRO is unable to force an odd or even eigenfunction like GS2, meaning that usage as
a pseudo-eigensolver is not currently possible∗. It will only find the dominant mode such that
any sub-dominant MTMs will not be accounted for in the quasi-linear transport calculations.
Though this is a significant shortcoming in the current QLGYRO model/approach, if such a
solver, such as GS2, is incorporated into QLGYRO then this issue could be overcome.
It is worth highlighting that it was possible to find the low ky MTMs by turning off B|| in
QLGYRO, as this would ensure the MTMs are the dominant mode. When doing so both
CGYRO and GS2 agreed well, but TGLF still was not able to find these MTMs.
In the next section we will examine an attempt at performing nonlinear turbulence simulations
of the high β BurST equilibrium with CGYRO, and examine the problems encountered when
doing so.
7.2 Nonlinear BurST simulations
An attempt was made to perform nonlinear simulations of the plasma turbulence in the BurST
equilibrium outlined in Table 4.2 with the relevant gyrokinetic parameters in Table 6.2. All
three fields were kept, as it it was shown in Chapter 6 that all three are necessary to capture
the relevant physics. These simulations used the same Miller parameters and numerical grid
as the linear simulation outlined in the previous section. 24 bi-normal wavenumbers were
simulated from ky = 0.0 → 1.61, resulting in a box size of Ly = 90ρs. This ky range was
originally chosen to encompass the low ky KBMs and MTMs seen in Figure 7.1, without
encroaching on the high ky MTMs. 256 radial wavenumbers from kx = −10.9 → 10.9 were
simulated resulting in a radial box size of Lx = 80ρs.
Figure 7.2a shows a time trace of the fluxes for the different fields (line style) and species
∗It would be feasible to add this in as a feature in CGYRO. Otherwise it is also possible to use GYRO
which has an eigensolver method. However, GYRO uses a finite differences scheme in the radial direction such
that such high radial resolutions become prohibitively expensive rather quickly.
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(colour). It can be seen that the flux is predominantly in the electron channel from A||, as
expected from MT transport. This is not consistent with KBM transport which tend to have
a more even ratio of electron to ion heat flux [195]. Figure 7.2b zooms in on the other fluxes
and it is clear that these have not yet saturated and appear to be growing. This highlights the
importance of capturing these MTMs in a BurST regime as they appear to be a dominating
transport process, even though linearly they are sub-dominant. The fluxes are normalised to





For this equilibrium QgB = 0.6MW m−2 and the surface area of this flux surface is ∼ 240m−2.
Given that the total Pheat = 310MW, a maximum heat flux of ∼ 2QgB would be sustainable.
The flux shown here is well over this, suggesting that this temperature profile would collapse
with the level of transport predicted.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.2: a) Time trace of the different flux components for the BurST equilibrium, with
the electron flutter flux dominating the spectrum, indicative of MT transport. b) Zoomed in
on the other fluxes. Note that this simulation has not saturated.
However, it is also clear that the flux is continuously building up and does not appear to have
saturated. Running these simulations for longer becomes computationally expensive, largely
due to the time-step dropping down to O(10−4)a/cs to satisfy integration stability limits.
This simulation alone required over 200, 000CPUh on the Marconi cluster.
An issue found by Guttenfelder et al [196] was that if a high enough kx is not simulated then a
build up of electrostatic potential occurs as the highest kx as there is not enough dissipation.
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This becomes especially important for modes with extended eigenfunctions where electrons
are able to stream far along the field line. The MTMs found here extend out to kx ≈ 40 which
effectively requires a multi-scale simulation. Figure 7.3 shows the potential as a function of
kx summed over ky at θ = 0. It is clear from here that the build up of potential at high kx is
occurring, suggesting that a higher kx is necessary.
Figure 7.3: kx spectrum of φ summed over ky at θ = 0. A build up of potential is seen
at the highest kx, suggesting insufficient radial resolution to properly capture the dissipative
damping mechanism.
Performing multi-scale simulations with reasonable box sizes was not affordable with the
computational resources currently available to the author. Different methods were attempted
in order to see if a converged result was possible without needing such a high resolution.
A simulation was performed with a smaller radial box and more radial modes in an attempt
to see if this would be improve convergence. 384 radial wavenumbers from kx = −18.7→ 18.7
were simulated resulting in a radial box size of Lx = 65ρs. The number of bi-normal modes
was also reduced to 16 going from ky = 0→ 1.5 resulting in a box size of Ly = 63ρs. However,
Figure 7.4a shows that this build up still occurs with φ(kx ≈ 18) being at similar levels to the
simulation with the larger box.
An option explored was to modify the equilibrium such that the MTM are less extended in
ballooning space. It was seen in linear simulations that increasing the collisionality helped
reduce the extent of the modes. However, this would also further destabilise the MTMs poten-
tially increasing the transport. A simulation was conducted with the collisionality increased
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by approximately a factor of 3 to νee = 0.05cs/a using the original numerical set up. Figure
7.4b illustrates that the build up at high kx still occurs. Future work can examine whether
increasing νee further will prevent this build up.
Another method considered was to increase the magnetic shear. Chapter 6 showed this was
stabilising for the MTMs and given that kx = ky ŝθ, for the same bi-normal box length and
number of radial modes, a much higher kx would be reached, making it doubly beneficial. A
simulation was performed with ŝ = 1.5 and the resulting kx spectrum is shown in Figure 7.4c.
Even when going out to such a high kx, the build up is still seen.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.4: kx spectrum of φ with a) 384 kx modes and Lx = 65ρs b) increased collisionality
of νee = 0.05cs/a and c) increased ŝ = 1.5.
The numerical dissipation was artificially increased at the high kx by a factor of 5 but this
problem build up still persisted. Finally, reducing β or including flow shear also did not help
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with the issue.
Due to constraints with computing time, it was not possible to further increase the resolution,
but it appears that higher resolution simulations may be required to find saturated results.
To bench-mark QLGYRO and any other model for transport in this regime will require con-
verged nonlinear simulations; while the results provided here provide some clues, this research
is left as future work. If the quasi-linear weights and saturation rule are validated in a MTM
dominated ST regime then it would be reasonable to use the quasi-linear models to explore
the BurST regime in detail. The remainder of this chapter examines QLGYRO and TGLF in
simpler equilibria that are easier to find converged results but nevertheless challenge quasi-
linear theory in new ST relevant regimes. This entire chapter will utilise CGYRO as the linear
initial-value solver for QLGYRO. Any results from here onward labelled as CGYRO will refer
only to nonlinear CGYRO simulations.
7.3 GA-STD - ITG turbulence
To begin with, QLGYRO was bench-marked against nonlinear simulations of a simple conven-
tional aspect ratio equilibrium. The GA-STD case is often used as a simple equilibrium and
is based on a DIII-D like plasma. The equilibrium parameters used for these runs are shown
in Table 7.1. These simulations were performed with 32 θ points, 8 energy grid points, 16
pitch angles. Two kinetic species were included; deuterium ions and electrons. 16 bi-normal
wavenumbers from ky = 0.0→ 1.005 with a box size of Ly = 94ρs and 128 radial wavenumbers
from kx = −4.42→ 4.42 with Lx = 90ρs were found to be sufficient to model this equilibrium.
This case was run to t = 1500a/cs to ensure convergence. Both φ and A|| were included in
this simulation, though the low βe,unit means the impact of the electromagnetic term will be
negligible. These simulations are have been explored thoroughly with many different codes
and is useful to check our approach in a more familiar parameter space before STs are explored
in subsequent sections.
r/a R/a κ sκ δ sδ q ŝ ∆
0.5 3.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 2.0 1.0 0.0
a/LTe a/LT i a/Ln βe,unit β
′
e,unit Ti/Te νee(cs/a) γE×B(cs/a) Zeff
3.0 3.0 1.0 0.05% 0.0 1.0 0.1 0.0 1.0
Table 7.1: Miller and plasma parameters for GA-STD case
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The time trace of the different components of the energy flux are shown in Figure 7.5, which
looks converged albeit with large spikes in flux. The dashed line shows the component of flux
arising from A|| and it can be seen that for this case it is very close to 0; this is unsurprising
given the low βe,unit. Numerical values of the turbulent fluxes and their ky spectrum are
derived from averages of the final 50% of the time trace (Figure 7.5) and error bars are taken
from its standard deviation.
Figure 7.5: Time trace of the flux components of the GA-STD case.
TGLF/QLGYRO were then run for this case with the same ky spectrum and resulting elec-
trostatic heat flux spectrum, Qφ(ky), is shown in Figure 7.6. The spectra between the 3
codes agree very well. The total electrostatic energy flux predictions are shown in Table 7.2
with QLGYRO and TGLF both being within error. Currently neither QLGYRO nor TGLF
generate an uncertainty, and the way to go about deriving it is not entirely clear. A solution
sometimes taken is to use experimental uncertainties in profiles and run TGLF with a range
of inputs from which an uncertainty can be derived. While this is possible in TGLF, the
computational cost of QLGYRO makes it a less feasible option.
Qi/QgB Qe/QgB
CGYRO 38± 12 15± 5
QLGYRO 37 14
TGLF 36 12
Table 7.2: Electrostatic energy flux prediction made by nonlinear CGYRO, QLGYRO and
TGLF for the GA-STD case.
From, Figure 7.6 it can be seen that the most important part of the spectrum to resolve is the
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Figure 7.6: Electrostatic energy flux spectrum prediction by CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF
as a function of ky for the GA-STD case.
low ky region, which dominates the total flux. As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, the quasi-linear
flux estimate is given by Qχs (ky) = w
χ
s (ky)|Φ(ky)|2, where the quasi-linear weights, wχs and
the saturated potential |Φ| are defined in Equations 2.80 and 2.81 respectively. To test the
models, the quasi-linear estimates for these terms can be compared against their nonlinear
equivalent.
CGYRO provides the fluxes and saturated potential from which the weights can be derived,
whereas TGLF/QLGYRO provide the weights (from the linear solver) and saturated potential
(from a model) from which the fluxes are derived.
Figure 7.7a illustrates how the deuterium quasi-linear weight predictions, wφD, between QL-
GYRO and TGLF agree, illustrating that TGLF is able to capture the linear physics correctly
in this regime. It is critical for a transport model that these weights are captured correctly
as well as the linear eigenvalues.
Compared to the nonlinear simulation, both TGLF and QLGYRO underestimate the weights
in the low ky region and then overestimate them for the high ky region. Furthermore, TGLF
does not capture wφe as well as QLGYRO. It more strongly underestimates the low ky region,
explaining the slightly lower electron heat flux and over estimates the high ky, though this
has little impact on the total flux.
However, in both cases, it appears that the wφD spectrum appears to be shifted towards a higher
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ky compared to the equivalent nonlinear CGYRO result. This would suggest that flux in the
low ky region should be underestimated. Given that Qi(ky) agrees very well indicates that the
underestimation in the linear weights must be compensated in the saturated potential, which
are calculated independently in TGLF/QLGYRO. This is confirmed in Figure 7.7b where |Φ|
is illustrated and is overestimated in TGLF and QLGYRO compared to CGYRO. This occurs
because the TGLF saturation rule has been tuned such that the total flux profile is matched
for such DIII-D like cases, not the saturated potential. Several scans were performed to see if
the balance between wφs and |Φ| is maintained, as we now describe. All of these runs had the
same numerical resolution and were run to at least 1000a/cs.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.7: a) Quasi-linear weights wφ and b) saturated potential |Φ| prediction by CGYRO,
QLGYRO and TGLF for the GA-STD case.
7.3.1 Parameter scans around GA-STD
A number of parameters were selected to make scans around: a/LT , Rmaj/a and κ.
Firstly, a scan in a/LT was performed as this is often the parameter changed during 1.5D
transport analysis to flux match experiments. Both a/LTe and a/LT i were changed together
from 2→ 5. From Figure 7.8a, it can be seen both QLGYRO and TGLF match the nonlinear
flux estimation well, though at low temperature gradient both TGLF and QLGYRO begin to
underestimate the fluxes. It should be noted that the term c0 defined in Equation 3.30 was
set by matching TGLF to CGYRO GA-STD scans in a/LT , so this result is as expected.
A scan in Rmaj/a was performed from 3.0 down to 2.0. Figure 7.8b illustrates that both
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TGLF and QLGYRO tracks the trend of the CGYRO fluxes well. Both codes do appear to
underestimate Qe compared to CGYRO, but are currently within the uncertainty. Figure 7.8c
shows a scan in κ from 1 → 2.5 and it can be seen that TGLF appears to overestimate the
Qi at the higher elongations, but this is less of a problem in QLGYRO. QLGYRO remains
within the uncertainty throughout all of these scans.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.8: Total electrostatic energy flux prediction by CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF when
scanning through a) a/LT b) Rmaj/a and c) κ for the GA-STD case.
This illustrates how TGLF and QLGYRO are successful in predicting the nonlinear fluxes
for low β simple equilibria. Although there is good agreement between the fluxes for these
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scans, the quasi-linear weights were still under-estimated in the low ky region, which was then
compensated for in the model for the saturated potential. Furthermore, as the elongation is
increased, TGLF begins to deviate from the nonlinear runs, which illustrates that the linear
solver is beginning to struggle. BurST will need to operate at high elongation so it is crucial
that any linear solver is valid in such a regime. In all of these cases, the quasi-linear weights
were under-estimated in the low ky, which was then compensated for by the saturation model.
When examining more complex equilibria, the balance between the saturation rule and weights
may not always be maintained. If this shift in weight spectrum is accounted for then a
more accurate model for the potential can be developed, giving more confidence in the flux
predictions.
7.4 MAST - ITG turbulence
A low βe MAST equilibrium was examined, where an ITG mode was the dominant instability.
Thus we can extend the results of the GA-STD case towards tight aspect ratio, whilst the low
β ensures the transport remains dominated by electrostatic fluctuations. Shot #27274 was
analysed with the equilibrium Miller parameters taken from [84] and are shown in Table 7.3.
r/a R/a κ sκ δ sδ q ŝ ∆
0.80 1.49 1.46 0.25 0.20 0.36 2.31 4.00 -0.31
a/LTe a/LT i a/Ln βe,unit β
′
e,unit Ti/Te νee(cs/a) γE×B(cs/a) Zeff
5.2 5.77 2.64 0.088% 0.021 0.92 0.83 0.27 1.59
Table 7.3: Experimental Miller and plasma parameters for MAST #27274 at r/a = 0.8 [84].
Note simulations conducted here enforced a/LTe = a/LT i and were performed without flow
shear.
These simulations were run without flow shear, for simplicity. Similar to the previous section,
a scan was performed in a/LT , where a/LTe = a/LT i was enforced and both were changed
together. These simulations were run with 32 θ points, 8 energy grid points, 16 pitch angles.
Two kinetic species were included; deuterium ions and electrons. 16 bi-normal wavenumbers
from ky = 0.0 → 1.05 with a box size of Ly = 90ρs and 192 radial wavenumbers from
kx = −6.96 → 6.96 with Lx = 86ρs were found to be sufficient to model this equilibrium.
These were performed with φ and A||, anticipating that B|| will be less important at low βe.
When comparing the flux predictions made by the different codes, Figure 7.9 illustrates how
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both TGLF and QLGYRO overestimate the heat flux at lower a/LT by several orders of
magnitude. One possibility is that the Dimits shift [130] is not being captured in the quasi-
linear models. To test this TGLF and QLGYRO were run with a a/LT = 1.0, closer to
the linear threshold, but the fluxes did not drop significantly. To find the cause of the
discrepancy, the quasi-linear weights and saturated potential from a/LT = 2 and a/LT = 5.2
were examined in more detail.
Figure 7.9: Total electrostatic energy flux prediction by CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF as a
function of a/LT for the MAST #27274 equilibrium.
Quasi-linear weights
The discrepancy in the fluxes must arise from either the weights or the model for the saturated
potential (or even both). Figures 7.10a and 7.10b shows how wφ compares when a/LT = 2.0
and a/LT = 5.2 respectively. It can be seen that for both cases in the low ky region QLGYRO
and TGLF slightly under-estimate the weights for both species. This would suggest that
the fluxes should be under-estimated rather than over-estimated, especially not by orders
of magnitude. In the a/LT = 5.2 simulation, w
φ
D is over-estimated in the high ky region,
though the impact on the fluxes should be small. The reasonable agreement between TGLF
and QLGYRO indicates that TGLF is able to capture the linear physics successfully in this
regime.
This is reminiscent of the GA-STD simulation, where the weights were also under-estimated
in the low ky region. The lower gradient matching the nonlinear case more closely is under-
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standable as the nonlinear drive is lowered such that the deviation from the linear physics is
reduced. Overall, both QLGYRO and TGLF do reasonably well in calculating the weights,
especially in the low ky region.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.10: Quasi-linear weights wφ prediction by CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF for the
MAST #27274 equilibrium when a) a/LT = 2.0 and b) a/LT = 5.2.
Saturated potential
Given the reasonable agreement in the weights, the deviation must originate from the sat-
uration rule. Looking at |Φ| in Figure 7.11 for each of these cases, it can be seen that the
agreement here is significantly worse. Figure 7.11a shows how the saturation rule overes-
timates |Φ| for the a/LT = 2 simulation, explaining the overestimation in the TGLF and
QLGYRO flux predictions. In contrast to the quasi-linear weights, where the higher gradient
case performed better than the lower gradient case. Figure 7.11b shows the saturated poten-
tial for the a/LT = 5.2 case and although the agreement is better, the spectrum of |Φ| is not
captured well by either quasi-linear model. The saturation rule in TGLF has been designed
such that |Φ| will be forced to 0 as ky → 0, so capturing the behaviour seen in Figure 7.11
would not be possible.
As mentioned in Section 3.4.2, in TGLF/QLGYRO the saturated potential at the outboard
mid-plane is approximated by
|Φ(kx = 0, ky, θ = 0)| =
γeff
kx,rmsky
Assuming this model is valid, the discrepancy must be arising from a term in this equation, so
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.11: Saturated potential |Φ| prediction by CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF for the
MAST equilibrium when a) a/LT = 2.0 and b) a/LT = 5.2.
by examining each of them it will be possible to find where the discrepancy lies. Given that
Φ(kx, ky, θ) is calculated in the nonlinear CGYRO simulations, kx,rms can also be calculated.
Comparing the predictions made for kx,rms, it can be seen from Figure 7.12a that QLGYRO
and TGLF generally lie within error of CGYRO for the a/LT = 2 run. The higher gradient
case shown in Figure 7.12b also agrees well, especially at the low ky. It is clear that any
differences seen here would not cause either QL code to overestimate the heat flux by two
orders of magnitude, suggesting the prediction for kx,rms is not the source of the disagreement.
The term γeff must be the cause of the error. It is possible to calculate a nonlinear equiv-
alent for γeff = kx,rmsky|Φ(kx = 0, ky, θ = 0)|. This is illustrated in Figure 7.13a. For the
low gradient case, both QLGYRO and TGLF overestimate γeff. Figure 7.13b illustrates the
a/LT = 5.2 case, which, although not perfect, is significantly better.
For QLGYRO and TGLF, the effective growth rate used is calculated from a model for the
zonal flow velocity VZF as shown in Equation 3.31. The zonal flow is defined in Equation
3.27, and approximated by VZF ≈MAX(γ/ky). This model assumes that the zonal flow will
continue to increase until it matches the largest linear drive, at which point the turbulence
will saturate.
Comparing the TGLF/QLGYRO results to CGYRO, shown in Figure 7.14, it can be seen
that when a/LT ≥ 3.0, QLGYRO predicts VZF well, indicating that Equation 3.29 is a good
approximation. But at the lowest temperature gradient this zonal approximation does not
fair well. However, as QLGYRO under-predicts VZF it would be expected that it would also
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.12: kx,rms prediction by CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF for the MAST #27274
equilibrium when a) a/LT = 2.0 and b) a/LT = 5.2.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.13: Effective growth rate γeff prediction by CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF for the
MAST #27274 equilibrium when a) a/LT = 2.0 and b) a/LT = 5.2.
under-predict the flux, but that is not seen here. Furthermore, for the a/LT = 3.0 simulation,
VZF agrees well between CGYRO and QLGYRO, but QLGYRO still overestimates the flux.
This suggests that the relation between γeff and VZF is not consistent. Another potential
issue is the fitting of c0 from Equation 3.31 to a GA-STD like equilibrium. As this MAST
equilibrium is far away from such a simple equilibrium, the fitting used here may not be valid.
To understand what improvements need to be made for this saturation rule will require a range
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of nonlinear simulations to benchmark against which is outside the scope of this work. It may
be the case that the model itself needs to be re-examined. Regardless, further bench-marking
in the ST regime will be pivotal for the development of BurST.
Figure 7.14: Saturated zonal flow VZF prediction by CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF for the
MAST #27274 equilibrium as a function of a/LT .
7.4.1 Summary
This section has shown that TGLF and QLGYRO are able to capture the quasi-linear weights
in a MAST regime, especially with a lower drive. This validates the use of quasi-linear models
in a ST regime where the dominant mode is an ITG. However, the current TGLF saturation
rule is not able to model the saturated potential. The model is able to capture VZF and kx,rms
reasonably well in QLGYRO (except at low a/LT ), suggesting that there is a piece of missing
physics not captured in c0 or the model itself needs to be re-examined.
7.5 NSTX - MTM turbulence
As outlined in Chapter 6, capturing the behaviour of micro-tearing transport will be a crucial
aspect of designing BurST. There has been some development of reduced transport models
with MTMs in recent years which have had some success in modelling nonlinear simulations.
In Rafiq et al 2016 [197], a MT dispersion relation was derived using a unified fluid/kinetic
approach from which a saturation mechanism was identified in the high collisionality limit,
similar to that in Drake et al [170]. When applied in a predictive simulation of a high
collisionality NSTX shot, it matched the experimental data well [198]. However, when applied
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to a lower collisionality shot, it over-predicted the transport and given that BurST will operate
at low collisionality it is crucial that this regime is correctly modelled.
In [99], the quasi-linear weights were calculated linearly and compared to nonlinear simulation,
though a different definition is used for the weights. The choice of normalisation used there
was combination of the perturbed electron density and parallel flow moments, and is discussed
further in Section 7.5.2. This model was successful in matching several nonlinear simulations
of a simple conventional aspect ratio equilibria. Fundamentally, the stochastic magnetic
field generated by micro-tearing turbulence is an irreversible process and cannot be directly
captured by a quasi-linear model [98]. However, the success of the previously outlined models
empirically suggest that quasi-linear models are a potentially viable route to modelling MT
turbulence in an integrated modelling suite. In this section, by comparing the quasi-linear
weights to their nonlinear equivalent, the validity of quasi-linear theory can be tested.
To examine the validity of quasi-linear models in this regime, an NSTX shot will be examined
which has a higher β than the MAST discharge, and where MTMs are the dominant mode.
This equilibrium was taken from [196], in which nonlinear GYRO simulations were conducted.
The Miller parameters for this equilibrium are outlined in Table 7.4. Using CGYRO linearly,
MTMs were found and it was seen that B|| had little impact on the linear physics, so the
nonlinear simulations were conducted with only φ and A||.
r/a R/a κ sκ δ sδ q ŝ ∆
0.6 1.53 1.71 0.12 0.13 0.17 1.71 1.70 -0.29
a/LTe a/LT i a/Ln βe,unit β
′
e,unit Ti/Te νee(cs/a) γE×B(cs/a) Zeff
2.73 2.36 -0.83 2.45% 8.19% 0.95 1.45 0.17 2.92
Table 7.4: Experimental Miller and plasma parameters for NSTX shot #120968 at r/a = 0.6
[168].
An attempt was made to match the GYRO simulation result from [196]. Two simulations
from that paper are discussed; a “low” and “high” resolution, that are outlined in Table 7.5.
Two kinetic species were included; deuterium ions and electron. The CGYRO simulation
domain used here is outlined in Table 7.5. A Sugama collision operator was used for this
simulation, which does not allow for an inconsistent Zeff, hence Zeff = 1.0 was adopted rather
than the experimental value of 2.92 given in Table 7.4. This will impact the transport as it
was found that when using a higher Zeff with a Lorentz collision operator, these MTMs were
driven more unstable linearly [168], similar to the MTMs in Chapter 6. To account for this
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with a Sugama operator would require the inclusion of impurities, which was also found to
drive the MTMs more unstable.
GYRO “low” GYRO “high” CGYRO
Lx(ρs) 80 80 92
Ly(ρs) 60 100 90
nky 8 16 12
nkx 400 540 256
∆ky 0.105 0.063 0.070
∆kx 0.079 0.079 0.068
ky,max 0.735 0.945 0.770
kx,max 15.6 21.1 8.65
Table 7.5: Comparison of simulation domains in [196] and the CGYRO domain used for the
NSTX simulation.
7.5.1 Without flow shear
To begin with, a CGYRO simulation was run without flow shear in an attempt to match to
previous nonlinear GYRO predictions by Guttenfelder et al[196]. Figure 7.15 illustrates the
time-trace of the heat fluxes from the new CGYRO simulation and, similar to the previous
GYRO results, CGYRO predicts predominantly electron heat flux via flutter transport, whilst
the electrostatic heat transport is close to 0, indicative of MTM based transport. However,
similar to the BurST simulations described above, the flux here does not appear to saturate.
Moreover, Table 7.6 shows that the flux predictions made by CGYRO is significantly higher
than GYRO.
GYRO “low” GYRO “high” CGYRO
Qe/QgB 3.28 4.10 > 200
Table 7.6: Electromagnetic flutter electron energy flux predictions for the NSTX case without
flow shear. The GYRO results are taken directly from [196]
The cause of the discrepancy was initially thought to be due to insufficient dissipation at the
highest kx, similar to what was seen in the BurST simulation in Figure 7.3. Figure 7.16a,
shows the potential spectrum as a function of kx. There is no large build up at the highest
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Figure 7.15: Time trace of the flux components prediction by CGYRO for the NSTX #120968
equilibrium without flow shear.
kx suggesting that the radial resolution is sufficient. Another simulation was conducted with
384 kx modes, going up to kx,max = 13.44, but the simulation did not converge.
To further diagnose this issue, A|| was examined spectrally in both kx and ky. Figure 7.16b
illustrates the kx spectrum of A|| summed over ky at θ = 0. No build up is seen at high kx, but
A|| has a strong peak at the kx = 0, indicating that in real space A|| is radially extended across
the box. Such large structures begin to stretch the limit of the local flux tube approximation.
For instance, this flux surface has ρ∗ ≈ 1/134, meaning Lx = 92ρs corresponds to 0.69a,
which actually extends outside of the plasma. This potentially indicates that a global model
may be necessary, though that is outside the scope of this work.
Examining the ky spectrum of A|| in Figure 7.16c, it can be seen that the ky = 0.07 mode, the
smallest non-zero ky, does not appear to saturate. This gradual build up of potential has been
seen before in KBM based transport and is generally classified as being in a “runaway” phase
or having undergone a non-zonal transition [199, 200], though whether similar arguments even
apply to MTM transport will require more detailed examination. This runaway behaviour
was not seen in GYRO. It is not clear to the author why this did not occur in GYRO, but
a potential reason is the finite difference scheme used in GYRO which introduces additional
numerical diffusion compared to spectral methods, which may have been sufficient to suppress
these modes.
This runaway is sometimes mitigated by reducing βe, so a simulation was run with βe,unit
halved, but the same issue with the low ky mode was seen. Reducing the minimum ky to
ky = 0.035 was also attempted, but again the build up occurred at the lowest ky. Detailed
convergence studies beyond this becomes computationally expensive as the case outlined in
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Table 7.5 took 200,000CPUh.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 7.16: a) kx spectrum of φ where no build up at high kx is seen. b) kx spectrum of A||
with no build up seen, but it is very peaked at kx = 0. c) Time trace of A|| for the lowest ky,
with the lowest ky in the “runaway” phase, especially beyond t = 600a/cs.
7.5.2 With flow shear
Previous work has shown that these MTMs were sensitive to flow shear [196]. A linear scan
in θ0 was conducted and it was found that the MTM was stable for θ0 > 0.15π. A simulation
was conducted including the experimental levels of flow shear and it was found that the heat
fluxes did saturate, shown in Figure 7.17a†. The flux is still predominantly in the electron
†This was not effective in the BurST simulation as those MTMs are independent of θ0.
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channel demonstrating that MT transport is still prevalent. The time trace of A|| is shown
in Figure 7.17b and the lowest ky mode is repeatedly building up and dropping down, caused
by the flow shear advecting the mode into a stable region. Figure 7.17c illustrates the flux




Figure 7.17: NSTX MTM simulation with flow shear showing the a) time trace for the heat
flux, b) ky spectrum of A|| and c) the ky magnetic flutter heat flux spectrum.
Table 7.7 shows that compared to GYRO, CGYRO does over predict the fluxes, though they
are in the same ballpark now (it should be noted that no uncertainties were provided for these
GYRO simulations). Different grid sizes, collision operators and spectral methods could all
come into play here. Getting good agreement between nonlinear results from two different
codes is notoriously difficult especially in a MT regime.
Given that this CGYRO simulation appears to be converged, the remainder of this section
will examine the quasi-linear approximation for this case. This equilibrium was modelled in
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GYRO “low” CGYRO QLGYRO TGLF
Qe/QgB 0.1 0.35± 0.10 11.9 149
Table 7.7: Electromagnetic flutter electron energy flux predictions for the NSTX case with
flow shear. The GYRO result is taken directly from [196]
TGLF and QLGYRO. QLGYRO was run with the same version of CGYRO and used the
same resolution. The maximum resolution in TGLF was used 32 Hermite basis functions with
32 θ points.
Linear eigenvalues
Figure 7.18a shows the eigenvalues predicted by TGLF (with the default settings) and QL-
GYRO. The agreement between the two codes is quite poor; however, there are a few ky
modes where it looks as if TGLF is finding a reasonable value of γ and ω, such as ky = 0.42,
for example. It was found that here TGLF was finding a different Gaussian width θw = 0.41
that maximised the growth rate compared to the other ky where it found θw > 1. As θw
sets the resonating/averaging boundary, this affects the fraction of passing electrons which
are important for MTMs. By reducing the range of θw when performing the initial guesses to
θw = 0.3→ 0.5, TGLF was able to find MTMs for a larger range of ky. However, it was not
able to find the MTMs at the lowest ky, which are arguably the most important area to get
correct for transport, and the growth rate is much larger than QLGYRO at higher ky. This
θw setting was used to determine the quasi-linear weights in the next section.
This raises a potential concern when using TGLF in a transport solver; as fitting parameters
like this one may need to be tuned on a mode by mode basis. This is avoided entirely by
QLGYRO which is one major advantage.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.18: Eigenvalues comparing QLGYRO to TGLF when using a range of a) 0.3→ 1.65
(default setting) and b) 0.3→ 0.5 for the initial guesses of θw.
Quasi-linear weights
Neither QLGYRO nor TGLF match the nonlinear CGYRO flux prediction, as shown in Table
7.7. To see if the issue lies in the weights, Figure 7.19 illustrates the magnetic flutter quasi-
linear weights, wA|| , predicted by each code, and it is clear that the agreement is significantly
poorer compared to the MAST case. It can be seen that TGLF does not match QLGYRO well
and significantly over-predicts the ion weights. For MTMs the electron transport is generally
the dominant channel so it is more important that this channel is captured correctly. For the
electrons TGLF does reasonably well for ky ≥ 0.28, which is where TGLF found MTMs, but
it is not as good compared to the tests with the MAST equilibrium. For the ky where MTMs
were not found, the electron weights are close to 0, which will have a significant impact on
the flux predictions. Overall, given the speed at which TGLF can be run, this may be an
acceptable compromise in a transport solver if an accurate saturation model is developed.
QLGYRO doesn’t match the nonlinear CGYRO weights either. The electron quasi-linear
weights are under-predicted in the low ky region and over-predicted in the high ky region. A
simulation was run to a higher ky to see if the weights eventually roll over as they had for the
MAST/GA-STD simulations, but they continued to increase at higher ky.
The quasi-linear weights are designed to be independent of the value of the saturated fields,
and therefore factor out the impact on the transport of the phase difference between the field
and energy fluctuations. However the weights defined in Equation 2.80, which will be referred
to as the conventional weights, only guarantees that the electrostatic flux is independent of
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Figure 7.19: Quasi-linear weights prediction by CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF when using
φ as the normalising field for all 3 codes.
the field. The electromagnetic flutter transport is driven by A||, so for Equation 2.80 to be
valid, the linear result must be able to reproduce the ratio of φ and A|| found in nonlinear














This means the magnetic flutter quasi-linear weight is made independent of the field by
considering wA||RφA|| . Figure 7.20a illustrates R
φ
A||
for the different codes. For the very lowest
ky, the agreement between QLGYRO and CGYRO is good, but quickly begins to deviate for
ky > 0.3. TGLF largely overestimates the ratio in the low ky region where the code failed to
find MTMs. In the higher ky region, both linear codes substantially under-estimate the ratio.
As mentioned previously, in [99], the perturbed electron density and parallel flow are used to
calculate the weights as opposed to the fields. However, they are affected by both φ and A||.
Given that the ratio of fields is not correctly captured linearly then this discrepancy would
be carried forward in the quasi-linear weight calculation.
The magnetic flutter quasi-linear weight can be made independent of the field amplitude by
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considering wA||RφA|| (which will be referred to as the modified weights). This is examined in
Figure 7.20b and it can be seen that the modified ion weights agree reasonably well between
QLGYRO and CGYRO. For the electrons, the trend of the QLGYRO weights is similar to
the nonlinear result, but across the board it under-estimates them. TGLF under-estimates
the modified electron weights even more.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.20: a) RφA|| which shows the ratio of φ and A||. b) Modified quasi-linear weight
wA||RφA|| prediction by CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF.
Any discrepancies between the linear and nonlinear results can only lie in the nonlinear inter-
action term shown in Equation 2.72, which is dependent on the full electromagnetic potential.
With this case both φ and A|| will play a significant role‡. A simulation was run where
















Recall that these nonlinear simulations also had B|| turned off. A|| is still involved via the
linear terms describing the background gradients, drifts and closure via Maxwell’s equations.
The electron heat flux saturated, albeit at a higher value of Qe/QgB = 2.6 ± 0.4 (c.f. Table
7.7), indicating that φ alone provides a saturation mechanism. Figure 7.21a illustrates the
ratio of field and here the agreement is actually much poorer compared to the case with the
full nonlinear term. However, when examining the modified weights in Figure 7.21b, the
agreement between QLGYRO and CGYRO is nearly perfect for the electrons. This indicates
‡For the previous MAST equilibria, βe,unit was so low that the A|| term would be negligible
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that the shift in the electron weights is caused by the A|| in the non-linearity term. The
agreement between the ion weights is actually worse, suggesting the potential is relevant for
these.
When running a case with just A|| in the non-linearity, the electron flux becomes extremely
large, at over 500QgB, indicating that φ is required for saturation.
(a) (b)
Figure 7.21: Simulation where A|| is turned off in the non-linear term illustrating a) R
φ
A||




CGYRO, QLGYRO and TGLF.
Saturated fields
Table 7.7 showed that QLGYRO overestimated the electron heat flux prediction compared
to CGYRO. Given that the conventional weights were under-estimated in QLGYRO suggests
that the saturated potential must be largely over-estimated in QLGYRO, which is confirmed
in Figure 7.22a. This figure shows the prediction for |Φ| made by QLGYRO and CGYRO -
unsurprisingly they are not in agreement and QLGYRO largely over-estimates the potential,
especially above ky = 0.35. Note, the QLGYRO prediction goes to zero at low ky due to the
TGLF quench rule outlined in Chapter 3.
Overall, this suggests two potential methods for using quasi-linear theory. Firstly, would be to
continue to use the conventional weights with a saturation model for Φ. This would require
an additional model for RφA|| as the previous sub-section showed this ratio is not captured
correctly in linear models. Though this requires the zonal flow mixing to be the saturating
mechanism which is not evidently true given that A|| is relevant in the nonlinear term.
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(a) (b)
Figure 7.22: Saturated potential of the nonlinear CGYRO run showing a) |Φ| and the QL-
GYRO prediction. b) shows the saturated |A||| predicted by CGYRO.
The second method is to use the modified weights, which are naturally independent of the
saturated fields. QLGYRO still under-estimated compared to nonlinear CGYRO, but it
followed the trend better. Furthermore, when removing A|| from the nonlinear term, the
quasi-linear weights between the linear and nonlinear result agreed very well. If the modified
weights are to be used, then a new saturation model is required for A||, where the nonlinear
result from the NSTX simulation is shown in Figure 7.22b.
To derive a model for A|| will require an understanding of the saturation mechanism along
with several nonlinear high β simulations to benchmark it. But to postulate, an equivalent
expression for an effective growth rate can be defined in terms of A||. Saturation may occur
when the nonlinear interaction term (δvA|| · ∇) matches the linear growth γ. The nonlinear
interaction will approximately be of the form (δvA|| ·∇) ∝ kykxA||. This appears to be similar














k2x|A||(kx, ky, θ = 0)|2∑
kx
|A||(kx, ky, θ = 0)|2
(7.5)
Examining this quantity for CGYRO in Figure 7.23 shows how it increases from ky = 0 up
to ky = 0.2, after which it saturates to a given level, hinting at a saturation mechanism. This
has a similar functional form to the γeff used in the electrostatic case. Speculating the cause,
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it may be due to the flow shear advecting the modes through θ0 that causes the saturation
of these modes. A model could be developed that examines the range of θ0 over which the
MTMs are unstable and the value of γE×B to find the saturation level. This will require the
development of a new saturation rule as this mechanism is not captured by the current TGLF
saturation rule.
Interestingly, when running this case without flow shear and just φ in the nonlinear term,
the flux saturated at Qe/QgB = 2.9 ± 0.2, similar to the case with flow shear. Firstly, this
indicates that φ is able to provide a saturation mechanism which is independent of flow shear
given the similar values of flux. Secondly, it indicates the “runaway” like behaviour seen earlier
is caused by A||, but this behaviour is dependent on flow shear. The first mechanism may
be important in a BurST regime given that the MTMs found there were unaffected by flow
shear. A saturation rule may need to account for both of these effects and its development is
crucial in the design of BurST.
Figure 7.23: Effective growth rate using A|| predicted by CGYRO. It displays a similar func-
tional form to the TGLF equivalent and suggests there is a saturation mechanism.
7.6 Summary
This chapter has examined the validity of quasi-linear transport modelling for several different
regimes. Initially it was shown that GS2 and CGYRO agreed well linearly across the full ky
spectrum when simulating the BurST baseline equilibria. However, TGLF did not perform
as well as it was not able to find the KBMs or low ky MTMs. It had some success in finding
the high ky MTMs, but found them to be unstable across a much larger range of ky. This
suggests that the TGLF eigensolver is not currently suited for modelling the BurST regime.
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Next an attempt was made at performing a nonlinear BurST simulation with CGYRO. How-
ever, it was not possible to obtain saturated results due to the very high radial resolution
needed to model the low ky MTMs. This is a major concern for designing BurST as nonlin-
ear simulations are crucial to benchmark any quasi-linear transport model. Future work will
be to attempt a multi-scale simulation that can capture this behaviour. A simulation can
also be performed with the optimised equilibrium introduced in Section 6.7 where the MTMs
were less unstable, but it will still be necessary to capture this MT transport for scenario
development.
A new model was developed called QLGYRO that combines the linear solver in CGYRO with
the TGLF saturation rule. This ensures the correct linear physics is captured, side-stepping
any issues with the TGLF eigensolver. QLGYRO and TGLF were bench-marked against
nonlinear CGYRO simulations in several different regimes. Initially, the low β, conventional
aspect ratio GA-STD case was examined and it was found that both TGLF and QLGYRO
performed well in this regime. Both codes were found to under-estimate the quasi-linear
weights in the low ky region, but this was compensated by the model for the saturated
potential meaning the flux profile matched the nonlinear CGYRO result well.
When examining the low β MAST equilibria with ITG modes, it was found that TGLF and
QLGYRO agreed with nonlinear CGYRO near to the experimental value of a/LT , but over-
predicted the fluxes by several orders of magnitude when a/LT was reduced towards the linear
threshold. The weights agreed reasonably well across the full range of a/LT , which validates
the use of quasi-linear models, but a more complete saturation model is required. When
analysing the TGLF model for the saturated potential, it was seen that the issue arose from
the model for the γeff. Several MAST nonlinear simulations will be required to understand
the underlying cause of this discrepancy and develop an appropriate correction.
Finally a higher β NSTX equilibrium with MTMs was examined as this is crucial for BurST.
Without flow shear the nonlinear simulation did not saturate, but this was a different issue
to the BurST simulation mentioned above as it was found that the radial resolution was
sufficient. Rather, this NSTX simulation displayed behaviour similar to a high β runaway
effect seen previously in gyrokinetic simulations, suggesting a lack of saturation mechanism.
It was found that these MTMs were susceptible to flow shear which allowed the simulation
to saturate. The resulting flux was comparable to, but higher than GYRO fluxes presented
previously, and appeared to be well converged.
Using this simulation, a benchmark of TGLF and QLGYRO was performed. When modifying
TGLF inputs it was possible to find MTMs, but the growth rates found did not match the
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QLGYRO (linear CGYRO) result, indicating that the TGLF eigensolver requires further
development for high β STs. Using the standard definition of quasi-linear weights, it was
found that QLGYRO under-estimates the electron weights in the low ky region and largely
over-estimated them in the high ky region. When accounting for the ratio of fields such
that the weight becomes field independent, the modified quasi-linear weights followed the
nonlinear trend better, but consistently under-estimated the weights. Furthermore, when
turning off A|| in the nonlinear interaction term, the modified electron quasi-linear weights
agreed nearly perfectly between QLGYRO and CGYRO. If the impact of the nonlinear A||
term can be understood then it may be possible to improve the model for the modified weights
to account for this - this is the subject of future work. Furthermore, the saturated fields were
briefly examined and it was found that γ
A||
eff had a similar functional behaviour to the TGLF
equivalent of γeff, hinting at an additional saturation mechanism, provided by the nonlinear
parallel derivative. Significant work is required in the development of saturation rule and if
the saturation mechanism is better understood then a new model can be derived. Regardless,
the quasi-linear weights appear to provide a reasonable path to a reduced transport model,
even in a MT dominant regime.
The results presented in this chapter suggest that there is potential for a quasi-linear model
that is capable of capturing MTM turbulence and such a model is crucial for BurST scenario
development. Directions for future work are provided, which will include the study of several




The aim of this thesis was to examine the plasma physics issues of a high β ST reactor
(BurST) that could generate net electricity to speed up the timeline of fusion. In particular,
this work attempts to find a viable steady state flat-top scenario where the total auxiliary
power requirements were quantified. The modelling tools available and their validity in a
BurST-like regime were examined as these are crucial for scenario development and design
optimisation.
Steady state scenarios
Chapter 4 examined the plasma requirements for a net electric power plant in terms of fusion
power, and it was concluded that Pfus > 1GW would be sufficient. This is contingent on,
and is highly sensitive to, the auxiliary power requirements, so accurately determining Paux is
crucial and motivates this work. Plasma shaping parameters were determined using exhaust
requirements and stability limits. Next, plasma equilibria were examined by solving the Grad-
Shafranov equation whilst self-consistently calculating the neoclassical currents using SCENE.
The kinetic and auxiliary current profiles were prescribed a priori. This allowed for an accurate
determination of the total required auxiliary current and by assuming a current drive efficiency,
ηCD, it was possible to determine Paux. The impact of different plasma temperatures, densities
and currents at fixed Pfus = 1.1GW was then examined. Imposing the following global
limits allowed certain operational regimes to be ruled out; H98 < 1.6, fGW < 1.0, βN < 6.0
and Paux < 100MW. A baseline scenario was determined within the limits identified and
was used in the analysis conducted in the following chapters. Furthermore, the impact of
reducing ηCD was explored. A key result is that there is no available operating space when
ηCD ≤ 0.2A m−2 W−1, indicating that this current drive efficiency must be exceeded to have
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a viable steady state scenario given this βN limit, regardless of the source. Both NBI and
RF methods have demonstrated current drive efficiencies above this suggesting this may be
achievable. These empirical restrictions can be added to and refined to more accurately
portray the operational limits of BurST.
It was found that a high Ip regime was generally limited by the ηCD and Paux, and low Ip
operation limited by βN . A more accurate limit of βN could be determined using a suitable
MHD code which would further refine this operational space. For example, STPP was designed
with βN = 8.2. Furthermore, a higher field superconductor scenario at fixed Pfus was examined
where the central conducting column would require a REBCO superconductor rather than
the original cryogenic copper (or aluminium) conductor. This reduced the βN opening up the
lower Ip region. This also allowed for operation at lower ηCD, suggesting a solution if a high
enough current drive efficiency is not possible.
The approach taken in this thesis was based off of several requirements of BurST, but in
principle could be applied when designing any new tokamak. Once the over-arching goals and
the relevant operating limits of the tokamak are defined, this analysis could be repeated.
Auxiliary current drive
A steady state scenario cannot rely on inductive current drive, so non-inductive scenarios
must be developed. Chapter 5 examined the feasibility of using NBI to drive all the auxiliary
current and some of the reduced models of NBI current drive available were explored. The
baseline scenario identified had two regions where current drive was necessary resulting in
2 separate beams; one on the magnetic axis and one off axis near the outer radial edge of
the device. On axis, less than 0.2MA is needed to fill the hole left by the bootstrap current,
with the remaining 8.1MA being needed off axis. NUBEAM was used to develop a suitable
configuration and benchmark two reduced physics models, NBeams and RABBIT.
All 3 codes agreed reasonably well when simulating the on axis beam. Using the different
densities (at fixed Pfus = 1.1GW) examined in Chapter 4, the penetration of a 1MW beam
was examined. As the core density increased the penetration of the beam dropped such that
the power needed to reach the required current density at the core increased exponentially.
Given that most of the current needs to be driven off-axis, the amount of power dedicated for
the on-axis beam must be limited. Assuming only 10MW is allocated for the on axis beam
leads to an upper density limit of 〈ne20〉 ≤ 1.65m−3, further limiting the parameter space for
operation.
There are several ways to overcome this particular limit; a higher energy beam would provide
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one solution, but it seems that 1MeV beams are at the current engineering limits of achiev-
able beam energies. If higher density peaking can be achieved then the beam would be less
attenuated at the edge at a given 〈ne20〉, resulting in higher core penetration.
The off-axis current was then examined and it was found with NUBEAM that when the
beam was injected within the mid-plane the current drive efficiency was below the required
threshold, only reaching a maximum ηNBI = 0.18A m−2 W−1. This was largely due to the high
fraction of trapped fast ions which are unable to contribute to the total current. NBeams
is not able to capture this physics of this situation, and whilst RABBIT in principle can,
it was found to not agree well with NUBEAM. However, when the beam was angled such
that it was aligned with the magnetic field the current drive efficiency increased significantly
such that the total amount of power needed to drive the required current was below 100MW.
Furthermore, the agreement between the three codes improved in this regime as the trapped
particle effect was minimised. A reactor will need to operate with field-aligned beams to
maximise ηNBI, so when designing scenarios either NBeams or RABBIT can be used to get
a reasonable estimation of the required NBI configuration. This can then be refined with
NUBEAM to gain further confidence in the NBI configuration.
Linear turbulent instabilities
The previous chapters prescribed density and temperature profiles which were examined in
the context of confinement scaling laws. Both the ITER98 and Petty scaling laws describe the
confinement of existing tokamaks well but when extrapolated to BurST make very different
predictions. For example, in the baseline scenario, the required ITER98 confinement factor
was H98 = 1.35, but Petty factor was only HPetty = 0.94. The actual quality of confinement
will be determined by the transport processes, so it is vital to understand what these mech-
anisms are. Turbulence is often the dominant source of transport and examining the drivers
of turbulence will allow for the optimisation of the equilibrium.
The linear turbulent micro-instabilities of the baseline equilibrium were examined with GS2
to determine what modes will be driving the turbulent transport. The dominant instability
found in the ion scale region of BurST were KBMs, with MTMs existing sub-dominantly.
Additionally, another type of MTM was found in the ky ∼ 4 region. The electron scale region
was found to be completely stable due to the large β′e,unit. The properties of these modes were
analysed to determine what equilibrium parameters they were dependent on.
The KBMs and higher ky MTMs were very narrow in θ0 such that diamagnetic levels of flow
shear were sufficient in suppressing them. The low ky MTMs were independent of flow shear
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but were found to be stabilised by the density gradient. An optimised equilibrium was created
with a higher density gradient at fixed Pfus = 1.1GW with the volume average temperature
and density being similar to the baseline scenario. This stabilised the low ky MTMs such that
with diamagnetic levels of flow shear the equilibrium is marginally stable to all the micro-
instabilities explored at the ρψ = 0.5 surface. These results suggest that BurST could operate
at neoclassical levels of heat transport, indicating a high performance regime is possible.
Quasi-linear models
To determine the power balance for BurST requires reliable calculations of turbulent transport.
Nonlinear gyrokinetics is the best tool currently available for turbulence simulations but it is
not feasible to use it in a transport solver due to computational costs. The validity of quasi-
linear models was examined, as this has proven to be a powerful tool in matching nonlinear
turbulence simulations in low β conventional aspect ratio tokamak plasmas.
It was not possible to obtained converged nonlinear BurST simulations due to the extended na-
ture of the MTMs in ballooning space which requires electron-scale radial resolutions. Multi-
scale simulations will be necessary to fully resolve these modes and this is crucial for the
development of BurST.
It was shown that the MTMs and KBMs prevalent in BurST were not well captured by the
TGLF eigensolver. A new quasi-linear model was developed called QLGYRO which combines
the linear solver of CGYRO with the TGLF saturation rule. This was then tested in several
regimes starting from a GA-STD conventional aspect ratio equilibrium, building up towards a
MAST equilibrium, and then a higher β NSTX equilibrium where MTMs were the dominant
mode. It was found the the quasi-linear weights are a good approximation for the GA-STD
and MAST equilibria where ITGs are the dominant mode. For the NSTX equilibrium the
conventional quasi-linear weights did not follow the trend of the nonlinear simulation, but
when using the field-independent quasi-linear weights the weights better followed the trend,
though it was consistently under-estimated. The cause of the discrepancy was found to be
associated with the parallel streaming along perturbed field lines, described by A|| inside the
nonlinear interaction term, without which the modified quasi-linear weight agreed with the
nonlinear result.
The area that needs the most development is the saturation rule. In the MAST simulations the
saturation rule did not capture the electrostatic potential when changing a/LT , suggesting
an issue in the model. By examining the different components of the saturation rule of
TGLF/QLGYRO, the source of the disparity was found to be in the γeff, which uses c0.
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Given that c0 was fitted from GA-STD like simulations, it is not surprising that this does not
perform as well in such a different regime. This may require a more detailed examination to
explore what physics is missing to cause the disagreement. Unsurprisingly, the model does
not perform well for the NSTX case. Given that MTMs are the dominant source of transport
here, it is reasonable to assume that an entirely different mechanism is the cause of saturation
compared to ITG dominated regimes.
The formulation of a quasi-linear model valid in a ST MTM dominated regime is a vital
element in the development of BurST and this work has taken the initial steps towards such
a model. Moreover, a methodology for identifying an available operating space for BurST
was created and it was demonstrated that NBI is able to achieve the necessary current drive
efficiency to ensure net electricity. Furthermore, a linearly stable equilibrium was identified
suggesting that operation at neoclassical levels of heat transport may be possible, illustrating
a path towards a net electric ST. A BurST-like approach may help to accelerate the path
to fusion whilst reducing fusion’s capital costs, which will allow for fusion to make a more
significant impact to the global energy-mix. The work conducted in this thesis illustrates that
a high performance, net electric ST may be feasible and warrants further investigation.
Future work
The development BurST will require research in many different areas. For example, all of the
work in this thesis has assumed a steady state scenario, so research on the ramp-up phase is
crucial to identify if a path to these scenarios is possible.
Several limiting factors were examined when determining the available operating space for
BurST. However, there will be other issues that need to be accounted for, such as ELMs.
ELM mitigation/suppression may be required so a greater understanding of the pedestal is
needed. This work assumed an ITER like pedestal but with a more rigorous analysis of
the pedestal, the SCENE profiles can be more confidently set and the analysis conducted in
Chapter 4 can be repeated. Furthermore, inclusion of fast ions in the equilibrium calculation
is a vital next step as it was shown that the fast ion pressure can form a significant fraction
of the total pressure and was not included in this work.
The research presented in this thesis suggest that a non-inductive scenario would be possible
using only NBI. The viability of RF current drive systems should also be explored for BurST
as it has some advantages. Given that a small amount of local current is needed in the core,
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EBW could be a promising alternative for the on axis beam given that it does not have a
density cut-off. The difficulties in steering EBW would not an issue as this current would only
be needed in one location. Furthermore, operation at higher densities becomes plausible as
this was set by the penetration depth of a 1MeV beam which would now only need to drive
current at the edge.
The feasibility of a peaked density needs to be examined as this was crucial in stabilising the
MTMs. Using an appropriate particle transport model, the amount of core fuelling necessary
for these profiles can be determined. There are other considerations to be made with density
peaking as it can lead to impurity accumulation which in turn can lead to radiative collapse,
so this needs to be examined in further detail.
Linear gyrokinetic simulations including fast ions (from both the NBI and the fusion α’s) and
impurities are the next logical step in examining the linear stability of BurST-like equilibria.
Quantifying their impact on the KBMs and MTMs is needed as it may affect the strategy
used to design a more stable equilibrium.
Finally, it is critical that the saturation mechanism of MTMs is better understood as any
quasi-linear model must be able to account for this source of transport. A potential saturating
mechanism was identified for the MTMs in NSTX with γ
A||
eff and flow shear possibly playing a
crucial role. Further nonlinear MT simulations will help to probe the behaviour of these modes
and build a theoretical framework for their saturation. However, the MTMs seen in BurST
are unaffected by flow shear so another saturation mechanism is must be explored. Obtaining
converged nonlinear BurST simulations will be critical in developing these quasi-linear models.
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